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ABSTRACT
Si and Sn doped GaAs epilayers were grown with electron 
concentrations from 8x10^^ cm“  ^ cm^/V-s) up to 
a peak of 1.16x10^^ cm~^ (using Sn). The major mobility- 
limiting impurity was carbon. Unintentionally doped mater­
ial was p-type, with U3oo*380 to 420 cm^/V-s at N^^-Np«!- 
3x10^® cm“ .^ The range of applicability of the currently 
accepted GaAs growth model was investigated, leading to 
the construction of a detailed HBE surface phase diagram. 
Several surface phenomena are described with reference to 
this diagram.
Subsequent experiments investigated the growth of InAs. 
Good quality InAs could only be nucleated on (100) GaAs by 
using the minimum As^ flux permitting stochiometric growth 
at a temperature just below that at which InAs sublimates 
non-congruently. Phase diagrams were constructed to 
demonstrate the relationship between surface reconstruct­
ion, growth conditions and material quality. The homoépit­
axial growth behaviour of InAs was essentially identical 
to that of GaAs.
Si and Sn were n-type dopants in InAs, exhibiting 100% 
electrically active Incorporation and near-bulk mobilities 
at carrier concentrations from »ixio^^ cm~^ to the solubi­
lity limit of Si, 2.3x10^* cm“ .^ The properties of n“ 
layers were influenced by Interfacial accumulations of low 
mobility electrons. Etch profiling was used to derive a 
77 K mobility of s90xl0^ cm^/V-s at Np-N^-l.6x10^^ cm"^ 
for the bulk-like region of a thick unintentionally doped 
layer. This figure is coqparable to the best mobilities 
obtained from VPE and bulk grown InAa at similar carrier 
concentrations.
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1.1 Introduction
Many of the nost useful and exciting properties of the III- 
V compound semiconductors can only be exploited through the 
use of epitaxial growth techniques. Until recently, most 
use has been made of LPB [Panlsh et al (1971)] and VPE 
[Dapkus (1984), Ludowlse (1985)] technology. However, it is 
now possible to purchase an HBB system from one of several 
manufacturers (e.g. VG Semicon, UK; Varían and Perkin- 
Elmer, USA; and Riber, France) and apply a well established 
methodology to produce a wide range of commercially import­
ant GaAs/AlGaAs device structures. These include high 
electron mobility transistors (HEMTs, Solomon and Morkoc 
(1984)], heterojunction bipolar transistors [BBTs, Nakajlma 
et al (1985)], heterojunction LASERS (Tsang (1985)] and 
other high speed logic, microwave and optoelectronic 
devices [Eastman (1983), Weimann (1985)]. Many of these 
applications require high purity layers to be grown to an 
accurately pre-determined thickness defined by morphologic­
ally abrupt heterojunctions. A high degree of control over 
composition and doping is also required. HBE offers several 
advantages over LPE and VPB for the growth of such layers;
(1) A low growth rate of si pm/h (or 1 monolayer/sec) 
combined with essentially instantaneous interruption 
of growth and doping by rapid action shutters permits 
accurate and reproducible control over layer thickness 
[Cho and Arthur (1975)].
(li) The relatively low substrate temperatures used in 
MBE cause minimal diffusion-induced smearing of doping 
and compositional profiles [Cho (1975), Morkoc and Cho 
(1979)] and may also reduce the concentration of 
thermally induced defects [Kasano (1978)].
(ill) The non-equilibrium nature of MBE allows growth 
within the miscibility gap of certain ternary and 
quarternary compounds of potential importance for the
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production of long-wavelength optoelectronic devices 
(Stringfellow (1983)].
(iv) The UHV environnent necessary for MBE allows a wide 
range of diagnostic equipment to be used for fault 
finding and In-situ growth studies (Cho and Arthur 
(1975), Davies and Hilllans (1985)].
A further area of Interest is the possibility, of 'selective 
area epitaxy' by HBB, where masks (Cho and Reinhart (1972), 
Hiyamlzu et al (1980)] or substrates pre-patterned with 
Si02 (Cho and Ballany (1975)] are used for the lateral 
definition of active regions. In-situ ion beam lithography 
nay be used to the sane end (Davies and Hilllans (1985)]. 
These advantages are partially offset by the relative 
complexity and expense of MBE compared to rival growth 
techniques. It is also noteworthy that the lowest residual 
carrier concentrations in HBE grown GaAs are currently an 
order of magnitude higher those reported for the best LPE 
material (lO^^-lO^^ cm"^, Kunzel et al (1982)]. However, 
this djes not cause problems in most Intentionally doped 
device structures. More detailed comparisons between MBE, 
VPE and LPE have been made by Dapkus (1984) and Dorrity et 
al (1985).
The wider availability of MBE has opened up several areas 
of pure research. Phenomena associated with the quantum 
confinement of carriers are of particular importance at 
present (Tsui and Gossard (1981), Gossard (1984)]. Perhaps 
the most Interesting low dimensional structures are super­
lattices, exemplified by the GaAs-AlGaAs and InAs-AlSb-GaSb 
systems (Sai-Balasz et al (1977), Chang and Esaki (1980), 
Chang (1983)]. Strained layer (Osbourne (1982)] or 'psuedo- 
morphic' systems are also accessible via MBB. Technological 
spin offs from low dimensional studies include quantum Hall 
devices, of potential importance as precision resistance 
standards in instrumentation (Tsui and Gossard (1981)].
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This chapter has two main objectives; firstly, to provide a 
9eneral review of the physical processes involved in HBE 
growth and, secondly, to indicate why further experimental 
work was required in the areas addressed by this thesis. 
Specific objectives are described in Secs 1.8 to 1.11.
1.2 Molecular Beam Bpitazy
Molecular beam epitaxy derives from the three temperature 
vacuum deposition technique of Gunther (1958, 1961). The 
distinguishing feature of MBB (Pig 1.1) is that beams of 
neutral matrix (Ga, Al, In, As, etc) and dopant atoms or 
molecules are allowed to impinge upon a heated single 
crystal substrate to produce an epilayer, a single crystal 
deposit continuous with the substrate and having the same 
crystallographic orientation. Bach molecular beam source 
is individually shuttered to allow abrupt changes to be 
made in compositional and doping profiles, and the whole 
process is carried out under ultra high vacuum (UHV) to 
minimise the unintentional doping of epilayers by residual 
gas species. For GaAs, the use of substrates orientated on, 
or close to, (100) yields the best quality material and 
provides orthogonal cleavage planes for the separation of 
samples or devices [Cho and Arthur (1975)].
To be useful for electronic purposes a III-V compound must 
be stochiometric, l.e. composed of equal quantities of 
group III and group V atoms situated on their correct 
sublattices. Fortunately, surface effects make the MBB 
growth of compounds in the GaAs family quite straight­
forward: within a large temperature range, the group III 
(Ga, In, Al) flux has a unity sticking co-efficient and 
determines the growth rate, whilst any group V (As) flux in 
excess of that required for stochiometry is desorbed. These 
processes will now be discussed in detail.
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Pig 1.1 The essential components of a III-V HBE system
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1.3 GaAs Surface Einetics
Both dissociation (sublimation) and condensation (growth) 
processes can be important in NBE. Briefly, free (Langmuir) 
sublimation occurs from the surface of an epilayer which is 
heated under vacuum. At moderate temperatures group III and 
group V atoms are lost at the same rate, the smoothness of 
the surface is preserved and the sublimation is said to be 
congruent [Poxon et al (1973), Goldstein et al (1976)]. 
Alïove a critical 'non-congruent sublimation' temperature 
(approx. 640*^ C for (100) GaAs, 450°C for InAs and 
365*’c for InP, Wood et al (1983a)] the sublimation rate of 
the group V element exceeds that of the group III element 
and surface accumulations of group III metal occur, disrup­
ting epitaxy. NBE is usually performed at temperatures well 
below Tpg (however, see also Sec 1.7).
The processes controlling HBE growth at moderate temperat­
ures are adequately described by the models proposed by 
Foxon (1983) and Joyce (1985) to account for the results of 
their modulated beam studies (Poxon and Joyce (1975), 
(1977),(1978),(1980)] and the flash desorption experiments 
of Arthur (1973). Growth under both AS2 and As^ fluxes was 
studied. Referring to (100) GaAs, the results which require 
interpretation are; (i) that the sticicing probability of 
the Ga atoms is unity; (ii) only sufficient AS2 or As^ 
molecules are incorporated to preserve stochiometry and 
(iii) that the apparent sticking co-efficient of the 
arsenic flux is always ^1 using AS2 and always 60.5 if As^ 
is used^ These observations are not confined bo the growth 
of GaAs: most combinations of In, Ga and A1 with As and Sb 
have been shown to behave similarly (Poxon (1983)]. At high 
growth temperatures, congruent sublimation reduces the 
growth rate of binary compounds (Fischer et al (1983)] and 
affects the composition of those iii-iii-v ternary 
compounds, such as InGaAs, from which one group III 
element sublimes more rapidly than the other (Poxon
(1983)]. However, although these phenomena may present
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practical difficulties, they do not alter the basic nechan- 
isns of HBB growth.
1.4 GaAs Growth Models
The growth of (100) GaAs from Ga and AS2 fluxes is shown 
scheeatically in Fig 1.2a. According to the nodel, AS2 
dimers are first adsorbed into a weakly, bound («O.lSeV) 
precursor state in which they are freely mobile. The dimers 
can only incorporate into the epilayer when they encounter 
occupied gallium lattice sites, which are often 
preferentially available at sites of high binding energy at 
vicinal and island step edges [Harris (1985)]. 'Layer by 
layer' growth results under certain conditions [Petroff et 
al (1964)], generally resulting in an overall smoothing of 
the crystal surface [Cho (1970)]. In the absence of free 
gallium the AS2 dimers have a measurable surface lifetime 
but, ultimately, a zero sticking probability. The excess 
dimers generally desorb unchanged, but may undergo a 
pairwise interaction and desorb as AS4 at low growth 
temperatures [Poxon and Joyce (1977)]. The AS2 sticking 
probability increases with the surface population of 
gallium, reaching unity when equal quantities of gallium 
and arsenic atoms are available. At this point the surface 
reconstruction (Sec 1.5) changes from (2x4) to (4x2), 
marking the onset of gallium accumulation [Poxon and Joyce 
(1978)]. Ga atoms may be supplied to the surface from 
external fluxes or (at high growth temperatures) from the 
thermal decomposition of the epilayer [Heave and Joyce 
(1978b)]. Desorption or sublimation from the gallium 
adlayer is not significant at substrate temperatures below 
about 630°C [Fischer et al (1983)].
The growth of (100) GaAs from Ga and As^ fluxes is more 
complex, although many of the same concepts apply [Poxon 
(1983)]. As with AS2, the As^ tetramers are accommodated in 
a mobile precursor state for a limited period of time, and
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6a stabilized Ga As surface
Pig 1.2 The proieesses involved in > the' growth of (100) 
GaAn from (A) Ga and A82 and (B) Ga and Aa^ 
fluxes (after Poxon (1983)].
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it ia the Ga adatom population which decidea their ultimate 
aticking probability. The chief difference when uaing Aa^ 
ia that the aticking probability of the tetramera cannot 
exceed 0.5 even if a large exceaa of gallium atoma ia 
preaent. Thia reflecta the fact that growth from Aa^ 
requirea a pairwiae diaaociation of two tetramera, releaa- 
ing four araenic atoma for growth (Poxon and Joyce (1975); 
the proceaa ia ahown achematically in Pig 1.2b]. The 
remaining four atoma are deaorbed aa a newly created Aa^ 
tetraner.
The different procesaea involved in growth from Aa2 and As^ 
fluxea may affect the propertiea of filma grown under 
otherwise identical conditions. Experimental results gener­
ally show that lower trap concentrations (Heave et al
(1984)] and superior minority carrier properties [Duggan et 
al (1982), Taang (1982, 1985)] are obtained in GaAs/AlGaAs 
structures grown from AS2. However, factors such as dopant 
incorporation (Sec 1.6) and the effects of surface reconst­
ruction on the physical mechanism of condensation (Sec 1.5) 
generally affect the electrical, optical and morphological 
propertiea of MBE grown GaAs more strongly than the choice 
of arsenic species.
1.5 Surface Reconstruction
Surface reconstruction is a re-ordering of the outermost 
atomic layer(s) of a crystal in order to reduce the free 
energy of the surface. The (100) surface of GaAs can 
support several reconstructions during HBB growth. Each 
represents a particular surface stochiometry which is 
maintained over a limited range of flux ratios and growth 
temperatures [Cho (1970, 1971a, 1971b), Panish (1980)]. 
This makes surface reconstruction extremely useful as a 
system-independent monitor of the MSB growth conditions.
Reconstruction is easily monitored during growth using
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reflection high energy electron diffraction (RBEED), in 
which 3 to ISkeV electrons are reflected at a grazing 
Incidence from the epilayer onto a florescent screen (Bauer 
(1969), Prutton (1975)]. The surface of the epilayer acts 
as a two dimensional grating which usually yields a 
strea)ced pattern t>ecause of the relaxation of the Laue 
scattering conditions in one dimension. A pattern of spots 
is generally indicative of a rough or contaminated surface 
(Cho and Arthur (1975), Ploog (1980)]. The periodicity of 
the RHEED pattern is the same as that of the reciprocal 
lattice of the surface mesh (Prutton (1975), Ashcroft and 
Hermln (1976)]. The surface mesh is usually described using 
the nomenclature of Hood (1964), in which 'the (2x4) 
reconstruction of a (100) surface' refers to a structure 
having twice the bullc lattice spacing in the (Oil]m
direction and four times bul)( spacing in (Oil].
Early worl( by Cho (1970,1971a,1971b) showed that two stable 
reconstructions predominate on (100) GaAs during MBE 
growth. These are normally identified as the (2x4) and 
(4x2) reconstructions, although Heave and Joyce (1978a) 
have pointed out that the (2x4) and c(2x8) reconstructions 
cannot be distinguished by most MBE RHEED systems, which 
only display the zeroth order Laue zone. Epitaxial GaAs 
with good electrical properties may be grown under the 
(2x4) reconstruction. However, Heave et al (1984) have 
reported that growth under a (3x1) reconstruction (which 
occurs at higher temperatures than the (2x4), Hassles et al 
(1976), Panish (1980), Van Hove and Cohen (1982)] yields 
material of improved photolumlnescent efficiency. Growth 
under the (4x2) reconstruction yields material spoiled by 
surface accumulations of Ga metal. Heave and Joyce 
(1978a),(1978b) have used RHBED to investigate the range of 
substrate temperatures permitting epitaxial growth. Their 
results suggest that the minimum temperature (al30°C) is 
determined by the non-dissociative incorporation of As^ 
tetramers and the maximum temperature («600°C) by the 
thermal dissociation of the epilayer. In practice, GaAs
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grown below about 480°C is so heavily trapped as to be 
seni-Insulating (Nurotani et al (1978)]; the exact temper­
ature below which trapping becomes significant is 
determined by the arsenic flux [Hewstead et al (1987), 
Chapter 3].
Several 'HBE surface phase diagrams' have been mapped out 
to show how the reconstructions of (100) GaAs change with 
the substrate temperature and matrix fluxes [e.g. see Cho 
(1971a,b). Hassles et al (1976), and Van Hove et al
(1985)]. Because of the practical difficulties involved in 
measuring MBE growth parameters, there is considerable 
spread in the reported positions of the boundaries separat­
ing the various reconstructions (Van Hove et al (1983), 
Hood et al (1983b)]. One objective of this project was to 
construct accurate surface phase diagrams for (100) GaAs 
and (100) InAs, self-calibrated against the change in 
surface reconstruction at JAs^:JGa(ln)>O.S:l [Poxon et al 
(1978)]. These diagrams were useful for practical purposes, 
such as setting up the (rather restricted) optimum nucléat­
ion conditions of (100) InAs/GaAs [Newstead et al (1987), 
Chapter 4] as well as providing some information on the 
surface processes occurring during HBE growth.
A number of worleers have used AES, XPS (Drathen et al 
(1978), Hassles et al (1980), Bachrach et al (1981)] and 
static SIHS [Croydon et al (1985)] to estimate the surface 
compositions of reconstructed GaAs. Whilst all agree on the 
compositional ordering of the major reconstructions, there 
is disagreement over the absolute estimates of stochiometry 
[Honch (1985)]. ARPES (angle resolved photoemission, Larsen 
et al (1981), Dobson et al (1982)] and integrated photoemi- 
sslon (Bachrach et al (1981)] have been helpful in 
determining some of the physical and electronic properties 
of GaAs surfaces but, as yet, no fully detailed understand­
ing of the factors determining the dominant reconstruction 
modes of the III-V compounds has emerged. The interpretat­
ion of results can be complicated by the presence of
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vicinal steps and disordered reconstructions (numerous 
adjacent domains of one or more reconstructlonst Dobson et 
al (1982)]. However, these features can be exploited in 
surface studies. For example, the diffusion of gallium 
adatoms on GaAs has been Investigated by examining the 
temperature dependence of the disappearance of RHEBD 
intensity oscillations on slightly misorientated substrates 
(Heave et al (1985)]. RHBED oscillations, corresponding to 
monolayer depositions, are in themselves useful for 
accurately measuring group III fluxes (Harris et al (1981), 
Heave et al (1983)].
1.6 Doping
The choice of useful dopants for Ill-v HBE is small 
compared to the wide range of group II, iv and VI 
impurities which have been used successfully in LPE. The 
difficulty in MBS is that dopants must incorporate via the 
growing surface, so that volatile impurities (such as 
sulphur) tend to re-evaporate before incorporating at 
normal growth temperatures (Davies et al (1981)]. It is 
also found that large atoms (such as Sn in GaAs) tend to 
accumulate on the surface, hampering efforts to obtain 
sharp doping profiles (Cho (1975), Wood and Joyce (1978), 
Roc)cett et al (1982)]. Surface segregation can also cause 
non-uniform composition profiles in ternary compounds such 
as inGaAs (Poxon (1983)]. Size effects in HBE are increasi­
ngly the subject of debate (Patel et al (1987)]. The 
Interplay between thermodynamics and Iclnetic processes in 
determining dopant incorporation is not understood in 
detail (Hood (1985)], although therxndynamics can be useful 
in identifying MBB dopants which are unlDcely to be 
effective (such as Zn in GaAs, Hecicingbottom et al (1983)]. 
Silicon and tin are the most useful donors and beryllium 
the best behaved acceptor in MBB GaAs. However, there are 
difficulties associated even with these elements, and the 
doping of lll-v compounds still presents problems in the
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more demanding applications of MBE.
1.6 (1) n-type dopants
On a simple valence basis, the group IV elements should be 
amphoteric in III-V compounds. This is true of Ge in GaAs 
which dopes either n- or p-type according to the ratio of 
Ga to As vacancies on the growing surface (Wood et al 
(1979), Netze et al (1980)]. Si and Sn are, however, only 
slightly amphoteric (Chai et al (1981), Mendez et al 
(1983)] and incorporate as shallow donors in (100) GaAs. Si 
has a unity sticicing probability and does not noticeably 
segregate [Cho (1975), Hlyamizu et al (1981)]. Si doping at 
moderate levels (10^®-10^® cm~^) produces material with 
near-bulk electrical properties, but compensation is 
ai^arent in highly doped layers (llegems (1985)]; this may 
result from the inclusion of nitrogen, generated by the 
decomposition of the PBN Si crucible at high temperatures 
(Sacks and Shen (1985)]. The chief disadvantage of silicon 
is that it is difficult to dope to free carrier concentra­
tions in excess of 6x10^® cm"® in HBE-GaAs (Miller et al
(1982), Sachs and Shen (1985)]. Higher carrier concentra­
tions are attainable using Sn (1.1x10®® cm"®, Harris et al 
(1982)]. This to some extent offsets the the problems of 
surface segregation (Rockett et al (1982)] and rate limited 
incorporation (Hood and Joyce (1978), Harris et al (1984)] 
experienced when using Sn in GaAs, and Sn doping is most 
commonly used in devices requiring very low resistivity n'*' 
layers (Harris (1985)].
S, Se and Te have been of limited use in MBE because of 
their volatility (which can cause problems during bakeouts) 
and their low sticking probabilities on GaAs surfaces at 
normal growth temperatures (580-600°C, Chapt 3). However, 
the chalcogens are useful n-type dopants for the lll-v 
antimonides (Si and Sn are essentially amphoteric in 
Ga(Al)Sb, Gotoh et al (1981)]. Source volatility problems
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hav« been overcome by the uae of electrochemical cells to 
generate sulphur and selenium fluxes from stable compounds 
of silver (Davies et al (1981), Andrews et al (1984)]. It 
is also possible to dope with S, Se and Te derived from 
thermally generated fluxes of PbS, PbSe and PbTe (Wood 
(1978, 1985)]. Again, the greater stability of the compound 
over the element facilitates control of the effusion 
source, it is unclear whether the Pb component of the flux 
Incorporates or is electrically active in GaAs. However, it 
has been reported that the concentration of electron traps 
in GalnP [Blood et al (1982)] and GaAs (Alcatsu et al 
(1987)] may be reduced by the application of a small Pb 
flux during MBS growth.
The discussion above refers to growth on (100) surfaces. 
Dopants can incorporate differently on other surfaces; for 
example. Si doped (110) GaAs grown by HBE is always highly 
compensated or p-type (Ballingall and Hood (1982,1983)]. 
The same result is obtained when (111) substrates are used. 
These phenomena have been explored by Hiller (1985), who 
selectively etched a (100) substrate to produce 2 pm wide 
(110) and (100) facets. A vertically orientated 'n-p-n-p' 
modulation doped structure resulted from subsequent over­
growth with Si doped GaAs.
l.C (ii) p-type dopants
Beryllium is a well behaved shallow acceptor in (100) HBE 
GaAs permitting controllable doping with 100% electrically 
active incorporation at levels between 1x10^^ cm~^ and 
6x10^^ cm~^ (Ilegems (1977)]. There are three problems 
associated with the use of this dopant; (i) Be is highly 
toxic; (il) Be getters oxygen bearing residual gas species 
to form electrically inactive centres such as BeO in GaAs 
(Hood (1985)]; and (iii) Be exhibits anomalously high 
Interstitial diffusion rates in GaAs at doping levels at>ove 
about 1x10^^ cm~^ (HcLevige at al (1978)]. The latter
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effect may preclude the uae of Be as a dopant for very thin 
p'*' layers such as HBT base regions. These problems are not 
critically important to most users, especially compared to 
those encountered when using other p-type decants in MBE.
The other usable p-type dopants in (100) HBE GaAs are Ge, 
Ng and Hn. Ge is only useful for heavy doping because of 
the compensation effects previously mentioned. Nn is a deep 
acceptor (appearing about 100 meV above Ey). which is almost 
completely frozen out at 77K. Mg is a well behaved shallow 
acceptor in GaAs, but is of limited use in HBE as a unity 
sticking probability can only be obtained at growth temper­
atures of 500°C or less [Wood et al (1982)]. Low energy 
(<500ev) ion beam doping has been investigated as a means 
of increasing the sticking probabilities of volatile doping 
species [Naganuma and Takahashi (1975), Esaki and HcGroddy 
(1975), Bean and Dingle (1979)]. Host attention has been 
paid to the p-type dopants Zn and Mg. In general, the Hall 
mobilities obtained from such layers are lower than those 
obtained from co-evaporation doped MBE material, leading to 
speculation about the extent of the damage caused by 
subsurface implantation [Hood (1985)].
1.7 Defects in HBE Layers
The imperfections found in MBE grown material fall into 
three main catagories; (1) point defects, (ii) impurities 
incorporated from the residual gas, impure cell charges or 
the outgasslng products of heated coxqponents and (iii) 
gross morphological defects. Point defects essentially 
result from localised deviations in stochlometry and may be 
manifest as deep level traps [Heave et al (1980), Stall et 
al (1980)] or through reductions in photoluminescent 
intensity [Tsang (1985)]. Thermodynamics may eventually be 
of assistance in identifying optimal growth conditions 
[Beckingbottom et al (1983)] but, at present, the most 
practical way of avoiding excessive intrinsic defect
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concentrations is by reference to the results of actual 
growth studies. Grange (1985) has recently reviewed the 
relevant literature, concluding that most compounds should 
be grown under minimised group V fluxes as close as 
possible to their non-congruent sublimation temperature.
The level of unintentional doping in epilayers is highly 
dependent on the design and operation of a given MBS 
system; these factors are discussed in Chapter 2. For the 
present it is sufficient to note that unintentional 
acceptor levels of less than 1x10^^ cm~^ can be obtained in 
carefully grown MBE GaAs [Dingle et al (1982), Hwang et al
(1983), Helblum et al (1983)]. Reducing the level of gross 
morphological defects is a more pressing problem. Inexpert 
ex-situ substrate cleaning, or the use of stale or insuffi­
ciently pure chemicals, can leave dust and drying maries on 
the substrate leading to poor nucléation over localised 
areas. These problems can be avoided with care 
[Sec 2.8(ii)], but the ubiquitous presence of oval defects 
on HBE grown GaAs is of greater concern. These defects are 
normally present at densities of between 10  ^ and 10  ^ cm~^, 
vary in length from 1 to 10 ym and are aligned with the 
[Oil] direction if the epilayer is grown on (100) substra­
tes [Ilegems (1985)]. Oval defects have been shown to 
result from several causes including; (i) 'spitting' from 
the gallium cell [Hood et al (1981)]; (li) Ga203 and Ga20 
in the Ga charge [Ito et al (1984)], which may be avoided 
by cleaning and re-charging the gallium cell each time the 
NBE system is let up to air [Chai and Chow (1981)], or by 
pre-etching the gallium charge in HCL [Heng et al (1986)], 
or chemically reduced by the addition of a small amount of 
aluminium to the Ga cell charge [Kirchener et al (1981)]; 
(ill) arsenic oxides in the arsenic cell charge [Suzuki et 
al (1984)]; and (iv) microscopic dust particles on the 
substrate [Meng et al (1985)]. At the time of writing, oval 
defect densities of about 1x10^ cm~^ are regularly attained 
by careful workers [Heng et al (1986)]. This is considered 
acceptable, althou-gh not ideal, by device processors
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[Rezazadeh (1987)]. There la evidence that oval defects may 
be completely eliminated by employing Metal Organic MBE 
[Tsang (1984) (1987), Sec 2.3]. Splashes of Ga and A1 metal 
generated by the action of the source cell shutters are a 
further source of defects.
1.8 The Objectives of this Project
This thesis reports on Investigations into the growth of 
(100) InAs and (100) GaAs by HBE. A central objective of 
the project was to identify the optimum growth conditions 
for InAs. Previous studies at CLP (Heggltt et al (1978, 
1979, 1980), Grange et al (1979, 1980), Kubla)c et al (1983, 
1984a)] had only been partially successful in meeting this 
aim, largely because the MBE systems then available offered 
limited control over the growth parameters. For this reason 
a new MBE system, CLPIV, was constructed for the present 
work (Chapter 2).
1.9 GaAs Growth Study
Before starting on the InAs work, GaAs epllayers were grown 
to commission CLPIV because; (i) the growth of GaAs by MBE 
was known to be straightforward, with information on 
substrate preparation, growth and doping being readily 
available in the existing literature and (11) techniques 
for the optical and electrical characterisation of epitax­
ial GaAs were similarly well established. The first growths 
were directed towards identifying and eliminating hardware 
and operating problems. Subsequently, a series of Si and Sn 
doped layers were grown to provide data for a critical 
assessment of the new system. A central theme of this 
thesis is the use of surface reconstruction as a basis for 
accurately reproducible flux calibrations: the relevent 
experimental techniques were devel(^ed when growing GaAs. 
This Involved the construction of an MBE surface phase
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diagram, which also yielded some information on the surface 
processes occuring during growth and the range of applicab­
ility of the NBE growth model [Poxon (1983)]. The GaAs work 
is presented in Chapter 3.
1.10 InAs Growth Study: Introduction
InAs was studied because this compound, and its related 
ternaries, offer useful alternatives to GaAs/AlGaAs for 
certain applications, including
(i) Optoelectronic Devices, where the tunable direct 
bandgaps of inGaAs [Cheng et al (1981)1, InAlAs 
(Fraseuth et al (1987)], inAsSb [Yen et al (1987)] and 
InGaAsSb [Chui et al (1987)] cover wavelengths 
Inaccessible using GaAs/AlGaAs, including the minimum 
loss and dispersion windows of both silica [1.55 urn, 
Sze (1981)] and flourlde [2.55 urn, Tran et al (1986)] 
optical fibers. Experimental device structures have 
Included laser emitters [Tsang (1985)] and inAsSb 
strained-layer superlattice detectors [Hughes (1987)]. 
Binary InAs has been used for the active layers of a 
HQH laser operating at 1.5 urn [Benchimol (1987)]
(ii) High Speed Logic and Microwave devices, where the 
high electron mobilities and high saturation drift 
velocities of InAs and InGaAs [Littlejohn et al 
(1978), Kubiak et al (1984b)] offer Improved high 
frequency performance [Barnard et al (1980), Bandy et 
al (1981)]. InGaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures have 
recleved particular attention as 'psuedoxnrphic HEMTs' 
[Liu and Das (1987), Hiyamizu et al (1987)]; this 
combination offers a wide enough bandgap for room 
temperature operation and low A1 levels can be used 
in the AlGaAs, avoiding excessive levels of DX centres 
[Dhar et al (1986)].
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(ili) Structures of Scientific Interest, which exploit the 
unusual bandedge lineup of inAs with GaSb (the conduc­
tion band of InAs lies below the valence band edge of 
GaSb). These structures ace exemplified by the inAs- 
GaSb-AlSb polytype iSai-Halasz et al (1977), Chang and 
Esaki (1980)] and the InAs-GaAs strained layer super­
lattices [Yao et al (1983), Fukui and Salto, Jap. J. 
Appl. Phys. 23 (1984) L521]
Epitaxially deposited InAs has also been used to obtain 
low-resistivity ohmic contacts to GaAs/AlGaAs device 
structures (Wright et al (1986a)].
Many of the structures and compounds described above have 
been grown by MBE. However, most publications have only 
included superficial descriptions of the growth conditions 
used. The implication is that the majority of structures 
were grown on the basis of trial and error. Whilst this 
approach may have been tolerable for preliminary studies, 
it was clear at the inception of this project (see review 
below) that more detailed work was required, both to 
improve device quality and to meet increasingly successful 
competition from rival growth techniques.
1.10 (i) Review of Earlier Studies
Early research into the vacuum deposition of InAs was 
restricted to polycrystalline growth on glass and (100) 
GaAs substrates [Gunther (1961), Johnson (1966), Kunig 
(1968), Howson (1968),(1970), Freller (1979)]. Godinho and 
Brunschweiller (1970) were the first to obtain epitaxial 
deposits on heated GaAs substrates of various orientations. 
Their results for growth on (100) surfaces are still 
pertinent; (1) mirror-shiny epitaxial layers were only 
obtained within a narrow range of substrate temperatures 
and As^:ln flux ratios, (il) large, highly directional 
growth features were sometimes noticed on layers grown
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under non-optimum conditions, and (iii) the electrical 
properties of the layers showed a strong dependence on the 
film thickness, an effect previously only seen in VPE 
material [Cronin et al (1966), McCarthy (1967)]. These 
results have been enlarged upon by Yano et al (1977), 
Meggitt et al (1978, 1979, 1980), Grange et al (1979,
1980), Parker et al (1981), Schaffer et al (1980, 1981, 
1983), Kubiak et al (1983, 1984a), Hancock and Kroemer
(1984), Suglyama (1986) and Hunekata et al (1987). As semi- 
insulating InAs is not available, these workers used SI 
(100) GaAs substrates to facilitate electrical measureme­
nts. Table 1.1 summarises their results: all found that 
mirror-shiny hétéroépitaxial layers with low defect levels 
and high electron mobilities could only be grown within a 
limited range of parameters. Epilayers grown under non- 
optimum conditions had rough surfaces and severely degraded 
electrical properties. Such material has been designated as 
arsenic or Indium rich, according to whether the arsenic 
flux was above or below its optimum value. Characteristic 
defects occur on epilayers grown under each regime [Yano et 
al (1977), Schaffer et al (1983), Kubiak et al (1984a)}. 
Experiments by Hancock and Kroemer (1984) and Sugiyama 
(1986) have Indicated that the conditions required for 
homoépitaxial growth are not as demanding as those applying 
to (highly mismatched) heteroepitaxy.
To date, all unintentionally doped InAs grown by MBE has 
been n-type. As shown in Table 1.1, residual carrier 
concentrations of 2x10^^ cm~^ and less have only been 
reported for epilayers grown at temperatures above about 
SOO^’c [the non-congruent sublimation temperature of InAs is 
approximately 490°C at low arsenic overpressures, Heggitt 
(1979), Wood et al (1983a)]. Table 1.1 shows that the 
residual carrier concentration tends to Increase with 
decreasing growth temperature, reaching 1x10^^ cm~^ at 
400°C. This may imply that the carriers derive from 
stochiometrlc defects [Heckingbottom et al (1983)], or from 
volatile impurities in the source charges or growth
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environment (sulphur is a persistent contaminant in indium, 
Lambert et al (1983)], or both. All of the workers 
referenced in Table 1.1 reported that, at a given growth 
temperature, the lowest residual carrier concentrations and 
highest electron mobilities were obtained from the smooth­
est and least defected epilayers.
The growth of inAs at temperatures above SOO^C can be 
difficult, as even small changes in the large arsenic flux 
required to stabilise the epllayer surface can be suffici­
ent to disrupt epitaxy [Yano et al (1977), Neggitt et al 
(1978, 1980), Kubiak et al (1984a)]. Nonetheless, the best 
77K Hall mobilities reported for unintentionally doped 
material range from 60x10^ to 105 xlO^ cm^/V-s at Np- 
Nj^ ;:5xl0^  ^cm~^ [Schaffer et al (1983), Newstead et al 
(1987)], approaching bulk mobilities in InAs doped to give 
similar carrier concentrations [Schlllmann (1956)]. Only
limited information is available on the intentional doping 
of InAs during MBE [Ilegems (1985)]. Those impurities which 
have been Investigated behave similarly in InAs and GaAs; 
in both materials Mg and Be are acceptors [Yano (1977), 
Schaffer and Berg (1981)] and Si and Te are shallow donors 
[Kubiak et al (1984a)].
Meggltt (1979), Grange et al (1979), Kubiak (1983), 
Sugiyama (1986) and Nrlght et al (1986a) reported that
their best hétéroépitaxial InAs was grown under arsenic 
stabilised conditions (a (2x4) reconstruction was generally 
indicated). In one case [Grange (1979)] the minimum As^ 
flux permitting stochiometric growth was used. These
conditions are analogous to those usually used for the 
growth of GaAs (e.g. see Chapters 1 and 3). Conversely, 
Schaffer (1980), Kowalczyk et al (1982), Schaffer et al
(1983), Hancock and Kroemer (1984) and Hunekata et al 
(1987) have reported that is essential to nucleate the 
(100) InAs/GaAs heterojunction under qn In stable (4x2)
reconstruction, which may subsequently be maintained 
throughout growth. These workers also indicate that InAs
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epilayers grown under the (2x4) reconstruction have rough 
surfaces and poor electrical properties. Ignoring the 
possibility of mlsldentlfIcatlon, these conflicting reports 
may Indicate potentially useful differences between InAs 
and GaAs. For example, the greater dlffuslvlty of group III 
adatoms on the (4x2) surface (Neave et al (1985)] could 
lead to reductions In the concentration of point defects 
In InAs grown under this reconstruction (e.,g. through an 
Increased ability for adatoms to reach appropriate sites 
before Incorporation).
1.10 (ii) Objectives of this Study
To summarise: at the inception of this project it was )cnown 
that only a narrow range of arsenic fluxes would permit 
good quality (100) InAs/GaAs heterojunctions to be grown at 
a given temperature. It was also known that the electrical 
properties of the InAs layers tended to Improve with 
Increasing growth temperature, and that higher arsenic 
fluxes were generally required under these conditions. 
However, no qualitative relationship had been derived 
between the optimum growth parameters; there was uncert­
ainty as to which surface reconstruction yielded the best 
quality InAs; there was little experience of controlled 
doping; and only limited information on homoépitaxial 
growth was available. In short, there were no simple 
operating precepts which would allow good quality InAs to 
be grown for experimental or device purposes. Therefore 
experiments were undertaken (1) to determine the functional 
relationship between the MBB growth parameters, epllayer 
quality and surface reconstruction, and (11) to find out 
whether the arsenic and indium rich growth conditions were 
intrinsic to InAs or simply resulted from difficulties in 
nucleating the severely mis-matched (100) InAs/GaAs hetero- 
junction. These investigations are reported in Chapter 4. 
Considerable importance was placed on the use of surface 
reconstruction as a means of rapidly finding the optimum
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nucleation/growth conditions for InAs in a previously 
uncalibrated MBE systen. The construction of an MBS surface 
phase diagram for (100) InAs provided a natural framework 
for this work.
1.11 InAs Doping Study
Further experiments, described in Chapter 5, were under­
taken to investigate the electrical properties of Si, Sn 
and unintentionally doped InAs grown by MBE. This necessar­
ily Involved a doping study. The electrical data available 
at the start of this project was largely limited to the 
Hall properties of n-type epi layers^ deliberately or 
unintentionally doped within the range 1x10^® cm"^ to 
5x10^’ cm"3 (ilegems (1985)1. It was considered useful to 
supplement this,
(i) By investigating the properties of heavily doped 
epilayers, as used for ohmic contacts and low resist­
ivity buffer layers in microwave devices [Harris
(1985)1. Although MBE grown n'*’ InAs [Wright et al 
(1986a) 1 and composltlonally graded n"*" injjGaj.jjAs 
[Woodall et al (1981)1 epilayers had been used to 
obtain low resistivity ohmic contacts to a variety of 
GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction devices, such basic 
parameters as the maximum doping levels and minimum 
resistivities attainable in MBE InAs had not been 
established.
(ii) By investigating the properties of n" InAs grown by 
MBE, i.e. to allow a critical comparison to be made
 ^ The electronic properties of MBE grown InAs quantum 
wells have been studied in greater detail [Chang et al
(1984), Mendez et al (1984)).
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between the present capabilities of LPB, VPE and NBB. 
Previous atteapts to do this had been haapered by the 
high n-type doping levels obtained in unintentionally 
doped MBE grown InAs [frequently in excess of 
1x10^® ca“ .^ Table 1.1, cox^ared to 2x10^® cm“  ^in VPE 
grown material, Cronin et al (1966), HeCarthy (1967)].
It was also considered useful to exaalne aoderately doped 
(e.g. 5xlO^®<Njj-Nj^<lxlO^®) n-type MBE-InAs grown under 
conditions leading to low unintentional doping levels. The 
experiments concentrated on Si doping, as this impurity has 
shown promise as a well behaved donor at all compositions 
of inGaAs grown by NBE [Kubiak et al (1984a,b). Hood
(1985)1.
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CHAPTKK 2
The Technology of Molecular Bean Bpitazy, and the factoca 
affecting the design and operation of a new MBB facility at 
the City of London Polytechnic
Contents
General Considerations 
The UHV Environment
(i) The choice of materials for UHV
(ii) UBV pumps and cryopanelling
(iii) Load-locked and multiple chamber systems 
Flux Generation
Substrate Heater and Wafer Transfer Mechanism
Temperature control System
Flux Monitoring
Analytical Equipment
Operating Procedures
(i) Preparation of cell charges
(ii) Pumpdown and bakeout
(iii) Substrate preparation
(iv) Routine growth procedures
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2.1 G«n«ral Conaidecationa
The basic conponents of a modern molecular beam epitaxy 
system are,
(1) The UHV chamber(s) and associated vacuum hardware 
(il) a load-locked substrate exchange system 
(lii) a substrate heater
(iv) individually shuttered molecular beam sources
(v) a control system to regulate cell temperatures, 
operate shutters, etc
(vi) analytical and monitoring equipment including, as 
a minimum, RBBED and a beam flux monitor
A wide degree of flexibility is available within this basic 
framework and design of CLPIV, the HBE system commissioned 
for this project, was strongly influenced by the intention 
to grow inAs. As described in Chapter 1, a high degree of 
control over the MBE growth parameters is required in order 
to grow good quality InAs. Therefore, two problems were 
given particular attention when designing the new system: 
(i) the provision of a substrate heater which would allow 
an accurate and reproducible measurement of the growth 
temperature whilst remaining compatible with load-locked 
operation, and (11) attaining good flux regulation and flux 
un if or ml ty.
A two chamber system, built on a convenient scale for 
operation and maintanance by a single worker, was conside­
red best able to meet the requirements of this project. 
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show the overall layout of the 
equipment, in summary: CLPIV was based on a bakeable 
stainless steel vertical evaporation chaii>er (Sec 2.2) 
pumped by a 400 1/sec sputter ion pump supported by a 
titanium sublimation pump and extensive cryopanelling (Sec 
2.2(ii)); the substrate exchange load lock (Sec 2.2(iii)) 
was Independently pumped by a 15 1/sec ion pump and a 
sorption pump. The growth chamber was equipped with six
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Pig 2.1 Scheaatic of the MBS system, CLPIV, used in this 
project.
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Fig 2.2 Photograph of the Apparatus. The load-lock is on 
the right hand side of the chaaber, and the RHBED 
screen at the front. The temperature control and 
flux monitoring systems are mounted in the rack 
to the left of the photograph. The pump 
controllers, main ionisation gauge and quadrupole 
mass spectrometer were fitted in a second rack, 
not shown, to the right of the equipment.
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individually shuttered source cells (Ga, In, Si, Sn and 
2xAs, Sec 2.3), a substrate heater (Sec 2.4) and a computer 
based temperature control system (Sec 2.5); a fixed and a 
movable ionisation gauge for flux monitoring (Sec 2.6); 
5)ceV RHEED for surface studies (Sec 2.7) and a quadrupole 
mass analyser (QMA) for residual gas analysis and lealc 
testing. The factors affecting the choice or design of 
these components will now be discussed in detail.
2.2 The OHV Bnwironment
The attainment of a clean UHV environment, in which the 
unintentional doping of epllayers by residual gases and 
vapours is reduced to below normal semiconductor doping 
levels (i.e. <1x10^^ cm"^), is the first requirement in 
MBE. Obtaining such an environment has three aspects; (i) 
the selection of a suitable vacuum cheunber and pumping 
system, (ii) reducing outgassing from strongly heated 
components to acceptable levels, and (ill) adopting careful 
housekeeping techniques to maintain the clean environment 
when once it has been achieved.
2.2 (i) The Choice of Hateriale for OHV
Most modern UHV systems, and those HBE components which are 
not strongly heated, are manufactured from '304' or a 
closely allied grade of stainless steel. After several 
hours bakeout into vacuum, principally to remove adsorbed 
water vapour, the outgassing rate of these materials is 
sufficiently low to allow pressures of al»out Sxl0~^^ mbar 
to be achieved. The primary outgassing species after 
bakeout are H2 and CO/N2. Stainless steel contains Nn 
which, if a component is heated much above 300°C, can 
sublime in sufficient quantity to cause compensation and 
trapping problems in MBE grown GaAs [llegems and Dingle 
(1975), Covington and Meeks (1979), Covington et al (1979),
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Grange (1980, 1982)]. This problem is compounded by the
relatively low thermal conductivity of stainless steel so 
that, in early HBE systems, poor material quality was often 
attributable to the use of stainless steel in close 
proximity to heated components. The efficient force cooling 
(or, better, designing out) of all stainless steel in such 
positions is clearly essential. All joins in stainless 
steel chambers should be internally argon arc welded to 
obtain oxide-free welds devoid of virtual lea)cs from 
pockets of trapped gas. Avoiding virtual leaks is in any 
case essential in UBV/MBB design: general OHV engineering 
techniques have been reviewed by Harris (1981) and Heston 
(1984a). Apart from stainless steel, materials used in 
general construction Include OPBC copper (for conductors 
and as gaskets in demountable seals), borosllicate glass, 
fused quartz and sapphire (viewports and feedthroughs), 
high alumina ceramics (for feedthroughs and electrical 
insulation), and various thermocouple materials. Wheeler 
(1972) has reviewed the vacuum properties of these materi­
als and the various techniques for welding, brazing or 
otherwise joining them.
Most of the materials discussed above are unsuitable for 
the fabrication of strongly heated components because of 
their chemical and/or thermal instability. Inert refractory 
materials must be used instead (i) to resist corrosion by 
the growth fluxes and (ii) to avoid contaminating the MBS 
system with volatile materials. The choice of suitable 
metals is restricted to tantalum, molybdenum and tungsten. 
Tantalum has several advantages over the other refractory 
metals for general use; it is readily available in several 
forms including rod, tube, plate and foil; it is readily 
cut, machined and shaped; it is easy to weld to Itself and 
other materials; and it remains malleable after all but the 
most severe heat treatments (in vacuo). However, tantalum 
is relatively soft and slightly reactive with gallium at 
high temperatures. Molybdenum is fairly difficult to 
machine and almost impossible to weld but is physically
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harder than tantalua, and haa a greater resistance to to 
attack by galllun. For these reasons. Mo Is used for the 
nanufacture of coaponents such as substrate transfer 
plates. Tungsten is very Inert but almost Impossible to 
machine by any technique other than grinding. Consequently 
this metal has found limited application in HBE technology.
The choice of electrical Insulators for use at high 
temperatures is similarly limited. The use of quartz (fused 
silica) and beryllium oxide heater Insulators has been 
reported to lead to Si and Be doping as a result of 
reduction reactions with Ta filaments [Covington and Meeks 
(1979)]. High alumina (AI2O3) ceramics are more stable but 
reduction to A1 and AI2O by hot tantalum filaments has been 
demonstrated under extreme conditions [Farrow and Williams 
(1978)]. 99% Al203/tantalum heater assemblies were used 
extensively in CLPIV, although care was taken to operate 
these components within their limits, and no line-of-sight 
existed between the growth region and any heater. High 
alumina ceramics are mechanically strong and easy to shape 
by grinding. Pyrolytic boron nitride (PBN) exhibits super­
ior thermal and chemical stability to alumina and la widely 
used as a crucible material in III-V beam sources 
(Sec 2.3). PBN is generally grown onto a graphite former by 
a CVD process and is available as sheets, rods, tubes and 
crucibles. Other shapes can be grown to order. PBN tends to 
delaminate under stress, and so is difficult to machine. 
There is evidence that nitrogen originating from the 
deconposition of PBN crucibles is sometimes present in MBE 
grown GaAs [Leroux et al (1986)]. Fortunately, slgi;ificant 
Incorporation has only been noticed when using Si doping 
sources at high temperatures [Sacks and Shen (1985)].
There is an obvious need for cleanliness when handling MBE 
components. New vacuum hardware may be cleaned by wiping 
with solvents, preferably having first been scrubbed with a 
phosphor-free surface decontaminant such as 'Decon 90' to 
remove oil, swarf and general engineering dirt. Small
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components are best cleaned ultrasonically in a chlorinated 
hydrocarbon (such as 111-trichloroethylene) to remove oils 
and waxes. Rinsing with propan-2-ol and acetone facilitates 
drying. New molybdenum components may be etched back to 
bright metal using 3H2S04;1H202:1H20 or a weak solution of 
bromine in methanol. These etches are also suitable for 
removing GaAs deposits from used refractory components. 
Once clean, components should only be handled using nylon 
gloves. Any tools used on clean assemblies should be 
prepared with similar care. The cleaning of heated MBE 
components should be completed by outgassing into UHV at 
temperatures slightly higher than those used during normal 
operation. Typical procedures are discussed in Secs 2.3 and 
2 .8 .
2.2 (ii) DHV Pumps and Cryopanelling
The extent and nature of unintentional doping from residual 
gas species must be examined before the choice of pumping 
systems for MBB can be discussed in detail. The prevalent 
residual impurities in HBE grown GaAs are carbon, which 
appears as an acceptor 25 meV above Ey [Cho and Arthur 
(1975), Ilegems and Dingle (1975), Wood (1985)1 and oxygen, 
which is known to cause poor minority carrier properties 
and non-radiatlve recombination in GaAs/AlGaAs structures 
(Wicks et al (1981), Tsang (1985)1. Not unreasonably, gas 
species containing carbon and oxygen (e.g. CO, CO2 and H2O) 
are considered to be particularly deleterious to material 
quality. Thermodynamic arguments suggest that carbon and 
oxygen are less likely to be incorporated into GaAs from CO 
than from CO2 or H2O, and that A1 bearing compounds have 
the greatest affinity for residual gas species (Prior et al 
1984)1. However, experiments involving the deliberate 
introduction of high purity O2, CO and CO2 to the growth 
chaiWser have all yielded null or inconclusive results 
(Ilegems and Dingle (1975), Parker et al (1981), Wood 
(1985)1. This has lead to speculation that carbon incorpor-
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atlon in MBB-GaAs reaults fron residual hydrocarbon 
contaninatlon on the substrate following cleaning {Tegayadl 
et al (1983), Sec 2.8 (111)1, or from exposure to thermally 
excited species generated by hot filaments In the growth 
region (Davies and Hllllams (1985)]. The consensus of 
opinion Is that the partial pressures and the exltatlon 
states of CO2 and B2O (In particular) should be minimised 
by turning off all hot filaments not required during growth 
and by the extensive use of cryopanelllng (Davies and 
Williams (1985), Wood (1985)1. It Is Interesting to note 
that, from thermodynamic arguments, the quantity of oxygen 
Incorporated Into AlGaAs from H2O should decrease signific­
antly as the 82 pressure Is Increased (Prior et al (1984)]. 
This conclusion Is supported by evidence that the Introduc­
tion of hydrogen Into the growth chamber can Improve the 
optoelectronic properties of HBB GaAs (Calawa (1978), 
Bachrach and Brlngans (1983), Pao et al (1986)].
When designing CLPIV (1982-3) the majority of III-V MBE 
systems used either a diffusion or a sputter Ion pump, 
usually supported by a titanium sublimation pump. The use 
of diffusion pumps Involves some rlslt of hydrocarbon 
contamination, e.g. due to oil vapour baclcstreamlng Into 
the growth chamber In the event of a backing pump falllure. 
However, GaAs of excellent quality has been grown In 
carefully operated diffusion pumped systems (Davies and 
Andrews (1984)]. An Ion pumped system, roughed out by a 
sorption pump, should not suffer any pump-derived hydrocar­
bon contamination and Is generally considered to be Inhere­
ntly clean. For this reason, a trlode sputter Ion pump of 
large (400 1/sec) capacity was chosen for CLPIV. The 
selectivity of this pump, and the subllxuttlon pump support­
ing It, precluded the rapid pumping of H2 and the noble 
gases. This was not considered to be a problem because, as 
previously noted, an ambient of molecular hydrogen may 
actually be advantageous (calawa (1978), Prior et al 
(1984)] and the noble gases, being Inert, do not'Incorpor­
ate as active Ixqpurltles. Helium cryopumps have also become
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popular in III-V NBE. Cryopu»ps are leas species selective 
in their puaping characteristics than ion puaps, have a 
better punping speed to size ratio and have fallen in price 
in recent years [Heston (1984b)]. The choice of primary 
pump can be severely limited if phosphorous or mercury 
containing compounds are to be grown, in which case the 
removal of very heavy gas (F2 or Bg) loads requires the use 
of non-saturating throughput (diffusion, turbomolecular 
etc.) pumps. These problems are not reinvent to this thesis 
and have been adequately reviewed elsewhere [Davies and 
Williams (1985)].
In addition to the primary pumping descrit>ed above, CLPIV 
was provided with extensive cryopanelling in order to 
reduce unintentional doping by condensable vapours 
(especially H2O) and to deal with the large arsenic pumping 
load during growth. A continuous flow cryopanel around the 
growth region provided pumping close to the substrate 
(Fig 2.1) and served the secondary function of reducing the 
radiated heat load into the walls of the growth chamber. A 
co-axial LN2 tan)c surrounded the upper part of the 
substrate heater and increased the effectiveness of the 
sublimation pump by baffling it from direct exposure to the 
group V flux. The source cells were thermally isolated from 
one another by a (continuous flow) water tan)c (Pigs 2.1, 
2.3). An internally baffled panel, mounted innedlately 
above this tanic, could be cooled by a continuous flow of 
either water or LN2. The panel was usually water cooled to 
allow the source cells to be Itept at elevated temperatures 
overnight. This practice Iceeps the sources clean of 
condensable vapours and reduces the risk of cracking the 
crucibles through excessive thermal cycling [Heiblum et al 
(1983a)]. The use of LN2 to cool the panel was not found to 
improve the majority carrier properties of n~ GaAs layers 
grown in CLPIV.
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2.2 (lii) Load-lock«d and Haltlplc Chaabar Syataaa
A load lock is a saall, independently pumped clean vacuum 
system connected to a UHV system via a wide-bore 9ate 
valve. The function of a load lock is to allow specimens 
(substrates in HBB) to be loaded without breaking the 
vacuum in the main DHV system, so avoiding time consuming 
bakeouts. Aside from increasing system throughput, the 
almost universal adoption of load locking in MBE has made 
an important contribution to material quality; repeated 
depositions over the internal surfaces of the growth 
chamber effectively bury and/or getter contaminants, 
leading to a steady reduction in unintentional impurity 
incorporation in successive growths. This effect has been 
repeatedly demonstrated by sequential improvements in 
majority carrier mobilities and photoluminescence intensit­
ies [Robinson and Ilegems (1978)], by the lowering of 
electron trap densities in GaAs [Heimann (1979)1 and by 
improvements in the efficiency of MBE grotm DH LASERS 
[Tsang (1982)]. The practice of load locking has recently 
been extended to include the loading of group V sources, 
normally the most rapidly depleted, via gate valves [Davies 
and Williams (1985)].
It is now common for large MBE systems to have three 
chambers; a load lock, a growth chamber and a preparation 
chamber separating them. The preparation chamber is routin­
ely used to outgas substrates at temperatures of between 
200**C and 400°C for a few hours before use. This practice 
is believed to make a useful contribution to material 
quality by preserving the cleanliness of the growth chamber 
[Hwang et al (1983), Heiblum et al (1983a)]. The preparat­
ion chamber is also often used for surface studies, 
removing delicate analytical equipment from the harsh 
environment of the growth chamber
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2.3 Plni G«ii«ratioB
Molecular beaa sources for III-V MBS fall into four 
catagorles; (1) resistlvely heated furnaces or 'source 
cells', (ii) gas cracking cells, (iii) electrochemical 
cells, and (iv) self heated charges, such as Si strip 
doping sources (Kilgore and Roberts (1963)]. Electron beam 
evaporators have been used for in-situ metallisation 
[Davies and Nilliams (1985)], but are uncomnon in III-V 
HBE. As described in Chapter 1, electrochemical cells are 
used to generate controllable fluxes from stable compounds 
of volatile doping species. These cells are not used for 
the production of fluxes of matrix species. Gas cracking 
cells are used to generate beams of, for example, AS2 
dimers by thermally decomposing arsene gas supplied (via an 
adjustable regulator) from outside of the NBE system. If a 
gas cracking cell is used it is, therefore, no longer 
necessary to periodically open the growth chamber in order 
to replenish the arsenic cell(s). This is an important 
advantage, as it is often the depletion of the group V 
cells which limits the length of an unbroken growth series 
when using conventional sources. Arsenic dimers can also be 
generated by cracking thermally sublimated As^ tetramers on 
a hot (approx. 900*^0 baffled surface (Krusor and Bachrach 
(1983)].
The widespread adoption of gas sources has been hampered by 
safety considerations. This position may be changed by the 
development of MOMBE (Metal Organic MBE, also known as 
'chemical beam epitaxy' or CBE) techniques which have 
demonstrated considerable potential for the production of 
epllayers having very low defect levels (Tsang (1984, 
1987)]. MOMBE techniques allow the advantages of MOCVD 
(e.g. semi-infinite source supplies for both group III and 
group V elements) to be combined with those of MBE (slow 
growth rates and rapid beam interruption for precise 
control of quantum well thicknesses, in-situ diagnostic 
instrumentation including RHEED and RGA, compatibility with
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other OHV processes including netallisstion and dry 
etching). Basic studies into the growth and doping of III-V 
compounds by MONBE are currently being undertaken by 
several laboratories [Tsang (1987), Heinecke et al (1987), 
Kimura et al (1987), Werner et al (1987)].
By far the most comon method of flux generation in III-V 
MBE is via evaporation from resistIvely heated source 
cells. Such cells are often referred to as 'Knudsen 
sources' but in practice, to fulfil the requirements of 
high mass transfer to the substrate at reasonable cell 
temperatures, the cell orifice must be made so large that 
the vapour and charge cannot remain in equilibrium. The 
distribution of fluxes under these conditions has been 
examined by Berman (1982). Any materials used in the 
construction of source cells must remain physically and 
chemically inert when exposed to corrosive elements at high 
temperatures: Si, Al and Ga cells are frequently operated 
at temperatures between 900**C and llOO^’c. The most commonly 
used crucible materials are high purity graphite and PBN. 
Graphite is porous and difficult to outgas properly and it 
is probably for this reason that the highest mobility MBE- 
GaAs has been grown in systems equipped with PBN crucibles 
[Drummond et al (1982a), Hwang et al (1983), Helblum et al 
(1983a)]. However, graphite may be competitive with PBN in 
other respects. For example, substituting a graphite 
gallium crucible for a PBN crucible in a Varian 360 system 
is believed to have caused a substantial reduction in the 
oval defect density on GaAs [Harris (1984)]. Experience in 
the authors present laboratory (GEC HRC) confirms this 
result, but suggests that lower residual p-type doping 
levels are obtained in GaAs if PBN crucibles are used.
The design of the source cells used in MBE can strongly 
influence material purity and system reliability. It is 
essential that there is no llne-of-sight between the heater 
filaments (generally tantalum wires or foils) and the 
substrate. It is also important to ensure that the heaters
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and thernocouples a m  iMuna to contanlnation by gallium 
splash, s.g. from the shutter blades. CLPIV was equipped to 
deposit alloys of In, Ga and As doped with SI or Sn. The SI 
cell was built around a PBN crucible heated by a tantalum 
wire filament In a light tight enclosure (Pig 2.4). The In, 
Ga and Sn cells were made from high purity graphite to an 
In-house design [Kublak et al (1982), Fig 2.4]. Graphite 
cells were chosen on the grounds of expense and ease of 
machining. The principal advantages of the'deslgn used are; 
(1) complete shrouding of the heater, (11) efficient 
thermal contact between heater and charge, (111) firmly 
located thermocouple (to prevent calibration shifts) and 
(Iv) ease of manufacture. The SI, In, Ga and Sn cells were 
fitted with H-5%Re/W-26%Re thermocouples for stable high 
temperature performance. Two SOg capacity arsenic cells 
were fitted (Fig 2.4, the second cell was added to prolong 
the Intervals between balceouts). As noted In Chapter 1, the 
use of AS2 dimers Instead of the tetramers generated by 
simple thermal sources may be beneficial In certain 
applications. However, the additional complication of 
constructing and operating arsenic crac)cers was not consid­
ered necessary to meet the objectives of this project.
The outgasslng of the newly constructed cells was found to 
be of crucial Importance to obtaining GaAs of good 
electrical quality (see also Sec 3.2). Typically, after 
balclng the MBE system overnight to obtain OHV, a cell would 
be heated to between llOO^C and 1200'^C (estimated by 
thermocouple and/or optical pyrometer and power Input) for 
between 8 and 48 hours. The system pressure was always 
maintained below 5xl0~^ mbar when first heating a cell, and 
the other cells and the substrate heater were Icept hot to 
minimise cross contamination (It was only possible to 
outgas new components In the growth chamber of CLPIV. This 
practice should be avoided If a preparation chamk>er or 
alternative clean OHV system Is available). The gas load 
evolved when heating a new graphite cell consisted mainly 
of B2 and CO. The same species. In lesser quantities, were
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^i9 2.4 Sectioned diagraas of the evaporation sources 
used in CLPIV: Top, PBM Si Cell; centre, graphite 
crucible with integral heater shroud as used for 
the In, Ga and Sn sources [after Kubiak et al 
(1982)]; bottom, SOg capacity arsenic source.
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evolved when outgasslng the PBN Si cell. When the tenperat- 
ure of a carefully outgassed uncharged graphite cell was 
increased from 400**C to 1000°C, the ultimate pressure rise 
(in a recently baked system with the cryopanelling filled) 
was less than 5xl0~^^ mbar. The procedures described above, 
although protracted, contributed to a marked improvement in 
the electrical properties of InAs and GaAs epilayers over 
those obtained when using essentially similar source cells 
in previous HBE systems built at CLP [Heggltt (1979), 
Grange (1980), Kubiak (1983), see also Chapters 3 and 5].
Each source cell was equipped with a solenoid operated 
shutter (Pig 2.5). These were designed to be easily 
interfaced to a switch panel, computer or timer to facili­
tate the growth of multi-layer structures. The use of three 
solenoids switched in pairs (Pig 2.5) was found to give an 
appreciably less violent action than using only two solen­
oids, reducing the level of defects derived from shutter 
splash.
2.4 Substrate Beater and Wafer Transfer Mechaniss
The main requirements of a heater assembly for III-V HBE 
are (1) the ability to heat substrates to temperatures of 
up to about 750^C, (ii) provision for the accurate (or, at 
least, reproducible) measurement of the substrate 
temperature and (lii) compatibility with load locked 
operation. In addition, provision for substrate rotation 
may be necessary if good doping and compositional uniform­
ity is required across large (i.e. 2* or 3* diameter)
substrates. Two methods of substrate handling are in comnon 
use in III-V MBE. In the first, substrates are soldered to 
molybdenum transfer plates with high purity Indium. The 
back face of the transfer block is radiently heated during 
growth and (provided that the substrate is evenly wetted 
with In) the high thermal conductivity of Ho ensures even 
heating of the substrate. Alternatively, direct radiant
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Fig 2.5 Solenoid Operated Shutter. The solenoid (6) was 
wound in three sections. These were switched in 
pairs so that the Swedish iron slug. (9) was 
already part of the way into the solenoid at the 
start of its travel. This gave a 'soft' action 
without resort to electronic techniques. The slug 
was of the save length as the paired solenoids 
and so was self centring. PTPB bearings (8) were 
used: these slid along an anti-rotation rod (5) 
to prevent the shutter blade (1) fron Mis­
aligning. Tantalun or Molybdenum were used for 
all components to the right of the collar (2).
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heating of the substrate nay be enployed [Palnateer et al 
(1984), SpringThorpe and Mandevllle (1986)]. This approach 
is often used In production laboratories where the removal 
of two processing steps (Indlun soldering and post-growth 
lapping to leave a clean back face to the substrate) Is an 
obvious advantage. However, Indlun free mounting does have 
disadvantages for research applications. Firstly, only 
substrates of a standard size (normally 2* diameter) nay be 
used which precludes, for example, simultaneous growth on a 
variety of substrates. More Importantly, It Is not possible 
to measure the substrate temperature directly. Either an 
Infra-red pyrometer must be used (which can be complicated 
by enlsslvlty changes between materials when growing 
heterojunctions, pyrometer port fogging, etc., Wright et al 
(1986b)], or else the temperature must be scaled from a 
t)iernocouple fixed to some part of the heater assembly. If 
the latter approach Is taken the Indicated and actual 
temperatures can differ by as much as 250**C (e.g. In a VG 
V80H system). This temperature offset varies according to 
the backside finish of the substrate (SpringThorpe and 
Mandevllle (1986)].
Accurate measurement of the substrate temperature Is far 
from straightforward even If Indlun mounting Is used. The 
best results were obtained In early MBE systems In which 
substrates were Indium soldered to a Mo plate which was an 
Integral part of the heater assembly. The growth temperat­
ure could then be measured using a thermocouple permanently 
mounted In the Mo block. This technique Is clearly Incoxpa- 
tlble with load-locked operation and so alternative methods 
have been developed. Perhaps the most successful of these 
(as used In early Varían systems) Is to use a two or three 
metal thermocouple pressed Into well(s) In the back of the 
Mo transfer plate. Provided that care Is taken to avoid 
radiant heating of the thermocoiq>le wires, run-to-run 
reproducibility to within about 30^C can be achieved using 
this technique (although obtaining a reproducible contact 
between the thermocouple and transfer block Is not a
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trivial problem, Croydon (1985]).
The heater designed for CLPIV circumvented most of the 
problems described above. The assembly was based on a 1* 
diameter Ta tube with a flat Ho plate fitted into one end 
to form a light tight enclosure around the heating element, 
which was non-inductlvely wound onto a PBN former (Fig
2.6) . The thermocouple junction was permanently mounted in 
a 1.2 mm diameter hole bored through the width of the Ho 
plate. The thermocouple leads, insulated by alumina tubes, 
ran along the outside of the Ta tube and so were not 
exposed to direct radiant heating. The whole assembly was 
surrounded by heat reflecting Ta foils as indicated in Fig 
2.6. The lower surface of the Ho plate was thinly coated 
with 6N purity indium. Substrates were transferred into the 
growth chamber soldered to a Ho transfer plate, which was 
then itself indium soldered to the substrate heater (Fig
2.7) . The transfer plate was keyed to fit over a peg in the 
transfer tray, allowing the plate to be dismounted by 
firmly twisting the heater. The light-tight construction of 
the heater enclosure completely protected the Ta element 
from exposure to corrosive fluxes and prevented light 
spillage from reducing the contrast of patterns on the 
RHEED screen.
This design proved very satisfactory in practice. Careful 
calibration of the heater against the sharply defined phase 
boundaries on (100) GaAs under static conditions (Newstead 
et al (1987); see also Chapter 3) indicates that a run-to- 
run temperature reproducibility of about 5**C was attained 
in CLPIV. Indeed, it was found that the substrate 
temperature could be reproduced to within about 15*^ C even 
after replacing the thermocouple when servicing the heater. 
The absolute accuracy of measurement was also reasonable; 
the In solder fixing the transfer block was found to melt 
at indicated temperatures within the range 160-18S‘*C (cf. 
the HP of In, 157*^0 and GaAs cleanup (oxide desorption) 
temperatures of 590-600°C were normally adequate (XPS
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Fig 2.6 CLPIV Substrate Heater (ScheMtic), see also 
Fig 2.7
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Pig 2.7 Wafer Transfer Mechanism. The 'key and slot' 
arrangement allowed the heater to be rotated 
whilst the transfer plate remained stationary. 
This motion was generally necessary to shear the 
6a(ln)As deposits formed at the join between the 
heater and the transfer plate during growth.
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measurements made under carefully controlled conditions 
have shown that the thermally grown oxide of GaAs desorbs 
suddenly at 582+/-l°C, SpringThorpe et al (1987)]. It would 
be difficult to modify the present design for continuous 
rotation, but this was not required in CLPIV as the matrix 
fluxes did not vary noticably over the small substrate 
areas employed (see also Chapters 3 and 4).
2.5 Teiqterature Control System
A control system which regulates the substrate and source 
cell temperatures to within 2°C is required if stable and 
reproducible doping profiles are to be obtained. Three term 
or 'PID' (proportional, integral and derivative, DeBarr 
(1962)] control of the heater current in response to 
thermocouple feedback is necessary to achieve this 
accuracy. The use of proportional control alone tends to 
result in an unstable system which will oscillate in 
temperature in response to any change in conditions (such 
as opening the shutter above a source cell). The different­
ial error term damps these oscillations and the integral 
term corrects for 'offset', a condition where the system 
temperature stabilises at some fixed interval from the set 
temperature. PIO control can be implemented by analogue or 
digital circuits. In practice, analogue circuit design is 
complicated as widely adjustable weighting is required on 
each of the error terms. A more flexible approach is to 
Interface a computer or microprocessor to thermocouple and 
current buffers and to perform the control calculations 
with a software algorithm. Interfacing to pressure gauges, 
pump controllers and other UBV/HBB hardware allows alarm 
facilities and 'intelligent' safety cutouts to be included 
in the control routines.
A control system based on a BBC Model B microcomputer was 
designed and built in-house for CLPIV (Fig- 2.8). A 
multiplexing system allowed up to eight temperatures to be
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controlled. Bach channel had a buffer unit containing a 
thermocouple amplifier with awitchable gain (for use with 
H-Re or Cr-Al thermocouples) and a 250 Watt constant 
current buffer. The thermocouple output was linearised in 
software. The control program accessed the high temperature 
cells more frequently than those having long time 
constants; for example, the Ga and Si cell currents were 
adjusted every 1.5 seconds, eight tixies .more frequently 
than the arsenic cell currents. Provision was made to ramp 
the cell temperatures between setpoints, e.g. to protect 
the cells from thermal shock when large changes in 
temperature were required. The main system ionisation gauge 
was Interfaced to the computer, allowing the cell heaters 
to be switched off automatically in the event of a sudden 
pressure rise. The mains power supply to the buffer units 
was switched off automatically in the event of a computer 
diagnostic check falling. The optimum PID weighting factors 
are functions of the system temperature, so the control 
programme used whichever of three sets of factors were 
appropriate to the set temperature of a given channel. It 
was possible to control the Ga cell temperature to within 
1.5®C at its normal set temperature (sl000®C). Dead beat 
recovery was obtained within 15 seconds of unshuttering the 
Ga cell, the maximum deviation being 5°C.
2.6 Plux Monitoring
The flux-temperature characteristics of evaporation sources 
can change significantly with time, e.g. due to depletion 
and/or deposition around the crucible orifice. Consequen­
tly, techniques have been developed to allow the matrix 
fluxes to be checked and adjusted during or immediately 
prior to growth. The most common method involves the use of 
an ionisation gauge to measure the beam equivalent 
pressures ('BBP') of the individually shuttered fluxes 
(Mood and Joyce (1978)]. Quadrupole mass spectromèters have 
been used in a similar manner as species specific detectors
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[Chang et al (1973), Kawanura et al (1981)1, although there 
have been some probiens with the stability of these 
devices. Crystal oscillation nonitors have also been found 
useful, but can only provide an estimate of the group III 
flux [Haissel and Clang (1970)). Electron impact emission 
spectroscopy (BIBS, e.g. Inficon sentinel type) nonitors 
have been applied with some success to Si-HBB [Kubiak et al 
(1986)] and III-V HBE (McClintock and Wilson (1987)] but 
again do not permit an estimate of the group V flux as (for 
example) the arsenic photoemission lies outside of the 
usable range of wavelengths. All of the techniques 
described above are non-absolute and require the measured 
quantities to be calibrated against the thicknesses or 
crystal conqpositions of grown layers. RBBEO oscillations, 
corresponding to monolayer growths, may be used for 
absolute calibrations [Harris et al (1981), Neave et al 
(1983)].
CLPIV was provided with a movable ionisation gauge flux 
monitor which employed novel design features to facilitate 
a long linear motion [Newstead et al (1984); it is 
essential to be able to withdraw any monitor from the 
growth region to avoid heavy contamination from the growth 
fluxes limiting its useful lifetime). Whilst measurements 
made with this monitor were reproducible, some non­
linearity was noticed in measurements of the arsenic flux 
made at low III-V flux ratios. Various hardware modificati­
ons and changes in operating technique were tried but did 
not alleviate this problem. Consequently, the IGPM was only 
used to measure the group III fluxes and other techniques 
were developed to measure the group V flux (Chapter 3).
2.7 Other Analytical BqnipMnt
Apart from the flux monitoring equipment described above, 
CLPIV was equipped with a 5 kev RHBBD system based on a 
Vacuum Generators LEG 31 electron gun. This facility was
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adequate for the work reported here, although experience at 
other laboratories has shown that 10 to 15 keV RHBED offers 
a significant improvement in definition. The system was 
also fitted with a quadrupole mass spectrometer for leak 
testing and residual gas analysis.
HBE systems in general may also be equipped with surface 
analytical equipment such as Auger electron spectroscopy 
(AES) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). These 
techniques allow, within limits, surface conqposltlon, 
oxidation and contamination to be investigated. Such 
facilities are particularly useful for investigating 
surface passivation (Kerr et al (1987)] and substrate 
cleaning problems. CLPIV was not fitted with XPS or AES as 
these techniques are ill suited to the environment of a two 
chamber system, and in any case did not offer any capabil­
ity of central Importance to this project.
2.8 Operating Procedures
The procedures used during the day-to-day operation of 
CLPIV are described below. The discussion is divided into 
four sections; (i) preparation of cell charges, (ii) 
pumpdown and bakeout procedures, (iii) substrate cleaning 
prior to growth and (iv) routine growth procedures.
2.8 (i) Preparation of Cell Charges
It is essential to use high purity cell charges in MBE. 
Material of 6N (i.e. 99.9999%) or higher purity is usually 
specified. 6N purity gallium is available from several 
manufacturers as shot and small ingots, and also packed in 
polythene bottles. The last form of packaging is particula­
rly convenient for dispensing small quantities (gallium 
melts at 27°C). It is not usual to pre-treat gallium in any 
way, although an HCL dip has been found useful in removing
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surface oxides from Ga ingots and so reducing the levels of 
impurity incorporation and the oval defect densities of 
GaAs epilayers [Weng et al (1986)].
Indium is available as shot« sheet and ingots. It is not 
possible to melt Indium in air without heavily oxidising 
the charge so« for the experiments described here« 2g 6N 
purity indium ingots (MCP) were loaded as supplied. Some 
woricers have found it desirable to bake, their In source 
materials at 800®C in a reducing (Hj) atmosphere in order 
to partially remove silicon contamination (Schaffer et al 
(1983)]; low levels of silicon and sulphur are almost 
Inevitably present in refined indium [Janson (1983)« 
Lambert et al (1983)]. Although the In used in the work 
reported here was not pre-treated« the InAs grown in these 
experiments compares favourably with the best epitaxial 
material grown worldwide [Chapter 5].
Arsenic is available as two Isomorphs« alpha and beta. The 
beta form is stable in air but undergoes a violently 
exothermic phase change to the alpha form when heated« and 
so is unsuitable for MBE [Heggitt (1979)]. The alpha form 
is available as polycrystalline lump packed under vacuum or 
an inert gas to prevent oxidation. This material is loaded 
as supplied; Canyonlands 7N and MCP 6N material was used 
for the experiments reported here. Solid arsenic charges« 
shaped to fit the source cells of most commercial systems« 
are also available. Solid charges allow more material to be 
packed into each cell and so offer the possibility of 
extended growth series. There are« however« some problems 
with flux uniformity when using these charges (Poxon 
(1987)]. Impurity levels in the ppm range in MBE arsenic 
charges can have a dramatic effect on GaAs quality« even 
though AS4 sources are generally operated at temperatures 
below 300®C (Kubiak and Parker (1984)].
The tin charges (5N Nordico) were cut from a bar and etched 
for two minutes in Aristar grade HCL to remove visible
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surface oxidation before rinsing, drying and loading. The 
silicon charges (better than 6N, Wacker and GEC) were 
etched for one minute in CP4A (5:3:3: HNO3: HF:Acetic Acid) 
to remove surface oxides, then rinsed well and dried before 
loading.
2.8 (ii) Puspdown and Bakeout Procedures
Having recharged the source cells and completed any other 
naintenance, the system would be roughed out to a pressure 
of <lxlO~^ mbar with a sorption pump, then ion puaped for a 
short period. Large leaks were sought using helium search 
gas with the QMA at this stage. The high temperature 
components were always lightly outgassed prior to bakeout; 
this involved partially filling the LN2 cryopanels to 
achieve a pressure of lxlO~^ mbar or lower, heating the 
Ga, In, Si and Si cells to SOO^’c, the arsenic cells to 
200°C and the substrate heater to 600°C for about thirty 
minutes, and supplying the normal operating current of 50A 
to the sublimation pump filaments for several ninutes. Any 
new or recently etched Ho substrate transfer plates were 
individually outgassed at this stage. These procedures 
significantly reduced the gas load encountered when fully 
outgassing the heated components after bakeout, therefore 
making a worthwhile contribution to system cleanliness. 
(The ion gauge heads and the sublimation pu^p filaments 
were further outgassed during bakeout).
The system was usually baked at 200°C for between 12 and 48 
hours after which a further 8 hours were required for the 
ion pump magnets to cool. Barring leaks, a base pressure of 
between 1x10"^® and 5x10“^® mbar was obtained. Pig 2.9 
shows a typical residual gas spectrum. The dominant peaks 
correspond to 82» H2O and CO/N2. Following bakeout and 
leak testing, and before growing any epilayers, the high 
temperature sources and the substrate heater''would be 
heated to approximately 50*^ C above their normal maximum
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Fi9 2.9 Residual gas spectra taken (a) whilst outgassing 
a new graphite crucible, recorded 2 hours after 
iirBt reaching a teaperature of 1100®C, and (b) 
during the growth of a GaAs epilayer under noraal 
conditions (growth rate of 1 fim/b, JAS4:Jln-4:1, 
*subs“®*®°^>* calibrations refer to the aain 
traces: the subsidiary traces should be scaled as 
indicated.
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operating tenperatures for a few hours. The arsenic cells 
were outgassed at their nornal operating temperatures, as 
this was sufficient to eliminate the AsO peak from the 
residual gas spectrum without depleting the volatile 
arsenic charges.
2.8 (ill) Substrate Preparation
Single crystal boules of GaAs and related III-V semiconduc­
tors are normally grown either by the Bridgeman ('melt 
grown') or the liquid encapsulated Czochralski ('LEG') 
techniques [Kirkpatrick et al (1985)]. Both conducting and 
semi-insulating (nnninally undoped or Cr trapped) GaAs 
boules are available. Substrates prepared from Bridgeman 
material generally have low dislocation densities compared 
to LEG grown substrates, and are preferred for the product­
ion of optoelectronic devices, especially LASERS (Tsang 
(1985)]. However, Bridgeman grom wafers are relatively 
expensive, and are of an inconvenient shape to handle if 
indium-free mounting is to be used, and the majority of 
material used in MBE is LEG grown.
The substrates used in MBE are normally orientated on, or 
close to, the (100) axis for the reasons given in 
Ghapter 1. Substrates are usually bought 'pre-polished for 
epitaxy' from the manufacturer, in which case the saw cut 
blanks will have been cleaned up using successively finer 
grades of diamond or carborundum paste before being 
polished to a flat, featureless surface with a chemically 
buffered pad (e.g. using Br-Me or Syton). These procedures 
are described in detail by Jensen (1973), Tuck (1975) and 
Pynn and Powell (1979). The finished wafers are nominally 
0.4 mm thick. Recently, wafers have been prepared from LEG 
grown GaAs isoelectronically doped with indium to a 
concentration of about 1x10^^ cm~^. Although there are some 
problems with internal stress, the ultimate surface 
dislocation/defect density of these wafers is comparable to
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BrldQenan 9ro%m natarlal [Osaka at al (198S)> Shlnohara at 
al (1985)].
Subsaquant traatmants, usually parforsad immediately before 
the wafers are loaded into the MBE system, are designed to 
remove any contamination arising from packing and storage 
and to leave a thin, easily desorbed protective oxide 'cap' 
on the substrate. The procedures used at CLP were typical 
of current practice. GaAs substrates of the required size 
were cleaved from 2* wafers (MCP and ICI Wafer Tech); blown 
free of dust and GaAs fragments with filtered dry nitrogen; 
degreased by ultrasonic cleaning in Arlstar grade tri­
chloroethylene, acetone and methanol [the use of a 
chlorinated solvent is essential to remove certain waxes 
used in manufacture, Harris (1984)]; rinsed in 'MilllQ' 
filtered deionised water; etched in 8:1:1 H2SO4: 
H202(100 vo1):H20 for one minute under constant agitation; 
rinsed with HllllQ water; blown dry with filtered dry 
nitrogen and soldered with 6N purity Indium to molybdenum 
plates (at 185®C) for transfer into the MBE system as 
described in Sec 2.4. A PTFB beaker was dedicated to each 
wet stage. The only substrate cleaning problems encountered 
arose from the limited shelf life of the etching chemicals, 
particularly the H2O2. Although some authors have found a 
post-etch HCX rinse successful in removing contaminants 
[including S, Chai et al (1985)] arising from the use of 
stale chemicals, replacement should be considered more 
satisfactory.
Until recently it was believed that the volatile surface 
oxides were formed during the etching or final rinsing of 
the GaAs substrate [Cho and Arthur (1975), Ploog (1980), 
Vasquez et al (1983)]. However it is now .known that the 
surface oxides mainly develop during air exposure, a 
process greatly enhanced if the substrate is heated, e.g. 
during indium soldering [Hassles and Contour (1985a)]. It 
may be possible to reduce (or eliminate) the need for in- 
situ thermal cleaning if the substrate is mounted and
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handled under an Inert gas [light oxidation nay be renoved 
using running deionised water, Hassies and Contour 
(1985b)]. Such a treatment may be effective in controlling 
defects originating at the film-substrate interface, some 
of which have been attributed to thermal cleaning processes 
(Hassies et al (1983)].
After loading into the growth chamber the oxide cap was 
removed by heating under the arsenic growth flux. Although 
a few minutes at 590-600°C was sufficient to produce a 
properly reconstructed surface, this temperature was 
usually held for ten minutes for surety. In previous 
studies AES and XPS have been used to show that the arsenic 
oxides of GaAs begin to desorb at temperatures just below 
400°C and the gallium oxides at 550-600°C [Vasguez et al 
(1983), Hassles and Contour (1985a), the exact surface 
chemistry Involved is uncertain]. Hore recently, 
SprlngThorpe et al (1987) have used XPS under carefully 
controlled conditions to show that the thermally grown 
gallium oxlde(s) of GaAs desorb suddenly at 582-f/-l*^ C 
whereas oxides grown via exposure to ozone (an alternative 
HBE precleaning process which avoids the use of wet 
etching) desorb at about 630®C. The levels of carbon and 
oxygen on the substrate lie below the detection limits of 
AES (s>0.1 monolayer) after oxide desorption [Cho and Arthur 
(1975)].
2.8 (iv) Routine Growth procedures
The procedures used during this project were typical of 
current practice in HBB in that much of the routine effort 
was directed towards the preservation of a clean UHV 
environment in the growth chamber. To this end, the Ho 
transfer plates were stored in the load lock and only 
removed from the system for the short periods necessary for 
wafer exchange. Substrates were normally used within a few 
hours of preparation.
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The load-lock waa roughed out using a sorption pusqp (opened 
very slowly to minimise turbulent gas flow, which can stir 
up particles and contaminate the substrate) and then ion 
pumped for at least one hour. To discourage contamination 
by condensable vapours, all cryopanelling in the growth 
chamber was filled and all cells were held close to their 
operating temperatures during transfer. The pressure in the 
growth chamber rose to about 5xl0~^ mbar during transfer, 
although this was often masked by the arsenic ambient. When 
used, the titanium sublimation pump would be operated 
shortly after transfer. Use of the sublimation pump within 
a growth series was discontinued after early experiments 
showed that it made no detectable difference to the 
majority carrier properties of lightly doped GaAs grown in 
the system.
The matrix fluxes were checked before growth using the 
IGPH, although latterly the arsenic flux was checked 
against a fixed monitoring gauge as described in Chapter 3. 
Substrate cleanup and the first few minutes of growth were 
monitored using RHEED (some caution was exercised as Chang 
(1982) has shown that the exposure of an oxidised substrate 
to an electron beam, especially at temperatures below 
350°C, can increase the surface density of carbon remaining 
after oxide desorption). At the end of growth the epilayer 
was cooled to 220*^ C and exchanged for a fresh substrate 
using the load-lock transfer mechanism. Whether heating or 
cooling, the substrate temperature was never ramped at 
rates greater than 2°C/sec in order to avoid thermally 
induced slip lines. Overnight, and between growth runs, the 
Ga, In and dopant cells were held at 400**C, the arsenic 
cells at ISO^C and the sulsstrate heater at 250°c to 
discourage contamination from condensable vapours evolved 
from the warming cryopanelling.
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Chapter 3
The Coeelaelonlng of CLPIV, aod eo investigation into the 
functional relationship between surface reconstruction, 
GaAs epilayer properties and the MBS growth conditions.
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3.1 Introduction
GaAs epllayers were grown to commisalon CLPIV becauee; (1) 
the growth of GaAs by HBE was known to be straightforward, 
with extensive Information on substrate preparation, growth 
and doping being available In the existing literature; (11) 
techniques for the optical and electrical characterisation 
of epitaxial GaAs were slnllarly well established; and 
(111) because a considerable volune of data was available 
for the comparative assessment of material quality.
3.2 Commissioning Growths
All of the commissioning layers were grown under conventio­
nal conditions, i.e. using a growth rate of about 1 um/h, a 
(2x4) surface reconstruction and substrate temperatures of 
580-600°C. The discussion below compares the properties of 
series of epllayers grown between bakeouts, as this 
approach gives a clear demonstration of the effects of 
hardware modifications. The results demonstrate that 
operating technique (specifically, the outgassing of high 
temperature components) Is as Important as system design in 
determining material quality.
3.2 (1) Initial Biperinents} Si and Sn doping
Series 1: SI doped GaAs (six epilayers). Graphite cells, 
built to the design described by Kubiak et al (1982), were 
used for the high teaperature (Ga and SI) sources. The 
arsenic cell, also constructed from graphite, was built to 
a simpler design offering a larger capacity (Pig 2.4). The 
cells were outgassed at an estimated 1200°C for 15 hours as 
described in Sec 2.3 and the cell charges were prepared as 
described in Sec 2.8(1). Although the morphology of the 
layers was reasonable, with oval defects being the dominant 
feature, typical sl-doped epilayers were p-type and highly
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resistive at room temperature. The layers were seml- 
insulating at 77K. The series was ended to adjust or modify 
several components of the system. During this work the 
gallium cell was seen to be cracked and was replaced.
Series 2: SI doped GaAs (fourteen epllayers). As with 
Series 1, the SI doped epllayers grown In Series 2 were 
mirror-shiny but exhibited low mobility p-type conduction, 
implying that the cracked gallium cell was not wholly 
responsible for the degraded electrical properties. The 
series was ended following the development of a small leak 
in the continuous flow cryopanel surrounding the growth 
region (Pigs 2.1, 3.7). It is possible that this leak was 
present at a lower magnitude throughout Series 1 and 2, 
although base pressures of less than 2xl0~^^ mbar were 
obtained at the beginning of both.
Extensive reduction of the alumina heater insulators in the 
Si and Ga sources was noticed at the end of Series 2, 
implying that these components had been outgassed at too 
high a temperature. Accordingly, these cells were replaced. 
The new Ga cell was made to the same design as before. A 
graphite Sn doping cell, of the same design as the Ga cell, 
was also fitted. The replacement Si cell was built around a 
PEN crucible as shown in Pig 2.4. This crucible had been 
used as a Ga cell in an earlier HBB system at CLP, and so 
was etched clean in 5BN03:3HP:3 Acetic acid before use 
(NB - Varlan has recently recommended that new PBN 
crucibles should be pre-cleaned in aqua regia. This etch 
may also be suitable for reconditioning used crucibles). 
Before charging, the new cells were outgassed for a total 
of twelve hours at temperatures estimated to be »llOO^C, 
i.e. about 100*’c below those previously used. The arsenic 
cell was emptied and recharged but otherwise left 
unaltered.
Series 3: Si and Sn doped GaAs (twenty-five e'pilayers). 
Series 3 consisted mainly of Sn doped epilayers: these were
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n-type with nobilities appropriate to the free carrier 
concentration at Nn-Nj^>5xl0^® cn"^ (Figs 3.1, 3.2). The 
naxlmum free carrier concentration attainable through Sn 
doping was 1.16x10^^ cm~^. In good agreenent with previous 
estimates [1.1x10^^ cm~^, Harris et al (1982)]. The SI 
doped layers were also n-type, but with relatively low 
mobilities. The electrical properties of the Si doped films 
only became comparable to those of the Sn doped layers in 
Series 4, during which the Si source was' outgassed at a 
temperature high enough to partially melt its charge (i.e. 
approaching 1410°C, Kaye and Laby (1973)]. High levels of 
H2 and CO/N2 were seen in the residual gas spectrum during 
this procedure and, at the end of the growth series, the 
PBN crucible and alumina heater Insulators were seen to be 
partially decomposed. However, it was found that similarly 
vigorous outgassing of the Si cell was necessary to regain 
acceptable material quality after any air exposure of the 
MBE system. Although some danger of danage was incurred by 
this treatment, the source operated reliably for twenty 
growth series.
Series 4: Si and Sn doped GaAs (twenty-three epilayers). 
Preparations for Series 4 involved fitting a replacement 
for the continuous flow cryopanel removed at the end of 
Series 2 and replenishing the arsenic cell. Although the 
quality of the Sn doped material was very similar to that 
obtained in Series 3, the additional cryopanel was useful 
in that it protected the vietiports from fogging. Improved 
electron mobilities were obtained from Si doped epilayers 
(Pigs 3.1, 3.2) for the reasons already described. 
Subsequent modifications to the system were relatively 
minor; an In source was added at the end of Series 5 and a 
second arsenic cell, to increase capacity, at the end of 
Series 8.
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Pig 3.1 300 K Hall Mobility versus carrier concentration
of Si and Sn doped GaAs epilayers grown in CLPIV. 
Curve 1 is an ei^irical fit to the best recent 
MBB Data (IlegeHS (1985)]. Curve 2 is fitted to 
the ezperiaental data as a guide for the eye.
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Fig 3.2 77K Ball Mobility veraua carrier concentration of
Si and Sn doped GaAa epilayera grown in CLPIV. 
Curve 1 is fitted to data from lightly coapenaa- 
ted MBB grown GaAa (Daviea and Andrewa (1984)]. 
Curve 2 ia fitted to older HBB/VPB data (Poth et al (1979)].
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3.2 (il) Basic Natarial Propartiaa
Ail o£ the layers included in Pigs 3.1 and 3.2 were mirror 
shiny with oval defect densities of aSxlO^ ca~^. In 
subsequent experiments, the oval defect density was 
typically found to increase from »1x10  ^cm“  ^ (at a qrowth 
rate of 1 |im/h and when using a fresh gallium charge) to 
»1x10^ cm~^ at the end of an extended growth series. This 
substantial increase was believed to originate from the 
use of a two-chamber system, in which regular exposure to 
low levels of O2 and B2O from the load-lock could partially 
oxidise the strongly heated gallium cell charge (gallium 
oxides in the Ga source are believed to be persistent 
sources of oval defects, Chal and Chow (1981), Kirchener et 
al (1981), Heng et al (1986)]. A grey skin was generally 
found to cover the surface of the Ga charge at the end of 
an extended growth series. This was believed to consist 
mainly of Ga-As-GaAs, but may also have contained carbon^ 
and oxides as removing the skin tended to reduce the oval 
defect density obtained at the start of the following 
growth series.
As shown by Pig 3.2, the electron mobilities of Si and Sn 
doped GaAs grown in CLPIV lay close to the 77K mobilities 
obtained from representatative LPB and VPB grotm material 
(Poth et al (1979)1 at carrier concentrations in excess of 
about 5x10^^ cm~^. The 77 K mobilities did not, however, 
approach those of the best NBE grown GaAs (Davies and 
Andrews (1984)] until Nq-Nj^ >1x10^^ cm~^. Similar, although 
slightly more exaggerated behaviour was seen at 300 K (Pig 
3.1). The shape of the |i versus n curve implies that 
significant levels of compensation occured at lower doping
 ^ Croydon (1985) found that the skin formed on a Ga 
charge held in a similar graphite crucible had a carbon 
content of «0.11%.
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levels. This is consistent with the properties of unintent­
ionally doped GaAs epilayers 9rown in CLPIV, which were 
always p-type with 300 K carrier concentrations of between 
1x10^^ and 3x10^^ cn~^. The corresponding 300 K mobilities, 
380-420 cm^/V-s, were comparable to those of VPE and LPE 
grown material at similar hole concentrations [Wiley 
(1975)1. Photoluminescence studies, described more fully 
below, showed that carbon was the dominant residual 
acceptor in these layers, as is usually the case with MBE 
grown GaAs (Cho and Arthur (1975), Wood (1985)].
A quantitative estimate of the compensation occuring in the 
doped layers was obtained by comparing the mobilities 
measured at a given free carrier concentration (e.g. Nq -Nj^ ) 
with theoretical calculations [Rhode (1975), Walulciewicz et 
al (1982)1. Figure 3.3 shows the variation of the residual 
acceptor level, N^, with the 77K free carrier concentra­
tion. This relationship was determined, using the results 
of Walukiewlcz et al (1982), from the data in Pig 3.2 
(excluding the low mobility Si doped epilayers grown in 
Series 3). It is apparent that tends to a fixed value of 
«1.5x10^® cm"^ as Np-N^ is reduced below 5x10^® cm~^. As 
would be expected, this value is closely similar to the 
acceptor densities obtained in unintentionally doped 
material (between 1x10^® and 3x10^® cm"^, see above). An 
almost constant compensation ratio (Nj^ /Np) of 0.38 was 
derived at carrier concentrations in excess of 1x10^^ cm~^. 
This behaviour has been observed in bulk and epitaxial GaAs 
by several workers. Including Wolfe and Stillman (1975), 
Poth et al (1978), and Ruphal (1981). It is currently 
believed that high levels of autocoq>ensation do not occur 
in GaAs at these doping levels, and that the behaviour 
shown in Pig 3.3 results from limitations in the theoret­
ical treatment [Anderson and Apsley (1986)]. In particular, 
no fully satisfactory calculations are available for the 
case where ionised impurities are present at concentrations 
in excess of 1x10^^ cm~^ [Chattopadhyay and ' Queisser 
(1981), Anderson et al (1985)]. However, it is believed
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Pi9 3.3 Acceptor population at 77 K as a function of the 
(coapensated) carrier concentration, derived froa 
the data in Pig 3.2 using the theoretical results 
of Walukiewics et al (1982).
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that the analysis presented is accurate for doping levels 
below about 1x10^^ cm~^ (Anderson and Apsley (1986)] and, 
therefore, that the residual acceptor level determined 
from Pig 3.3 is a reasonable estimate of the true value.
Figure 3.4 shows the variation of the Hall mobility and 
carrier concentration with temperature for a Sn doped GaAs 
epilayer grown in CLPIV. The peak in mobility at about 90 K 
is typical of both bulk and epitaxial. GaAs [Landolt- 
Bornsteln (1982)]. The mobility falls off because of 
lattice scattering at temperatures above 90 K and because 
of ionised impurity scattering at lower temperatures 
[Seeger (1982)]. The temperature dependence of the carrier 
concentration is also conventional, with donor freezeout 
starting just below room temperature. The activation energy 
of the freezeout is 2.72 meV, which is approximately half 
of the existing estimates for the ionisation energy 'E^ ' of 
Sn in GaAs (5-7 meV, Casey and Panish (1978)]. This is 
consistent with a moderately high compensation ratio, which 
can cause the activation energy to vary between and E /^2 
(Seeger (1982)]. The compensation ratio Nj^ /Nq of the sample 
shown in Fig 3.4 was «0.7 by Halukiewicz' analysis.
The freezeout became less rapid at tes^eratures below about 
30 K, and Nq-Nj^ actually increased slightly as the 
temperature fell from IS R to 4.2 K (Fig 3.4). Similar 
behaviour has been observed in other III-V compounds 
(Hrostowskl et al (1955), Fritzsche and Lark-Horovitz 
(1955), Schklovskll and Efros (1984), see also Chapter 5] 
and has been attributed to both impurity band and hopping 
conduction at comparably low doping levels. Impurity band 
conduction is only possible when there is appreciable 
overlap between the ground state wavefunctions of the 
impurity atoms. This condition occurs when
»(4wH„/3)1/3>i 3.1
where a is the electronic radius of the impurity atom
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Fig 3.4 Teap«ratuce variation of Ball nobility and 
carrier concentration in a GaAa cpilayer, lightly 
doped with Sn, grown in CLPIV.
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[Pearson and Bardeen (1948)]. By analogy with a hydrogen- 
like atom, a is given by the Bohr formula
(caQm)/m 3.2
where a^ is the ground state electronic radius of the 
hydrogen atom (>0.53xl0~^ cm). Inserting the appropriate 
values for GaAs (m*/m>0.07, c>12) yields the condition
Njj>3.2xl0^^ cm“ ;^ thus it is unlikely that impurity band 
conduction is occurIng in the data shown in Fig 3.4, where 
is only 2-3x10^® cm“^ at the temperatures of 
Interest. The mechanism for hopping conduction requires far 
less overlapping of the ground state wavefunctions of the 
impurities and a compensated sample [Blakemore (1958)] and 
is, therefore, more likely to be applicable to the layer 
under discussion. Hopping mobilities are typically of the 
order of 1 cm^/V-s in the acceptor bands of lightly doped 
Ge [Blakemore (1959)] and InSb [Hrostowskl et al (1955)]. 
However, if shallow (<<50 meV) impurities are present, 
hopping may also occur via the conduction or valence band 
[Schklovskli and Efros (1984)]. Somewhat larger mobilities 
may be expected under these circumstances, commensurate 
with the present results (the 4.4 K mobility of the GeiAs 
sample shown in Fig 3.4 is 543 cm^/V-s).
If hopping conduction is not operative, the cessation of 
freezeout may Indicate the presence of a two dimensional 
electron gas. However, it is not easy to see why a 2DBG 
should occur in homoépitaxial GaAs. It should be noted that 
the behaviour shown in Fig 3.4 was seen in all low 
temperature measurements made on lightly doped GaAs and 
InAs (Chapter 5) grown in CLPIV; that the contacts to the 
Ball samples remained ohmic at the temperatures of 
interest; and that similar results were obtained whether 
the ohmic contacts were annealed in air (the usual 
procedure) or in a reducing environment.
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X) and 1.5156 eV (free exiton). A 
at an energy of between 1.47 and
Several of the unintentionally (p~) and lightly doped (n~) 
epilayers were examined using photoluminescence (PL) 
techniques. The interpretation of PL data is treated 
succinctly by Pankove (1975) and llegexis (1965). The 
results obtained confirmed that the layers were compensated 
with carbon acceptors, as Indicated by strong peaks at 
1.4900 eV 0°, C%,) and 1.4935 eV (e, C%,). It was not 
possible to search for Hn or Cu, which may have been
present as system-generated impurities [Grange (1980)1, due 
to the limited spectral response of the detectors
available. The exltonic region was dominated by broad peaks 
(conmensúrate with the level of compensation and/or doping) 
at 1.5110 eV (exiton bound to Ga-slte defect), 1.5134 eV 
(D*^ , X), 1.5140 eV (O' 
broad peak was seen 
1.48 eV in several epilayers. This energy corresponds to 
the the transition between a free (conduction band) 
electron and a Ge acceptor. However, Ge is not a common
impurity in MBE source materials and it has been argued
that this peak may be associated with carbon vacancy 
complexes [Briones and Collins (1982)]. This conclusion is 
supported by Aklmoto et al (1984), who presented evidence 
that the peak results from the incorporation of CO from the 
gas ambient. As noted in Sec 2.2(1), attempts to obtain 
high carbon levels in GaAs by the deliberate introduction 
of CO into the MBB growth environment have been 
unsuccessful, leading to speculation that the carbon 
species must be thermally excited [e.g. by a hot filament, 
Davies and Williams (1985)] before incorporation can take 
place. With regard to the present results, it should be 
noted that Ploog (1980) ascribed high acceptor levels to 
the generation of excited carbon species by a reaction 
between a graphite crucible and its alumina support tubes. 
Essentially similar sources were used in CLPIV (Sec 2.3), 
implying that some Improvement may have been possible 
through the use of PBM crucibles. Experience in the authors 
present laboratory (GEC BRC) suggests that the carbon 
backgrounds obtained in GaAs grown from graphite crucibles
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are significantly higher than those obtained in GaAs grown 
fron PBN crucibles under otherwise identical conditions.
3.3 Range of Paraaeters Peraitting the Growth of GaAa
Having conpleted comnlssioning, experiments were undertaken 
to identify the range of growth conditions permitting the 
growth of good quality GaAs. This work had three aims;
(i) To extend upon existing RHEBD studies into the range 
of temperatures permitting the epitaxial growth of 
GaAs [Heave and Joyce (1978a), (1978b)]. The range of 
applicability of the kinetic growth model [Foxon 
(1983), Chapter 1] was also examined. An initial 
objective was to determine the temperature dependence 
of the arsenic flux required to just stabilise a (2x4) 
surface (and/or stochiometric growth). The effects of 
varying the growth rate were also investigated.
(il) To investigate the behaviour of the boundaries 
seperating the surface reconstructions of GaAs at 
higher flux ratios. These boundaries had been mapped 
out by several workers, and were were known to be 
Arrhenius functions of the growth temperature and 
arsenic flux [see, for example, Panish (1980), Van 
Hove et al (1983)]. However, most observations had 
been confined to relatively high arsenic fluxes and 
there was appreciable spread in the reported 
positions of the phase boundaries. Furthermore, it was 
not clear to what extent (if any) the positions of the 
boundaries were affected by the growth rate or by 
factors related to the history of the layer.
(iii) To correlate changes in epilayer properties with any 
changes in growth t>ehavlour noticed when investigating 
(i) and (ii) above.
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3.3 (i) BxperiMntal: Flux Monitoring
It was considered desirable to obtain (as far as possible) 
absolute estimates of the growth fluxes, in particular to 
facilitate an eventual comparison between the growth of 
GaAs and InAs. Given the importance of the measurements, 
the techniques used will be described in detail.
The gallium flux was measured with a movable ionisation 
gauge flux monitor [described elsewhere, Newstead et al 
(1984)1 calibrated via the growth of stepped films. The 
calibration of the AS4 flux followed directly from the 
experiments outlined under (1) above. In brief, a GaAs 
epllayer was set growing under a (2x4) reconstruction
using a low substrate temperature (c. 520^0 and a known 
growth rate. The AS4 flux was then slowly reduced until a 
transition to a (4x2) surface reconstruction was induced. 
As non-congruent sublimation does not occur from GaAs at 
growth temperatures below about 630**C [Foxon et al (1973), 
Goldstein (1976)1, this transition could be identified with 
the onset of non-stochiometrlc growth at an AS4:Ga flux 
ratio of 0.5:1 [Poxon et al (1980)1. Varying the growth 
rate allowed the arsenic flux to be calibrated across a
range of intensities.
Steps were taken to check the validity of this calibration, 
even though similar techniques had been used by Grange 
(1980), Schaffer et al (1983) and Sugiyama (1986). A
particular concern was that the minimum flux ratio permit­
ting stochlometrIc growth on (100) GaAs could be a weak 
function of the growth temperature even at 520°C [as
Indicated by Heave and Joyce (1978b)1. However, no such 
variation was noticed when performing the. measurements 
reported here. This can be seen most clearly in Pig 3.5, 
which is the surface phase diagram of GaAs growing at 
0.65 iim/h. This diagram will be fully described in Section
3.3 (ii). With regard to the present discussion,'it should 
be noted that the (2x4) reconstruction occured within
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Pig 3.5 The MBS aurface phaae diagram of (100) GaAa at a 
growth rate of 0.65 im/h. The (2x4) and (4x2) 
surface reconstructions occured in Regions II and 
IV respectively.
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Region II and the (4x2) reconstruction within Region IV of 
the phase diagram. These regions are separated by a 
horizontal line indicating that, within experimental error, 
a constant As^:Ga flux ratio was just sufficient to 
maintain stochlometric growth at all temperatures between 
400°C and 630°C. An As^:Ga flux ratio of 0.5:1 was 
assigned to this boundary for the reasons already 
described.
Slmllary wide plateaux in the minimum As^ flux were found 
at all other GaAs growth rates Investigated, covering a 
range from 0.07 to 3.0 um/h (Pig 3.6). The availability of 
this range of calibration revealed difficulties in 
measuring As^rGa flux ratios below alsout 3:1 with the 
conventional Ion gauge flux monitor [Sec 2.6; similar 
problems were reported by Panlsh (1980)]. For this reason, 
all As^ fluxes reported In this thesis were estimated from 
the background pressure of arsenic In the growth chamber 
during deposition. The arsenic pressure was measured using 
a fixed ionisation gauge (Vacuum Generators type VIG22) 
mounted close to the growth region but not directly exposed 
to any of the growth fluxes. Pig 3.7 shows the experimental 
geometry. This tec)utique was considered satisfactory for 
the following reasons:
(I) The As^ overpressure at the 'low temperature' (2x4) 
to (4x2) transition was a linear function of the 
growth rate, with a slope of unity for over two orders 
of magnitude (Pig 3.8). Note that the As^ flux was 
calibrated against the growth of InAs as well as GaAs. 
The two calibrations are in excellent agreement, 
indicating a close similarity between the basic MBE 
growth mechanisms of the two compounds.
(II) The arsenic cell calibration exhibited Arrhenius 
behaviour for all flux ratios greater than 0.25:1 (Pig 
3.9), even when flux variations of up to three orders 
of magnitude were encountered.
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Fig 3.6 A superposition of the MBB phase diagrams of 
(100) GaAs at five fixed growth rates in the 
range 0.07 to 3.0 r " h -
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Fig 3.8 Th« ■inlaiui arsenic overpressure supporting a 
(2x4) surface reconstruction (P_ .) as a function 
of the group III flux. The relationship is 
linear, with a slope of unity, for over two 
orders of magnitude.
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Pig 3*9 Graph showing Arrhenius behaviour of arsenic cell 
calibration (during deposition at 3 am/h) at flux 
ratios in excess of 0.25:1. '
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(ill) The calibration of the acaenic overpressure was 
unchanged whichever of the two arsenic cells fitted to 
CLPIV was in use. It is not expected that this would 
be the case if the monitoring gauge were in line of 
sight with the source cells, as is the case with a 
conventional movable gauge monitor, because of 
variations of geometry.
(iv) The monitoring gauge did not shadow the substrate 
(Fig 3.7), allowing continuous monitoring of the 
arsenic flux during growth. This was particularly 
convenient when mapping RHEED boundaries. Sec 3.3 
(ii).
3.3 (ii) The Surface Phase Diagram of (100) GaAs
Figure 3.5 is the surface phase diagram of (100) GaAs 
growing at 0.65 ^m/h. The purpose of the diagram is to 
show the functional relationship between surface reconstr­
uction and the MBE growth parameters, providing a frame of 
reference for investigations into changes in growth behav­
iour or epilayer properties with reconstruction.
The reconstructions seen during growth (using 5 IceV RHEED) 
were;
Region I 
Region II 
Region Ilia
mixed (2x4)/c(4x4) 
(2x4)
(1x1) built strealcs
Region Illb initially (1x1),
(shaded area) but unstable (see below)
Region IV 
Region V
(4x2)/c(8x2)
(4x2)/c(8x2)
(see below) 
(see below)
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A Clear c(4x4) RHEBD pattern could only be seen under large 
AS|:Ga flux ratios In Region I. The pattern seen under 
practical growth conditions (l.e. JAs^tJGa < 50:1) was a 
composite of the (2x4) and c(4x4) patterns. A clear c(4x4) 
pattern could, however, be obtained at low arsenic fluxes 
under static (no gallium flux) conditions.
The identification of the reconstructions seen in Regions 
IV and V is open to speculation. As shown in Pig 3.10, the 
RHEED patterns seen in these regions both had periodicit­
ies indicative of a (4x2) reconstruction. However, the 
patterns were readily distinguishable from one another by 
the length and definition of the 1/4 order streaks in [Oil] 
azimuth. This may indicate that the two patterns correspond 
to two reconstructions of similar periodicity, for example 
the (4x2) and the c(8x2). It was not possible to decide 
this during the experiments reported here. Indeed, Neave 
and Joyce (1978b) have argued that the RHEED patterns of 
the (4x2) and c(8x2) reconstructions are indistinguishable 
in the zeroth order Laue zone. However, Cho (1976) and 
Ludeke (1978) both clearly imply that they have been able 
to distinguish between the reconstructions using RHEED. The 
ordering reported by Cho (1976) indicates that the c(8x2) 
reconstrucion occurs over a higher range of temperatures 
than the (4x2).
As noted in Chapter 1, several workers have reported a 
(3x1) reconstruction on GaAs during growth under AS2 
(Hassles et al (1976), Panish (1980), Neave et al (1984)] 
and As^ [Van Hove and Cohen (1982)] fluxes. The fact that a 
(3x1) reconstruction was not observed during the 
experiments reported here, or included in the phase 
diagrams reported by Van Hove et al (1983), Van Hove et al 
(1985) or Briones et al (1985) suggests that this 
reconstruction may only be visible with a critically 
adjusted RHEBD geometry. With reference to the publications 
cited above, the (3x1) reconstruction is expected to occur 
between the (1x1) and (4x2) reconstructions, i.e. at the
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higher tenperatures encompassed by Region III of Fig 3.5. 
(Experiments at the author's present laboratory (GBC HRC) 
have confirmed this, also showing that the (3x1) 
reconstruction, which is relatively diffuse, is often 
visible when using 15 KeV RHEED, but not when using 5 KeV 
RHEED, in a VG V80H MBE system).
It is interesting to note that the (2x4)/c(8x2) reconstruc­
tion usually converts to a (4x6) reconstruction as the 
substrate is cooled below <>500°C under static (no Ga flux) 
conditions [Croydon et al (1985)]. Although this phenomenon 
was repeatedy demonstrated in CLPIV, it proved impossible 
to obtain a (4x6) reconstruction during growth e.g. by 
lowering the temperature of an epllayer growing in Region 
II, or by lowering the As^ flux whilst growing a layer in 
Region I
3.3 (iii) Stability of the Phame Boundaries
The boundaries seperating the reconstructions shown in 
Fig 3.5 were mapped out by varying the substrate 
temperature at a fixed As^ flux or vice versa. The 
boundaries were approached by both increasing and 
decreasing the variable parameter in order to check for 
hysterlsis. The substrate temperature was generally altered 
by about l^ C^ in five seconds, and the arsenic cell 
temperature by about 2°C per minute. Hysterisis was not 
seen at any boundary. Implying that (within the timescale 
of the experiments) the reconstructed surfaces remained in 
equilibrium with the growth fluxes. Note, however, that the 
surfaces of epilayers grown within Region Illb (the shaded 
area of Region III, Fig 3.5) were temporally unstable, 
initially showing (1x1) bulk streaks but becoming 
(4x2)/c(8x2) gallium rich within the first five minutes of 
growth. It would be misleading to describe this behaviour 
as hysteresis, because the ultixutte position of the 
boundary between Regions Illb and V did not depend on the
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history of the epllayer. The phenoaenon is more consistent 
with the outdlffusion of a limited supply of arsenic from 
within the epllayer, as proposed by Neave and Joyce 
(1978b). It was not possible to find a simple relationship 
between the substrate temperature and the time taken for 
the transition, although it was apparent that there were 
distinct dicontinuity at the boundary between the stable 
and unstable areas of Region III. In previous Investlgatons 
Cho (1971a/b), (1983) and Van Hove et al (1985) have 
reported hysterisls of the activated boundaries between the 
(2x4), (1x1) and (4x2) reconstructions; however Panlsh 
(1980) reported that no hysterisls occurs, supporting the 
results presented above.
Referring to Pig 3.5, a fixed As^tGa flux ratio (assumed to 
be 0.5:1 as previously described) was found to be just 
sufficient to maintain an arsenic stabilised reconstruction 
over a wide r^nge of temperatures (400-635*^0, indicating 
the range of applicability of the HBE growth model at 0.64 
um/h. At temperatures below 400®C the transition from an 
arsenic stable (2x4) reconstruction occured at flux ratios 
below 0.5:1, and at temperatures below about 320*^ C the 
arsenic stabilised reconstruction became 'frozen in' and no 
change to a gallium rich (4x2) reconstruction could be 
induced, the RBEED pattern becoming slightly spotty and 
fading away as the A84 flux was reduced. This behaviour may 
be related to the reducing ability of the gallium and AS4 
adatoms to migrate to appropriate sites before incorpora­
tion, as it is resonable to expect surface mobility to 
decrease at low temperatures. Poxon and Joyce (1975) have 
attributed some apparent differences in the surface 
chemistry of AS4-Ga-(lOO)GaAs above and below 330°C to the 
formation of an intrinsic population of Ga atoms at the 
higher temperatures. It is also known that a proportion of 
the AS4 flux incorporates non-dissociatively at temperatu­
res below about 180°C (Poxon and Joyce (1975)].
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3.3 (iv) Activatad Phase Boundaries
Several of the growth regions shown in Fig 3.5 are 
seperated by parallel boundaries (i.e. between Regions I 
and II, II and III, III and V) having an activation energy 
of 3.9 eV. Within experlnental error, the sane activation 
energy has previously been obtained from (1) independent 
observations of some of the phase boundaries reported here 
(Panish (1980)], (ii) fron the temperature dependence of 
time taken to evaporate a layer of pre-deposited arsenic 
fron MBE grown (100) GaAs (Cho (1971); the result of this 
experiment did not rely on an accurate measurement of the 
arsenic flux], and (lii) from the temperature dependence 
of the vapour pressure of AS2 over GaAs (Foxon et al 
(1973), Goldstein et al (1976)]. These observations 
strongly suggest that the activation energy of the 
boundaries can be associated with the sublimation of 
chemisorbed arsenic (3.9 eV is comparable with chemical 
bond strengths). The fact that same activation energy 
characterised all of the activated phase boundaries shown 
in Figs 3.5 and 3.6 implies that the As-Ga bond was not 
severely strained under any of the reconstructions 
investigated.
Independent estimates of the strength of the As-Ga bond on 
the (100) surface can be derived from other properties. For 
example. Van Hove and Cohen (1987) have shown that both 
surface reconstruction and the arsenic overpressure 
influence the diffusion of Ga adatoms on GaAs, indicating 
that the diffusion co-efficient is a relativly weak 
function of temperature under the (2x4) reconstruction, but 
increases rapidly (with an activation energy of 4.0 eV) on 
crossing the boundary into the (1x1) reconstruction. This 
was taken to imply that some new bond-breaking process was 
operating, presumably liberating a proportion of the Ga 
atoms 'grown in' at island and viclnial step edges.
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3.3 (v) Variation of Growth Bate
Figure 3.6 is the superposition of the surface phase 
diagrams of (100) GaAs for five fixed growth rates covering 
the range from 0.07 to 3.0 fxm/h. Two points are of especial 
interest;
(i) The activated phase boundaries are' coamon to all 
growth rates, as would be expected from the mechanism 
proposed above.
(ii) The low temperature decrease in the minimum flux ratio 
occurs at lower temperatures for lower growth rates. 
This behaviour is most probably related to the ability 
of the gallium and As^ adatoms to migrate to 
appropriate sites before Incorporation. For example, 
longer diffusion lengths may be expected at low growth 
rates (e.g. because of the reduction in surface 
population combined with the requirement for pairwise 
interaction), thus permitting lower growth temperat­
ures (and the accompaning reductions in surface 
mobility) to be tolerated.
With reference to Fig 3.6, it is apparent that the low 
temperature deviation from the minimum flux ratio can be 
extrapolated to intersect the boundary between Regions III 
and V of the phase diagram. This Intersection sets an upper 
limit to the growth rate at which GaAs can be deposited 
under the (2x4) or (1x1) arsenic stable reconstructions. 
Allowing for the use of a reasonable flux ratio, this limit 
is in excess of 60 fxwt/b, which is unlikely to be 
restrictive in practice.
3.4 Bpilaymr Properties end the GaAs Phase oiagraa
The basic properties of GaAs epilayers grown in CLPIV under
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'normal' condition« (1 pm/h, T,uj,,»580-600®C, <2x4) 
reconstruction; i.e. within the upper range of temperatures 
encompassed by Region II) have already been described in 
Sec 3.2(ii). Essentially similar majority carrier 
properties were measured on all epilayers grown within 
Regions II and Ilia of the phase diagram ((2x4) and (1x1) 
reconstructions]; however, it is expected that the use of 
minimised As^ fluxes and/or the higher growth temperatures 
associated with the (3x1) reconstruction would yield 
material with improved minority carrier properties (Grange 
(1985)]. No significant or reproducible variation in the 
oval defect density occurred on layers grown within Regions 
II or Ilia.
Epilayers grown in Regimt I (Mixed c(4x4)/(2x4) 
reconstruction] were also mirror shiny and, with the 
exception of oval defects, substantially undefected. 
However, these layers had poor electrical properties, often 
being highly resistive (with Hp'*’-Nn-<<Nj,) even if doped at 
1x10^’ cm^ with Si or Sn. This is illustrated by Pig 3.11, 
an electrochemical CV profile through a 2 pm thlclc Sn doped 
epllayer grown at 0.65 pm/h at an AS4:Ga flux ratio of 5:1. 
The substrate temperature was increased from 450®C to 600®C 
in four steps during the deposition. The dips in Nq-Nj^ 
accompanying the temperature steps were caused by transient 
changes in the Sn accumulation density. Note that the 
steady state carrier concentration was independent of the 
growth temperature at 500®C and above, but fell by 1.5 
orders of magnitude at 450®C. This temperature is just 
within Region I of the phase diagram at the growth rate and 
flux ratio used (Pig 3.4, verified using RBEED during the 
deposition).
Several other woricers have reported similar results 
(Hurotani et al (1978), Stall et al (1980), Metze et al 
(1983), Mlssous and Singer (1986)], the consensus being 
that HBE grown GaAs becomes highly resistive 'or semi- 
insulating at growth temperatures below about 450®C because
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Pig 3.11 An electrocheaical CV profile through a
thick Sn doped epilayer grown at 0.65 pm/h
Aa.:Ga flux ratio of 5:1. The growth teap..,.---
wal increased from 450”c to 600'’c in three steps
2 ua 
at an
perature
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of a sharp rise in the density of deep level traps. Hetze 
et al (1983) indicated that the ■ininun temperature 
permitting the growth of reasonable quality films decreased 
with the growth rate, being s450*’c at 0.2 pm/h and s380°C 
at 0.02 pm/h. As shown by Pigs 3.6 and 3.11, these results 
are in agreement with the findings of this thesis. The 
advantage of using a phase diagram is that the activated 
boundary separating Regions I and II may be extrapolated to 
find the 'cut off temperature' at any desired growth rate 
and arsenic overpressure (Pigs 3.5, 3.6).
Epllayers grown under a (4x2)/c(2x8) reconstruction within 
R egion s IV  and V of the phase diagram were mll)cy in 
appearance due to the presence of droplets of gallium metal 
(Pig 3.12) resulting from non-stochiometric growth or, in 
Region V, non-congruent sublimation. Epilayers grown in 
R egion m b  (the temporally unstable area of Region III) 
were marred by elongated hlllocics, similar In appearance to 
those seen on InAs grown under In-rlch conditions (Chapter 
4). As with oval defects, these features were aligned with 
the [Oil] direction. The exact appearance of the hlllocic 
features on GaAs was to some extent dependent on the 
arsenic flux, with 'terracing' becoming apparent at As^iGa 
ratios in excess of about 10:1 (Pig 3.12).
3.5 Summary and Discussion
SI and Sn doped GaAs epilayers grown under 'normal' 
conditions (i.e. »1 pm/h, Tg^l,g«S80-600°C, (2x4) recon­
struction) showed bul)c-lil(e mobilities at carrier concen­
trations from >1x10^^ cm~^ up to the maximum attainable 
doping level (1.16x10^^ cm~^ using Sn). Lightly doped 
material was compensated by an acceptor concentration of 
approximately 1.5x10^^ cm~^. The highest electron 
mobilities [u(300 K)-6xl0^ cm^/v-s, u(77 K)- 28x10^ cm^/v- 
s] were obtained from epilayers doped to Ng-Nj^ »lx'l0^^ cm~^. 
Onintentionally doped layers were always p-type.
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with typical 300 K 
1x10^5 cm"^<Nj^-Np<3xlO^® cn"3
nobilities of 380 to 420 cnVv-s at 
Photolunineacence was used 
to Identify carbon as the main unintentionally incorporated 
acceptor. Oval defect densities of between 1x10^ and 1x10^ 
cn~^ were obtained, according to the degree of oxidation of 
the Ga source charge.
The electrical properties of the doped layers were 
obviously limited by the (by 1987 standards) relatively 
high degree of compensation occuring at low doping levels. 
If, as was argued in Sec 3.2 (li), this resulted from the 
incorporation of excited carbon species evolved from the 
graphite crucibles, some improvement may have been possible 
through the use of PBN crucibles in all of the high 
temperature sources. However, the electrical properties of 
the GaAs grown in CLPIV were superior to those of material 
grown in earlier home-built systems at CLP (Grange (1980), 
Kublak (1983), Croydon (1985)], and the performance of the 
system was considered adequate for the purposes of this 
project.
The development of techniques to allow reproducible measur­
ements of the growth temperature (Chap 2) and matrix fluxes 
(Sec 3.3) in CLPIV enabled a self-consistent HBE surface 
phase diagram to be constructed for (100) GaAs. This was 
the first such diagram to show the effects of all of the 
independently variable growth parameters, including the 
growth rate, in a systematic fashion. An absolute calibrat­
ion of the AS4 flux was obtained by observing the (2x4)-to- 
(4x2) RHBED transition at the minimum As^tGa flux ratio 
(0 .5:1) permitting stochlometric growth. The substrate 
temperature was checked (see Chap 2) against the melting 
point of indium (157*’c) and the GaAs oxide desorption 
temperature (580°C). On the basis of these calibrations, an 
activation energy of 3.8 ev was derived for the arsenic 
overpressure required to stabilise several surface 
reconstructions ocgurlng within the range 4OO-80O**C. This 
energy was identified with the bond-breaking involved in
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the sublimation of chemisorbed arsenic, a conclusion 
supported by reference to independent measurements on 
related phenomena.
The onset of high trap densities in MBE GaAs grown at low 
tMiperatures was shown to occur as one of the activated 
phase boundaries (between the (2x4) and composite 
(2x4)/c(4x4) reconstructions) was crossed. The phase 
diagram allows this boundary to be extrapolated to any 
growth rate and As^ overpressure. A second low-temperature 
phenomenon was also observed: the ability to grow under an 
arsenic stabilised reconstruction at an As^:In flux ratio 
of less than 0.5:1. The tex^erature at which this 
phenomenon first became apparent was found to increase with 
increasing growth rate. The slope of the increase is less 
than that of the activated phase boundaries and the results 
indicate that, unless an undiscovered effect occurs at 
growth rates in excess of 3 um/h, growth under the normal 
(2x4) reconstruction would not be possible at growth rates 
much in excess of 60)im/h. This is, of course, not a 
practical limitation.
Many workers [see, for example, Cho (1971a,b). Hassles et 
al (1976), Panish (1980), Van Hove et al (1982, 1983, 
1985), Schaffer et al (1983), Hood et al (1983b), Briones 
et al (1985)] have realised the value of specifying their 
HBE growth conditions against a system Independent phenome­
non, such as the boundary between two surface reconstruct­
ions. Several of these have produced GaAs phase diagrams as 
an aid to reproducing a given set of HBE growth conditions. 
The diagram presented in this thesis has three practical 
advantages: firstly, that the reported temperatures and 
fluxes are reasonably accurate; secondly, that the effects 
of varying the growth rate are included; and thirdly, that 
the Arrhenius type plot allows the data to be extrapolated 
to any desired growth rate. Taken together, these factors 
should allow the data to be used to calibrate the substrate 
heater of, for example, an HBE system of the type which
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does not perait a theraocouple to be placed in intinate 
contact with the substrate (Chapter 2). The data may also 
be of use to cross-check pyroaeter aeasureaents. in the 
present study, the GaAs phase diagraa was found to be of 
greatest value as a basis for coaparison when investigating 
the growth of inAs. This aspect of the work is described in 
Chapter 4.
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Chapfr 4
An InvMtl9«tion Into the OptiMin Conditions for the 
Hneleation and Growth of (100) inAs by Nolecnlar Bean 
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4.1 Introduction
At the Inception of this project there was, as described in 
Chapter 1, disagreement as to the optimum surface reconstr­
uction to use at nucléation or during growth; little 
systematic understanding of the effects of varying the 
growth rate and other growth parameters; little experience 
of controlled doping; and only limited information on 
homoépitaxial growth available. Therefore, specific experi­
ments were undertaken (1) to determine the functional 
relationship between the HBE growth parameters, epilayer 
properties and the surface reconstruction during growth, 
and (li) to find out which non-optimum growth conditions 
are Intrinsic to InAs and which result from difficulties in 
nucleating the severely mls-matched (100) InAs/GaAs 
heterojunction. Subsequent work on the controlled doping 
and electrical characterisation of InAs is reported in 
Chapter 5.
4.2 Experimental
The general procedures used when operating CLPIV have 
already been decribed in Chapter 2, and the techniques used 
to calibrate the matrix fluxes in Sec 3.3 (1) of Chapter 3. 
It is worth repeating that the As^ flux was calibrated 
against the boundary between the (2x4) and (4x2) surface 
reconstructions when growing InAs (and GaAs) at low 
substrate temperatures. The As^tGpIII flux ratio at this 
boundary was taken to be 0.5:1 [e.g. using the results of 
modulated beam studies, Poxon et al (1978)1. Any discussion 
of the '0.5:1 flux ratio' in this chapter is, therefore, to 
some extent self-referential (although the detailed 
discussion in Sec 3.3 (i) should also be noted).
It should also be noted that the Hall properties quoted in 
this chapter were derived from measurementà made at 
Bg-0.3 T and Ig'l.O mA on etched cross samples. Such
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neasurements can considerably underestimate the Hall 
mobility in lightly-doped hétéroépitaxial InAs, principally 
because of the effects of parallel conduction through 
electron accumulations at the free surface and the 
epilayer/substrate Interface (Washburn et al (1979)1. This 
subject is treated in detail in Chapter 5.
4.3 The Huclemtion of InAs on (100) GaAs .
To obtain basic data, a series of undoped InAs epllayers 
were grown on semi-insulating (100) GaAs substrates (and on 
undoped GaAs buffer layers) using a fixed growth rate of 
2.010.1 um/h and a wide range of growth temperatures and 
As^:In flux ratios. Figure 4.1 Illustrates the correlation 
between morphology, reconstruction and growth conditions. 
Five distinct growth regimes were identified. In overview, 
epilayers grown within the AS|-rich, In-rich and In- 
accumulated regimes were severely defected, often being 
milky or even matt grey in appearance. These layers had, 
where measurable, poor electrical properties. Epllayers 
grown within the cross-hatched^ and optimum regimes were 
mirror-shiny, but only those grown under optimum conditions 
exhibited high Hall mobilities. As shown in Figure 4.1, the 
boundary separating the cross-hatched and optimum growth 
regimes from the In-rich and In-accumulation regimes was 
delineated by a transition to a (4x2) surface reconstruct­
ion. A (1x1) or (2x4) reconstruction was obtained during 
growth within the optimum, cross-hatched and (slightly) 
arsenic rich regimes. No clear reconstruction boundary 
separated the optimum and X-hatch growth conditions from 
the As^-rich regime, and the dashed line included in 
Fig 4.1 is only intended as a guide for the eye. None-
 ^ 'cross hatched' refers to the microscopic appearance 
of the epilayers grown in this regime, e.g. s*e Fig 4.5
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Transition to in stabiiised RHEED
pattarn
Pig 4.1 The effects of varying the substrate teaperature 
and As^:In flux ratio on the nucléation of InAs 
on (100) GaAs at a growth rate of 2 fim /h .
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Pig 4.2 The developaent of the RHBBD pattern in the [Oil] 
azimuth following the nucléation of inAa on (100) 
GaAB. Pigure 4.1 ia ahown aa an inaet.
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theless, as shown by Pig 4.2, it was usually possible to 
identify each growth condition from the development of the 
RHEED pattern immediately after nucléation. Growth under 
each regime will now be described in detail.
4.3 (i) Indium accumulation
Referring to Pig 4.1, indium accumulation occured whenever 
AS|:In flux ratios of less than 0.5:1 were used. 
Accumulation also occured whenever growth temperatures in 
excess of 600°C were used at 2 um/h, irrespective of the 
flux ratio. All accumulated layers were milky in 
appearance, due to the presence of indium droplets 
resulting from non-stochiometric growth or sublimation. At 
nucléation, the (2x4) or c(4x4)/(2x4) reconstruction of the 
GaAs substrate transformed to a rapidly fading (4x2) InAs 
pattern (Pig 4.2), as observed by Schaffer et al (1983).
4.3 (ii) Indium Rich Growth
NB: The terms 'indium rich' and 'arsenic rich' growth are 
used throughout this thesis for consistency with earlier 
reports [Schaffer et al (1983), Kublak et al (1984a)]. 
These terms do not refer to the stochlometry of the epi- 
layers so described.
Indium rich growth occured when using Asotin flux ratios 
greater than 0.5:1 at temperatures below those leading to 
accumulation^ but still high enough to result in the 
formation of a (4x2) InAs reconstruction immediately after 
nucléation (Pigs 4.1, 4.2). All epilayers grown under these 
conditions were at best slightly milky in appearence, due 
to the presence of hillocks aligned with the [Oil] 
direction (Pig 4.3a); similar defects have been observed on 
in-rich InAs by Yano et al (1977) and Kubiak et ai (1984a). 
Referring back to Chapter 3 of this thesis, it will be seen
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Fig 4.4 MorMBki ■icrographs of (a) In-ricb (100) InAa 
and (b) GaAa grown witbin tba taaporally nnatabla 
araa of Ragion III of tba (100) GaAs MBS pbaaa 
diagram (Cbi^tor 3). Both apilayars wara **2 yim 
tbicic. Coavariaon of Pigs 3.5 and 4.8 will show 
that tba two growth conditions ara aquivalant.
that sinllar dafacta wara prasant on GaAs grown within tha 
taaporally unstabla araa of Ragion III of tha GaAa phaaa 
diagram (Figa 3.12, 4.4); in both casaa, the dafecta 
reaultad from growth at tamparaturaa juat in excaaa of 
at JAa^tJIn > 0.5:1.
Unintentionally doped inAa grown under In-rich conditiona 
waa n-typa with 300K Hall mobilitiaa of between 4x10^ and
1x10* cm^/v-a at 1x10^* < Nd-N,^ < 1x 10 "^^  ca"^. 
cor raaponding 77K mobilitiaa ranged from 5x10'* to 
2x10* cm^/v-a (note that tha propartiaa of axcaaaivaly 
defected layara have bean excluded from thaaa and 
aubaaquant aaaaaamanta). It waa not poaaibla to find a 
coibination of aubatrata temperature and Aa^zln flux ratio, 
within tha range encompaaaad by Fig 4.1, which would allow 
tha growth of aubatantially undafactad InAa under a (4x2) 
raconatruction at a growth rata of 2um/h.
Tha
4.3 (iii) Optimum Growth Conditions
Tha optimum growth regime yielded mirror-ahiny and 
aubatantially undafacted apilayara. Aa ahown in Fig 4.1, 
thaae layara wara grown at tamparaturaa in tha range 450- 
550°C (at 2|im/h) uaing Aa^ fluxaa cloae to tha minimum 
permitting atochiomatric growth. On commencing growth tha 
atraa)(ad RBBBD pattern of tha GaAa aubatrata waa praaarvad 
for a few aeconda before tranaforming into bull: diffraction 
apota, indicating ialand nucléation. Thaae apota elongated 
into bull: atraaka over a period correaponding to between 
150 and 350 A of overgrowth (Fig 4.2). It waa uaual for 
bulk atraaka to be retained throughout growth under optimum 
conditiona, although a faint (2x1) reconatruction waa 
aometimea viaible. NB: It la poaaible to grow continuoua 
coveragea of attained but undialocated InAa on (100) GaAa 
aubatratea up to a critical thickneaa of about 50 A (Houzay 
et al (1987), Munekata et al (1987)]. Thia accountâ for the 
brief delay before the formation of bulk diffraction apota
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at nucléation in the present expérimenta.
Figure 4.3b shows the morphology of a typical epilayer 
grown under optimum conditions. A slight background ripple 
is apparent: this was seen on all hétéroépitaxial material 
and is believed to result from the large epilayer/substrate 
mismatch. The photograph also shows a few small defects, 
similar in appearance to the oval defects seen on MBE grown 
Gems. This type of defect has not previously been reported 
on MBE grown InAs, and was only observed on optimum quality 
material. It is unlikely that the InAs ovals are vestigial 
In-rich defects as the latter were faceted, whereas the 
ovals were smooth and (for a given film thickness) 
somewhat smaller.
Typically, oval defect densities of between 8x10^ and 
3x10^ cm~^ were obtained on InAs epilayers grown under 
optimum conditions at 2 (im/h. This is a significant 
reduction on the oval defect densities of 1x10  ^ to 1x10  ^
cm~^ obtained on GaAs epllayers of similar thicknesses 
{~2 )im) grown in parallel experiments. This may be related 
to the differing behaviour of the Ga and In suboxides in 
source charges. Prior et al (1984) have used thermodynamics 
to show that, at normal cell temperatures, the native oxide 
of In (In203) is almost all converted to In20 via a 
reaction with the indium charge. In20 is sufficiently 
volatile that (after normal outgassing procedures) oxygen 
contamination from the indium cell is unlikely to be a 
problem. Conversely, CS203 and Ga20 are persistent 
contaminants in HBE cell charges [Prior et al (1984)] and 
are frequently cited as a source of oval defects [Chai and 
Chow (1981), Kitchener et al (1981), Ito et al (1984)].
All unintentionally doped epilayers grown at 2 |im/h under 
optimum conditions were n-type. Maximum 77K Hall mobilities 
of 60x10^ cm^/V-s at Np-Nj^iSxlO^® cm“  ^ were obtained from 
layers with thicknesses greater than 5 pm. As shown in
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Fig 4.1, optimum quality epilayers
tiOr
could be grom at 
temperatures in excess of 520”C so long as sufficient 
arsenic was supplied to stabilise the epilayer surface. No 
advantage was found in doing this, as there was no 
Improvement in electrical properties under these conditions 
and the temperature range permitting optimised growth 
became excessively narrow.
4.3 (iv) Cross-Batched Morphology
The use of minimised As^ fluxes at lower substrate temper­
atures (e.g. 300-450®C at 2 wm/h) led to the growth of
mirror-shiny epilayers under a clear (2x4) reconstruction 
(following an nucléation sequence similar to that seen 
under optimum conditions, described above and shown in 
Pig 4.2). These films generally, although not always, 
showed a cross-hatched morphology (Pig 4.S) reminiscent of 
that seen on inGaAs epilayers compressively mis-matched to 
inP substrates [Cheng et al (1981)]. Munekata et al (1987) 
have also reported cross-hatching on MBB-InAs grown at low 
substrate temperatures. The 300K mobilities of InAs 
epilayers (whether cross-hatched or not) grown under this 
regime were always lower than 1x10^ cm^/V-s at Np- 
N^>lxlO^® cm“ .^ The 77K mobilities were always less than 
25x10^ cm^/V-s. The HBE growth of InAs at low substrate 
temperatures has been Investigated in detail by Meggltt et 
al (1978, 1979, 1980) and Grange et al (1979, 1980).
4.3 (w) Arsenic Rich Growth
Arsenic rich growth occured at low substrate temperatures 
and/or high A84 fluxes (Pig 4.1). As before, the streaked 
RHBED pattern of the GaAs substrate transformed to bulk 
spots almost immediately after nucléation (Fig 4.2), 
indicating island nucléation. Under extreme conditions 
(i.e. JAS4;JIn>10:l at 450®C) these spots faded rapidly, 
disappearing within the first few hundred Angstrom of
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overgrowth. Layers grown under these con d it ion s  were chalky 
In appearance, and were e a s i ly  scraped from the s ub s trate  
using a sca lp e l blade.
Under less extreme conditions (i.e. JAs^tJIn-S:! at 450®C) 
the RHEBD diffraction spots formed at nucléation were 
preserved throughout growth (Pig 4.2; the spots were 
separated by spaclngs appropriate to the (2x1) or (1x1) 
reconstructions, according to the severity of the growth 
condition). Occasionally, under conditions close to those 
required for optimum or X-hatched growth, the RHEED spots 
coalesced Into bulk streaks or a (2x4) reconstruction. 
Films grown under these conditions showed characteristic 
'horseshoe' defects (Fig 4.3 c,d). SIMS [Kubiak et al 
(1984a)1, Norraaski and SEM (Fig 4.6) investigations have 
revealed these features to be asymmetrical C-shaped 
hillocks, surrounding irregularly shaped holes which 
extend to the epllayer/substrate Interface. The density of 
horseshoe defects Increased with increasing AB4 flux, 
decreased with increasing substrate temperature, and was 
Independent of the oval defect density of any underlying 
GaAs buffer layer.
The electrical properties of As^ rich epllayers were poor, 
with maximum 77K mobilities of about 40x10^ cm^/V-s at Njj- 
Nj^  1x10^® cm"^ being obtained from lightly defected 
epilayers grown under near-optimum growth conditions (e.g. 
leading to a morphology similar to that shown in Fig 4.3c). 
The electron mobility decreased rapidly with increasing 
horseshoe defect density, so that a 77K mobility of 12x 
10^ cm^/V-s at 8x10^® cm”  ^ (as obtained from the layer 
shown in Fig 4.3d) should be considered more typical.
4.3 (Vi) Effects of GaAs Buffer Layers
Mithin experimental error, it was found that the use of 
undoped GaAs buffer layers had no effect on the electrical
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properties of InAs epilayers grown under the optlmun, X- 
batch. In-rich or As^-rlch conditions. This result confli­
cts with earlier reports (Meggltt (1979, 1980), Grange 
(1979, 1980)1 that the use of GaAs buffer layers can result 
in increases of up to 25% in the Hall mobilities of InAs 
epilayers. However, the NBB systems used by Heggitt and 
Grange were not load-locked, and so had to be baked after 
every substrate exchange. This almost certainly caused the 
oxide caps on the substrates to become contaminated. In 
these circumstances, a GaAs buffer would serve to isolate 
the InAs epilayer from any residual contaminants left after 
In-situ thermal cleaning.
Referring to the present experiments, the use of undoped 
GaAs buffer layers was not found to alter the functional 
relationships shown in Pig 4.1.
4.4 Boaoepitaxial Growth of InAs
The experiments described above could not distinguish 
between the non-optimum growth regimes intrinsic to InAs 
and those caused by nucléation problems in heteroepitaxy. 
To investigate this aspect of growth, InAs was deposited 
onto (100) InAs substrates and also onto good quality InAs 
buffer layers grown on (100) GaAs.
4.4 (i) Growth on InAs buffer layers
0.5 um thick InAs buffer layers were nucleated and grown on 
(100) GaAs under optimum conditions in order to provide 
homoépitaxial 'substrates'. The mirror-like surfaces of 
these layers were not marred even when high arsenic fluxes 
were used during subsequent overgrowths. For example, 
specular material could be grown at AS4:ln flux ratios as 
high as 40:1 when using substrate temperatures in the range 
400‘’C to 500°C at a growth rate of 2 pm/h. Stable (2x4) or
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(1x1) RHEED patterns were obtained under these conditions, 
according to the substrate temperature. Figure 4.1 shows 
that severely arsenic rich layers would have resulted from 
nucléation on (100) GaAs under the same conditions. The 
experiment was repeated at several growth rates in the 
range 1 tim/h to 5 um/h with the same results. In contrast, 
it was found that no thlclcness of InAs buffer layer made 
undefected growth under a (4x2) reconstruction possible. 
Hancock and Kroemer (1984) and Suglyama (1986) have also 
implied that arsenic rich growth Is a nucléation condition 
which does not apply to homoepitaxy.
4.4 (11) Growth on (100) InAs substrates
Additional results were obtained by growing InAs directly 
onto (100) InAs substrates. These results support the 
conclusions drawn above, although the poor surface finish 
of the InAs substrates used (obtained from MCP Electronic 
Materials Ltd.) impeded interpretation to some extent. 
Figures 4.7a and 4.7b show typical wafer surfaces 'as 
recieved'. Before use, the substrates were degreased in 
111-trichloroethylene, acetone and methanol and etched for 
one to two minutes in either cold 30H2S04:1H202:1H20 or a 
weak (approx. 0.5%) solution of bromine in methanol [also 
used by Sugiyama (1986)]. Neither treatment notlcably 
worsened the surface roughness of the substrates (Pigs 
4.7c, 4.7d).
Whichever etch was used, the substrates cleaned up to give 
diffuse (1x1) bulk streaks at about 520°C under As^ fluxes 
of between 1x10^® and 1x10^® cm"^ s"^. A (2x4) reconstruct­
ion could sometimes be obtained by cooling below about 
450°C after the substrate had cleaned up, although it was 
normal for the bulk streaks to be preserved. However, a 
weakly reconstructed surface could almost always be 
obtained following the deposition of a few tens of mono- 
layers of InAs: the intensity of the RHEED pattern then
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increased slowly with further deposition. Obviously, any 
information obtained from further 9rowth on this buffer 
could equally well have been obtained from InAs grown on a 
GaAs substrate. More important is the fact that, outside of 
the In-accumulated and In-rich regimes indicated on 
Pig 4.1, the homoépitaxial nucléation of InAs was not 
noticably affected by the Asotin flux ratio. Figures 
4.7 e 4 f show the morphology of a 1.2 |im thick 
homoépitaxial layer nucleated at 450**C at a growth rate of 
2 |im/h and an ASf:In flux ratio of siS:i. Figure 4.1 shows 
that these conditions lie well inside the As^ rich growth 
regime. Nevertheless, the surface of the epilayer 
reproduced the surface of the substrate (cf. Figs 4.7 a-f) 
and no arsenic rich growth features (as shown in Fig 4.3d) 
were noticable. These results support the idea that 
'arsenic rich growth' is not intrinsic to InAs, but a 
result of using non-optimum nucléation conditions in 
heteroepitaxy.
Some conclusions may be drawn about the mechanism by which 
excessive arsenic fluxes hamper homoépitaxial nucléation. 
As indicated in Sec 4.3 (ill), the growth of InAs on (100) 
GaAs proceeds by the coalescence of 3-D Islands which 
result from the dislocation of an initially continuous 2-D 
overgrowth (this has been demonstrated using SEN, Meggitt 
(1979)and TEH, Houzay et al (1986)]. Assuming that the 
behaviour of In on InAs is essentially similar to that of 
Ga on GaAs, high surface populations of arsenic molecules 
may be expected to hinder the coalescence of these Islands 
by severely limiting the dlffusivlty of the In adatoms 
[Heave et al (1985)]. Any discontinuities in the layer 
formed at this stage can reasonably be expected to halt the 
propagation of step edges during subsequent overgrowth, so 
forming holes through the epilayer. These may be manifest 
as the 'horseshoe' defects seen on As^-rich InAs [Kubiak et 
al (1984a), see also Sec 4.3 (v)].
The effects of high arsenic fluxes on homoépitaxial growth
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are less significant, probably because layer-by-layer 
growth can coMnence at nucléation and no nechanisn exists 
for the pinning of step edges. Nonetheless, the use of high 
group "Z fluxes should be avoided when growing InAs or any 
other III-V compound: as noted in Chapters 1 and 3, there 
is a consensus that most III-V compounds should be grown 
under minimised group III fluxes at as high a temperature 
as possible [Grange (1985)].
4.5 The NBB Surface Phase Diagram of (100) TrJtm
The experiments reported so far have identified the optimum 
conditions for nucleating InAs on (100) GaAs at a growth 
rate of 2 pm/h. The most practical way to extend this 
result to other growth rates is to note that optimised 
nucléation requires the use of substrate temperatures just 
below those which would result in In-rich growth (Pig 4.1). 
The upper limit of this range of temperatures is clearly 
marked by a transition between the (1x1) and (4x2) surface 
reconstructions, which is easy to map out using RBEED.
Schaffer et al (1983) were the first to specify the 
nucléation conditions of hétéroépitaxial InAs with respect 
to a boundary between two surface reconstructions, and also 
the first to construct phase diagrams to show the existence 
regions of the xnjor surface reconstructions of (100) InAs. 
Their phase diagrams employed the same axes as Pig 4.1 
(l.e. JAs^/JIn versus growth temperature), but were mapped 
out by varying the growth rate at two fixed arsenic fluxes. 
This presentation is inconvenient, as most epltaxists use a 
fixed growth rate; furthermore, neither Schaffer's diagrams 
or Pig 4.1 are suitable for extrapolation. Por this reason, 
an Arrhenius-type InAs MBE phase diagram (Pig 4.8) was 
constructed during the present study. As shown in 
Chapter 3, this type of diagram is easy to extrapolate to 
growth rates and/or arsenic fluxes other than those 
directly investigated.
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Pig 4.8 The MBS surface phase diagra» of (100) InAs at 
growth rates (indicated beside each curve) of 
0.3, 1.0, 4.8 and 10 yw/h.
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The RHBEO observations were Made on undoped InAs buffer 
layers, of Minimum thickness 0.5 ym, nucleated under opti­
mum conditions on (100) GaAs substrates. The experimental 
techniques employed were identical to those used when 
cmistructlnq the GaAs phase diagram described in Chapter 3. 
In brief, the reconstruction boundaries were mapped out at 
four fixed growth rates (0.3, 1.0, 4.8 and 10 |im/h) by 
changing the As^ flux at a series of fixed substrate 
temperatures and vice versa. The phase boundaries were 
approached from both directions (i.e. by both Increasing 
and reducing the As^ flux or substrate temperature) in 
order to check for hysteresis.
4.5 (1) The Surface Reconstructions of (100) inAs
The reconstructions seen in Regions II, III, IV of Fig. 4.8 
correspond to those seen in corresponding regions of the 
MBS phase diagram of (100) GaAs, I.e.
Region II 
Region III 
Regions IV t V
(2x4)
(1x1) bulk streaks 
(4x2)
The low-temperature cosposlte (2x4)/c(4x4) reconstruction 
seen in Region I of the GaAs phase diagram was not sought 
on InAs in the experiments reported here; however Tsang and 
Chui (1986) have seen a c(4x4) reconstruction on InAs at 
(unspecified) low temperatures in the absence of an In 
flux. Schaffer et al (1983) have reported that (3x1) and 
(3x2) reconstructions can be seen on InAs at very low 
growth, rates. These reconstructions were not seen when 
mapping out Pig 4.8 but, with reference to Schaffers* 
results, may be expected to occur in a narrow band of 
temperatures seperating Regions III and V. As described in 
Sec 3.3 (il), a (3x1) reconstruction is seen on (100) GaAs 
under equivalent conditions.
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Closely similar <4i2) RBEBD patterns were seen in Regions 
IV and V of the inAs phase diagram. Conversely, the 
patterns seen in Regions IV and V of the GaAs phase diagram 
(Fig 3.10) were easily distinguishable, although both 
corresponding to a (4x2)/c(2x8) periodicity. It is not felt 
that this Indicates any fundamental difference in the 
behaviour of InAs and GaAs during MBS, as the surface of 
hétéroépitaxial InAs was always slightly textured even if 
nucleated under optimal conditions (Pig 4.3b) and this will 
have reduced the definition of the InAs RHEBD patterns. 
Nonetheless, the major phase transitions on (100) InAs 
(i.e. between the (2x4) and (1x1) or the (1x1) and (4x2) 
reconstructions) were always clearly defined.
4.5 (ii) The 'Mucleatloa Phase Diagram' of (100) Z<nAs
It would be possible to construct a 'nucléation phase 
diagram' for (100) inAs/GaAs: this would involve re-drawing 
Figure 4.8 with added constraints to the usable range of 
ASf fluxes at each growth rate. However, Fig 4.8 contains 
sufficient information for most purposes because, as 
previously noted, the optimum nucléation conditions simply 
follow the boundary between Regions III and V: i.e. for 
best results in heteroepitaxy the grower should nucleate 
under a minimised As^ flux just within the elbow of the 
AS4-to-In stabilisation curve appropriate to the growth 
rate.
4.5 (ill) Comparison with the phase diagram of (100) GaAs
The phase diagrams of (100) InAs (Pig 4.8) and (100) GaAs 
(Pig 3.5) are, although scaled differently, essentially 
similar. The similarity is not confined to the overall form 
of the phase diagram: the results presented above, and in 
Chapter 3, show that homoepitaxial epilayers of InAs and 
GaAs have similar morphologies provided that they are grown
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within equivalent regions of their respective phase 
diagrans (i.e. under the same surface reconstructions). In 
particular;
(i) Accumulations of In and Ga occured on the surfaces 
of both InAs and GaAs whenever growth temperatures 
considerably in excess of or GpV:GpIII flux ratios 
of less than 0.5:1 were used. (4x2) surface 
reconstructions were seen in both cases, corresponding 
to growth in Regions IV and V.
(li) The defects seen on In-rlch InAs epilayers were 
similar to those seen on GaAs epilayers grown in the 
temporally unstable area of Region III of the (100) 
GaAs phase diagram (Sec 3.4, Sec 4.3 (il), see also 
Pig 4.4). Again, essentially identical growth
conditions were involved: in both cases the GpV:GpIII 
flux ratio, although in excess of 0.5:1, was just 
insufficient to maintain an arsenic stable reconstruc­
tion at a high growth temperature.
(Hi) Mirror-shiny, substantially undefected homoépitaxial 
InAs and GaAs epilayers could be grown under the (2x4) 
and (1x1) surface reconstructions, i.e. within Regions 
II and III of their respective surface phase diagrams, 
but not under the (4x2) reconstruction occuring in 
Regions IV and V.
These results indicate that there are no significant 
differences between the MSB growth behaviour of (100) InAs 
and (100) GaAs. This conclusion is also supported by the 
results of modulated beam studies [Poxon and Joyce (1978)].
4.S (Iv) Activation energy of the Pbano Bonndaries
figure 4.9 shows the activated boundary separating the 
(1x1) and (4x2) reconstructions. This data was replotted
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4.9 The activated phase boundary separating the (1x1) 
and (4x2) reconstructions on inAs. Note the 
excellent qualitative agreeaent with the result 
of Poxon and Joyce (1978).
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fro« the InAs phase diagran, and Includes measurements made 
at JAs^tJIn > 2:1 at growth rates of 0.3, 1.0, 4.8 and 
10 |i»/h. The AS4 flux is, therefore, calibrated (with 
respect to the 0.5:1 minimum flux ratio) at four points 
within the range of fluxes Investigated. The estimated 
position of the boundary Is In good agreement with the 
measurements of Poxon and Joyce (1978).
The activation energy derived from Pig 4.9 is 2.6eV. In 
Chapter 3 It was argued that the slope of the activated 
phase boundaries on GaAs Is determined by the energy 
required to free chemisorbed surface arsenic. The differ­
ing activation energies obtained from GaAs (3.9 ev. 
Sec 3.3 (iv)) and InAs (2.6 eV) are consistent with the 
relative bond strengths of the two compounds (Hllsum and 
Rose-Innes (1961)]. Nonetheless, 2.6 eV is considerably 
higher than previous estimates of the activation energy of 
the phase boundaries of InAs [e.g. 1.8 eV, Schaffer et al 
(1983) and 1.6 ev, Suglyama (1986)]. Confidence in the new 
result can be justified,
(I) because of the care taken to obtain reasonably 
accurate measurements of the substrate temperature in 
these experiments (e.g. see Sec 2.4), and
(II) because the estimates of the characteristic energy of 
the activated phase boundaries of GaAs, made using 
the same techniques and in the same apparatus, are in 
excellent agreement with Independent estimates derived 
from related phenomena (Cho (1971), Goldstein et al 
(1976)].
As the techniques used to estimate the As^ flux by Schaffer 
et al (1983) and Sugiyama (1986) were similar to those used 
for the work reported here, it Is most likely that the 
earlier studies underestimated the activation energy 
because of the difficulties involved in measuring the 
substrate temperature.
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4.6 Effects of varying the Arsenic Species
Thersally generated A84 was used for all experiments 
reported in this thesis. It is unlikely that using AS2 
would have had much affect on the overall form of the 
surface phase diagram which, as noted above, is largely 
determined by the thermal sublimation of chemisorbed 
arsenic. However, it is possible that the nucléation of 
InAs on GaAs may be affected by the arsenic species. 
Specifically, the longer surface lifetime and easier avail­
ability of arsenic atoms from AS2 (Poxon and Joyce (1981)] 
may result in shorter diffusion lengths for In adatoms. 
This would tend to exacerbate the problems of 'arsenic 
rich' nucléation [discussed at the end of Sec 4.6 (ii)]. 
There is insufficient experimental data to decide this 
question at present.
4.7 Critique of Previous InAs Growth Studies
The most important conclusion to be drawn from the results 
presented in this chapter is that, as far as may be Implied 
from basic 'growth and assessment' studies, the chemistry 
and kinetics Involved in the NBB of (100) InAs are 
Identical to those of (100) GaAs: it is not possible to 
grow substantially undefected epilayers of either compound 
under any conditions leading to growth under a (4x2) 
reconstruction, and As^ rich growth results from a 
nucléation problem in epitaxy rather than any Intrinsic 
difficulty in growing InAs by MBS. It is, therefore, 
necessary to account for the earlier reports that good 
quality InAs epilayers could only be deposited onto GaAs by 
nucléation and/or growth under an Indium stabilised (4x2) 
reconstruction.
Firstly, flux uniformity must be considered. Hancock and 
Kroemer (1984) reported that, when reducing the AS2 flux to 
approach the transition (o indium stabilisation, the upper
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portion of their substrate showed a (4x2) indium stabilised 
reconstruction whilst the lower portion was still arsenic 
stabilised, and that the transition region was less than 
Ima wide. Given that the optimum nucléation condition lies 
close to this transition, it is difficult to accept that 
the morphology of rather limited areas of the epilayer 
could be accurately correlated with (glancing incidence) 
RHBBD observations under these conditions. Conversely, 
there was no evidence of significant variations in the 
Asotin flux ratio across the (typically) 1 cm x 2 cm 
substrates used for the experiments reported in this 
chapter: the defect density on epilayers grown under non­
optimum conditions was uniform over this area, and no 
variation in the RBEED pattern across the epilayer was 
apparent when approaching phase boundaries.
The identification of the RHEBD patterns seen during 
deposition must also be queried. Hancocic and Kroemer (1984) 
only examined the reconstruction in the [110] azimuth of 
(001) substrates when performing their experiments on 
heteroepitaxy (this corresponds to examining the [Oil] 
azimuth of (100) substrates in the notation used throughout 
this thesis). Schaffer et al (1983) also appear to have 
confined most of their observations to the [011] azimuth. 
It is believed that single azimuths were examined because 
the MBB systems used by these woricers were not fitted with 
substrate rotation [H Kroemer, UCSB, priv. comm. (1986)]. 
It is unfortunate that the [Oil] azimuth was chosen 
because, as noted in Sec 4.3 (iii), an indistinct (1x2) 
reconstruction is sometimes seen under optimum growth 
conditions. It can, therefore be difficult to distinguish 
between Regions III and V in [Oil]. This should be clear 
from the table below, trtileh summarises the Information in 
Fig 3.10 and Sec 4.3;
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Order of reconstruction
Region in [Oil] in [Oil]
II 2x 4x
III lx lx/2x
V 4x 2x
Clearly, an operator exaninln9 only the [Oil] azimuth, and 
expecting the (2x4) pattern to change to a (4x2) without an 
intermediate stage, could interpret the transition between 
Regions II and III as the onset of indium stabilised 
growth. As shown in this chapter, any epilayer nucleated 
under this (falsely identified) condition would be of good 
quality. The transition between the 4x and lx/2x reconstr­
uctions occuring in the [Oil] azimuths of Regions II and 
III is particularly easy to see, compounding the problem: 
this may explain why Schaffer et al (1983) noted that the 
boundary between the AS4~rich and optimum growth conditions 
was clearly defined in their exprlments, whereas that 
between the optimum and indium accumulation conditions was 
not. To ensure the correct identification of the various 
reconstructions, both major RBEBD azixuths were always 
examined when performing the experiments reported in this 
thesis.
4.8 Sommary and Discussion
Good quality InAs could only be nucleated on (100) GaAs by 
using the minimum As^ flux permitting stochiometric growth 
at a temperature just below that which would have caused 
the InAs to sublime non-congruently. All attempts to 
nucleate InAs under any other conditions produced 
morphologically or electrically inferior material: the 
characteristic defects occuring within four non-optimum 
nucleation regimes (In-accumulated, In-rich, cross-hatched 
and As^-rich) have been described. Bach regimecould be 
identified by observing the development of the RBBBD
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pattern during the early stages of growth. The In- 
accunulated and In-rich growth conditions were shown to be 
directly equivalent to ' conditions affecting the growth of 
(100) GaAs by MBE. Cross-hatched and As^-rich growth did 
not occur during the honoepitaxy of either InAs or GaAs, 
indicating that these conditions resulted from the large 
(s7%) lattice nisaatch which is encountered when growing 
InAs on GaAs. Comparison of the surface phase diagrams of 
InAs and GaAs (Chapter 3) indicates that, contrary to some 
earlier reports, the HBE growth behaviour of these two 
compounds is identical.
Those hétéroépitaxial layers nucleated under optimum 
conditions were mirror-shiny (despite a slight background 
ripple, only apparent when using a phase contrast 
microscope) and exhibited oval defects similar to those 
seen on GaAs. These defects, which have not been reported 
on MBE InAs before, were present at densities of between 
8x10^ and 3x10^ cm~^. Oval defect densities of between 
1x10^ and 1x10^ cm~^ were obtained on GaAs grown in 
parallel experiments. The difference in density is believed 
to have resulted from the differing behaviour of the group 
III suboxides in the In and Ga sources, as proposed by 
Prior et al (1984). All of the unintentionally doped InAs 
epilayers were n-type: those nucleated under optimum 
conditions had 77 K mobilities of «60x10^ cm^/V-s at Ng- 
Nj^25xl0^^ cm~^ regardless of the growth rate. However, the 
electrical characterisation of such layers is not entirely 
straightforward, as will be described in Chapter 5.
The requirements for optimised hétéroépitaxial nucléation, 
a minimised As^ flux and a high growth temperature, are 
also those which lead to layer-by-layer growth [Petroff et 
al (1984)1. Essentially similar conditions are required to 
nucleate other coi(>ressively mismatched layers, for exasqple 
GaSb on GaAs (Lee et al (1986)]. It is probable that layer 
by layer growth (which requires the group III ahd group V 
adatoms to be freely mobile on the epilayer surface)
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benefits the Initlel stages of heteroepitaxy by 
facilitating the coalescence of Islands. It has been 
proposed -that the problems of heteroepitaxy also affect 
homoépitaxial growth [Chang (1980, 1985)], alblet to a
lesser extent. Systems with large mismatches, such as 
(100) InAs/GaAs, are therefore Ideally suited for testing 
new growth techniques (e.g. superlattice buffer layers, 
etc). The present results support this Idea, showing that 
the use of minimised group V fluxes and the highest 
practicable growth temperature [which Is known to be 
desirable for the homoépitaxial growth of the majority of 
binary compounds. Grange (1985)] Is essential for the 
nucléation of good quality inAs on (100) GaAs substrates.
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S.l Introduction
Th* inherent difficulty of nucleating InAs on (100) GaAs 
has forced nost NBE growth studies to concentrate on 
obtaining relatively undefected epilayers. In consequence, 
little information has been published on the doping of InAs 
during NBB growth [Yano et al (1977), Schaffer and Berg
(1981) Kubiak et al (1984a)]. Recent interest in the use 
of MBE to prepare InAs based device structures (Sec 1.10) 
has highlighted this deficiency. As described in Chapter 1, 
it was considered useful; (1) to investigate the incorpora­
tion behaviour of Si and Sn in InAs; (li) to investigate 
the growth of n'*' epilayers, as used for ohmic contacts and 
low resistivity buffer layers in microwave devices (Harris 
(1985)1; and (ill) to investigate the properties of n~ InAs 
grown by MBE, i.e. to allow a critical comparison to be 
made between the (present) capabilities of LPE, VPE and 
MBE.
5.2 Experimental: Sample Preparation and Ball Measurements
Care is required when performing Hall measurements on any 
semiconductor. The usual precautions include the use of 
cross-shaped or cloverleaf samples to reduce contact-area 
effects [van der Pauw (1958)]; ensuring good ohmic contacts 
to the epllayer [Putley (I960)]; making allowance for 
depletion effects (Chandra et al (1979)]; and including 
current and magnetic field reversals in the Hall 
measurement, e.g. to eliminate the effects of misalignment 
voltages and thermomagnetic effects [Putley (1960), Seeger
(1982)].
Measurements on epitaxial InAs are further complicated by 
the effects of surface and interfacial conduction [Nashburn 
et al (1979)]. In the case of lightly doped (<5x10^^ cm~^) 
material the combined sheet carrier density of the 
(electron accumulated) interfaces can exceed that of the
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'bulk' epilayer. Specific problems arising from this 
situation will be discussed in the relevant sections of 
this chapter. However, it should be realised that some 
caution is necessary when comparing Hall properties between 
different InAs growth studies. For this reason the 
techniques used in the present study will be described in 
detail.
5.2 (1) Blectcical Isolation of the Bpilayers
All of the measurements reported in this chapter were made 
on InAs grown on seal-insulating GaAs substrates. Attempts 
to electrically isolate homoepitasial layers by growing on 
substrates of the opposite carrier type failed because of 
excessive leakage through the p-n junction. To date, no 
data has been published on the electrical properties of 
junction Isolated MBE-InAs, suggesting that other workers 
have encountered similar problems. However, Harrison and 
Houston (1986) have achieved junction isolation by using 
LPE to grow n~ InAs epilayers on p'*' InAs substrates. The 
doping levels of both epilayers (Ixl0^®-5xl0^® cm~^) and 
substrates (5x10^^ cm~^) were similar to those used in the 
experiments reported here. This may indicate that LPE-grom 
InAs homojunctions are currently of better quality than 
those grown by MBE: however, see also Sec 5.5 (ii) below.
5.2 (11) Hall Geometry
The Hall samples were fabricated on cleaved squares of 
approximately 5 mm x 5 mm, upon which an etched cross was 
 ^ used to define an active area of between 1 mm^ and 4 mm^.
I The four radial 'arms' supporting the ohmic contacts were 
always aligned at 45° to the [Oil] direction (Pig 5.1). The 
same geometry was used for the measurements on GaAs 
epilayers reported in Chapter 3.
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Pig 5.1 6«oMtry of the Hall Saaplcs used for aeasure- 
■enta on InAa and GaAs. The croas aras are at 45** 
to the [Oil] direction.
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5.2 (ill) Oiiaic Contacts
Whilst it Is not difficult to make ohmic contacts to n-type 
InAs, the treatments associated with contact alloying can 
influence the stability of the Hall properties. Specific­
ally; (1) the Hall coefficients of both bulk and epitaxial 
samples tend to increase towards a stable value during 
storage (Dixon and Enright (1959), Edmond and Hilsum 
(1960), McCarthy (1967), Mizuno et al (1975)]; and (li) 
this effect can be accelerated by thermal treatments. 
McCarthy (1967) reported that the Hall coefficients of his 
'flash alloyed' VPB-grown InAs Ball samples stabilised over 
a period of two to three weeks at room temperature, but 
that the process only took 48 hours at 100**C. Significant 
changes were Involved: the 77K Hall mobilities rose from 
4.3-6.8x10* cm^/V-s 'as grown' to 7.9-10.6 xlO* cm^/V-s 
following storage or annealing. The (Hall) carrier concen­
tration was o.i{o affected, decreasing from 0.56- 
3.3x10^® cm“  ^ to 0.18-0.81x10^® cm"^. Similarly, Kubiak
(1983) reported that the Hall co-efficients of n~ 
(■>5x10^® cm~^) MBE grown samples (which had been contacted 
by annealing on In and Sn contacts at 300-400**C in a 
reducing ambient) were still increasing after 100 hours, 
but stabilised after heating in air for 20 minutes at 
250**C. 80% Increases in the 300K Hall mobility and 30%
decreases in the carrier concentration were observed.
This behaviour has been attributed to a thermally activated 
interaction between donor impurities [Cu, McCarthy (1967) 
and S, Mizuno et al (1975)1 and lattice defects. However 
this explanation is inconsistent with the thermal history 
of most InAs samples, which are grown at temperatures in 
excess of 450°C. It is more prolaable that surface effects 
are responsible [Balagurov and Borkovskaya (1976), Millea 
and Silver (1978) Baglee et al (1982)]. This should be 
especially true of n~ epitaxial InAs, in which a 
significant fraction of the total carrier deiuity can be 
confined within surface accumulation layers [Washburn et al
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(1979)]. As annealing in air produces electrically stable 
Hall samples, whereas annealing in a reducing atmosphere 
does not, it is lilcely that passivation results from the 
formation of a stable surface oxide. For this reason all 
Hall samples used in the present study were contacted by 
annealing on In pellets for 20-30 minutes at 250°C in air. 
It was unnecessary to remove surface oxidation from the 
contact area prior to the application of the indium, and no 
difficulty was experienced in obtaining highly linear I-V 
characteristics at low doping levels (i.e. Nq-Nj^ °Sx 10^^ 
cm~^). The Hall properties of samples prepared in this way 
have remained constant to within 5% over periods of up to 
two years, further validating the results reported by 
Kublali (1983) and Kublalc et al (1984a).
5.2 (iv) Ball Scattering Factor
The Hall scattering factor (rg) relates the Hall mobility 
to the carrier drift mobility (rg - 1‘drlft^^Hall^ 
appears as a constant of proportionality in the Hall 
equation [Nag (1980), Seeger (1982)]
Ey/B^ Jx Rh rg/ne
The magnitude of rg is approximately unity and depends on 
the semiconductor and the dominant scattering mechanism. As 
no reliable value was available for InAs, rg was assumed to 
be unity for all measurements reported in this thesis. 
Although this is a common assumption, rg is sometimes talcen 
to be 1.18 (- 3«/8), and care should be talcen when 
comparing the results reported here with other studies. 
[rg<>3x/8 when acoustic phonon scattering dominates, as is 
generally the case at room temperature, Seeger (1982)].
5.3 Properties of OninteDtionally Doped Bpitaxial InAs 
This section describes how aulti-layer conduction models
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were used to interpret and deconvolute the Hall properties 
of unintentionally doped epilayers grown in CLPIV.
5.3 (i) Characterisation of Lightly Doped Material
Two probleas are known to complicate the electrical charac­
terisation of lightly-doped InAs grown on (100) GaAs 
substrates; the first results from bulk properties, but the 
second is specific to epitaxial material;
(i) The electron nobility of lightly doped InAs can be 
sufficiently high (at 77 K) to violate the sinplifying 
assumption that << 1, used in the derivation of 
the low field Ball equation By-RgB2J, where R„^Rg(B2) 
[Seeger (1982), Anderson and Apsley (1986)]. For 
example, a 77 K mobility of 60x10^ cmVv-s and a 
typical Hall field (Bg) of 0.5 T, or SxlO"® cm"^ v s, 
gives uBg>3. The overall effect is to cause the 
mobility calculated using y>oRg to fall as 
increases.
(li) In addition to this bulk effect, the galvomagnetic 
properties of hétéroépitaxial InAs can be strongly 
influenced by the effects of parallel conduction. 
Hleder (1974, 1977), Sites and Welder (1975), Washburn 
(1978) and Washburn et al (1979) have conducted 
detailed investigations into the properties of InAs 
grown on (100) GaAs by VPB, finding that conduction 
occurred through three layers; (a) an accumulation of 
low-mobility electrons confined to a quantum well at 
the free surface of the epilayer, (b) an extended 
accumulation of low mobility electrons at the 
epilayer/substrate interface and (c) a layer of 
material with bulk-like electrical properties separat­
ing the accumulated Interfaces. MBB grown InAs has 
shown the same structure (Grange et al (19T9, 1980), 
Kubiak et al (1983, 1984a)}.
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A third effect which may cause Hall measurements to 
underestimate carrier mobilities in n~ InAs is the 
formation of Landau levels tSeeger (1982)], e.g. as a 
result of applying Bg. This mechanism was proposed by 
Kamakura et al (1975) to account for decreases in the 77 K 
Ball mobility of a bulk-grown single crystal sample of n- 
type (1.7x10^® cm“ )^ InAs as B|j was raised above 0.2 T. 
Unfortunately the geometry of this sample was not clearly 
described, and it is unclear whether interface effects may 
have been significant. However, comparable temperatures, 
carrier concentrations and magnetic fields are frequently 
met in the characterisation of MBE grown material.
Figure 5.2 Illustrates the extent to which these mechanisms 
affect Hall measurements on MBE grown InAs. The diagram 
shows the variation in the 77 K Hall mobility with Bg 
obtained from four unintentionally doped InAs epilayers of 
different thicknesses grown in CLPIV. These epilayers were 
nucleated on (100) GaAs substrates under near optimum 
conditions (as defined in Chapter 4). The carrier concentr­
ation of the 4.1 |im thick epllayer was 8x10^® cm“  ^ n-type 
at 77 K. The magnetic field was varied from between 0.1 and 
0.6 T, covering the range commonly used for non-critlcal 
Ball measurements. Two observations are of interest here: 
(a) the 77 K Hall mobility obtained from the 4.1 |im layer 
at a field of 0.6 T was only about two thirds of the 
mobility at 0.1 T, and (b) that, at a given Bg, the Hall 
mobility decreased rapidly with decreasing layer thickness. 
These results Indicate that it can be highly misleading to 
attempt to characterise lightly doped hétéroépitaxial InAs 
with a.single Ball measurement (Washburn et al (1979)].
5.3 (il) Haiti-layer Conduction Models
It is pertinent to consider how the bulk and ihterfacial 
properties of InAs epilayers may be derived from Ball
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Pig 5.2 The variation of Hall Mobility with of four 
unintentionally doped InAa epilayers of different 
thickneaaes nucleated under identical conditions.
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neaaureaents. Figure 5.3 Introduces the two layer nodel of 
Nedoluha and Koch (1952). This a»del considers the epilayer 
to consist of two honogeneous slabs of semiconductor which 
are joined at the edges by zero resistance loops (e.g. the 
ohmic contacts of the Hall samples). When the model is 
applied to InAs [Neider (1974), Washburn (1979), Grange 
(1980), Kubiali et al (1983, 1984a)] it is assumed that one 
layer has a buDc-lilce conductivity (o^) and Hall co­
efficient (R|,). The other layer is assigned the properties 
and appropriate to an 'interfacial layer', which 
combines the properties of the free surface and the 
epilayer/sutwtrate heterojunction. If the epilayer lies in 
the x-y plane, the Hall current Ig is applied in the x- 
dlrection and a homogeneous magnetic field B is applied in 
the z-directlon (as shown in Pig 5.3), then the electric 
fields across the bullc-li)ce layer are given by
®x “ Jbx/®b " Rb-^by®
and ®y * b^y^ ®^b ®b'^ bx®
Similar equations may be written for the interfacial layer;
®x “ "^ix/®! ■ ^i^iy®
By - + Ri^ix®
Note that Ejj and By must be the same across the bul)c and 
interfacial layers because of the physical connection at 
their edges. Two further constraints are that the total 
current in the x-direction must equal the sum of the x 
currents in the layers, i.e.
similarly.
'^x^“‘'^ bx^b * '^ ix‘*i>
9
J y d , - ( J b y d b  +  J i y d i )
Where d^ >d|,-fd^ , i.e. the total thic)(ness of the epilayer. 
The subscript 'm' is used here, and in subsequent expres­
sions, to denote a directly measurable quantity. Under
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loop
Pig 5.3 The two layer conduction aodel of Nedoluha and 
Koch (1952) - definition of paraaetera
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normal conditions no currant Is drawn from the Hall voltags 
probes and Jy is zero. However, this does not preclude the 
possibility of circulating currents (i.e. in which 
Jj^ yd^ ; the magnetic field dependence does, in part, derive 
from such currents). If these restrictions are applied to 
equations S.l to 5.6 it is possible to write the constants 
of proportionality between (Jj^ and Ej^) and (Ey and Ej^) in 
terms of the fixed parameters (Oj^ , R^, R^, d^, d^ and
B). The Hall properties of the epilayer as a whole may then 
be obtained by substitution into oJ^/E,^ and R|j>Ey/B2J](* 
unipolar conduction is assumed, o^ney may then be used to 
obtain [Heider (1974)]
®m'’m ■ <®b<*b + ®i^i’ 5.7
(o_ is measured in the absence of a magnetic field), and in
R,(B) - {UbO|jdb+Mi<»idi+Mi,yinB2}/{(Oj,djj+Oidj)2+n2B2} 5.8 
where
n - (y^0j,d|3+y|,o^di)
The magnetoresistance of the two-layer system is 
6p/p - ((yb-Mi)^ib®b^i‘’i®^ /^^ *^ b®b'*^ '*i®ii^ '''”®^J
5.9
5.10
If required, the model may be generalised by considering 
the epilayer to consist of a larger number of layers 
(Washburn (1978)]. However, this increases the complexity 
of the analysis and, as shown by Heider (1974), Grange 
(1980), Kubiak (1983), and Kubiak et al (1984a), the two 
layer model adequately describes the Hall properties of 
InAs grown on GaAs substrates. The derivation given
the magnetic field dependence of the Hall properties 
derlvii^ from the composite structure of the
epilayer, but normal magnetoresistance can be. handled by 
equations 5.1 to 5.10 by replacing o^ with 0|,(B), R|, with
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R),(B), and so on.
The application of equations 5.7 to 5.10 either requires 
some material parameters to be assumed or measurements to 
be made at low and high (»8 T) magnetic fields [Hieder 
(1974), Washburn (1978)]. Such large fields are not 
commonly available: for this reason, several authors have 
introduced simplifying approximations into the derivation 
outlined above. The most common of these is that
Ibydb/«»b<<Rb^bx® ^iy^i/®i<^ ®i^ix®*'
voltage drop due to the circulating currents in the y- 
dlrectlon is much smaller than the Ball voltage. This 
assumption is included, although not stated, in the 
analyses developed by Petritz (1958), Kubiak et al (1984a) 
4 Stewart et al (1986). Equations 5.7 - 5.9 then reduce to;
®m^m ®b«>b + r <di“i
i«b ”b °b RiOi-^di
where dg|>d|,-fd£ as before. These equations still assume that 
some interaction between the layers needs to be taken into 
account, e.g. by requiring that and Ey must be the same 
across both the bulk and Interfaclal layers; in effect this 
means that one Hall voltage may back off the other. As a 
consequence R|g>Rg|(B) and <’ni~<’|||(B) even though no 'b ' term 
apears in 5.11 and 5.12 [Washburn (1978)]. It is useful to 
re-write 5.11 and 5.12 in the form of linear equations.
®m • ®b + r/d„ 
Rm^m^ ■ Rb»b^  + ♦/‘Jm
where r and 4 are constants (for layers grown under 
identical conditions) defined by;
r ■ d^(aj- 0|j) 5.15
♦ - - Rb®b^> 5.16
Hence (for example) may be obtained from the intercept
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of a plot of conductivity versus reciprocal epilayer 
thickness. The equations nay also be used to check the 
validity of the simplifying assumptions.
5.3 (iii) Bxperinental: Depth Profiling
Two techniques were used to obtain electrical profiles of 
epilayers grown in CLPIV. In the first the substrate 
shutter was advanced in stages across the epilayer during 
growth. This produced up to four layers of different 
thickness nucleated under Identical conditions. The snail 
nunber of thickness steps available in a single growth 
meant that this technique was best suited to the analysis 
of relatively thin layers [e.g. see Kubiak et al (1984a)]. 
The technique of etch profiling was found to be more useful 
for deriving the properties of the bulk-like region of 
thick epilayers.
Etch profiling Involves the sequential thinning and measur­
ement of the active region of a Ball sample. Heggitt (1979) 
and Grange et al (1979, 1980) have previously reported the 
profiling of inAs in this manner, and 'Ball and strip' 
measurements are becoming a routine means of assessment for 
GaAs/AlGaAs compounds [Stewart et al (1986)]. In the 
present experiments, etch profiling was used to analyse an 
unintentionally doped 23.4 pm thick epilayer grown on SI 
GaAs under near-optimum conditions (Chapter 4).
Bxperimemtal: The Ball sample was mounted on a paxolin 
strip and thin wires were soldered to the ohmic contacts. 
Everything but the active region of the Ball sample was 
then coated in black wax. A scrap of n~ InAs was mounted 
beside the Ball sample before each etch stage. This scrap 
was partially covered by tape, allowing the thickness of 
material removed to be measured using a 'Talystep' stylus 
profiler. The etch used was cold 3OB2SO4:B2O:B2O2, which 
removed InAs at about 0.08 pm/min. The conductivity and
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Hall co-efficient were measured at four magnetic fields 
(0.3, 0.65, 1.0 and 1.4 T) at each thickness so that the 
field dependence of the derived properties U|, and o^ could 
be investigated. Fig 5.4 shows the 300 K and 77 K Hall 
properties of the epllayer (measured as a function of B^) 
'as grown'. The layer had the properties u>46xl0^ cm^/V-s 
and Np-Nj^-5.9xl0^® cm"^ at 77 K and B|]-0.3 T.
Conductivity versus d,,: The 300 K and 77 K conductivities 
measured at various thicknesses 'd^ ,' are shown in Pig 5.5. 
o^ is a linear function of l/d„, at both temperatures. This 
relationship was predicted by Eqtn 15.13, and indicates 
that the two layer conduction model is applicable to the 
data. The values O|j(300 K)~6.44±0.85 cm“  ^ and 
0|j(77 K)-23.46±3.10 0“  ^cm"^ were obtained from the 
Intercepts of the o versus 1/d plots. The estimates of 
error on these parameters were based, via linear 
regression, on the scatter on the data. The possibility of 
systematic error is discussed in Sec 5.3 (vl).
300 K Properties of the Bulk-Like Layer: The variation of 
R^(300 K) with thickness at By>0.3, 0.65, 1.0 and 1.4 T is 
shown in Pig 5.6. This data was used, with the conductivity
to calculate *^ m°m at severaldata from 
thicknesses.
value of Bg (Fig 5.7). As predicted by Egtn 5.14, the plots 
were linear with intercepts at ,go±0.32
xlO® A cm s (at 0.3 T) and Rj,a^,^«l.93+0.21x10® A cm s (at 
0.65, 1.0 and 1.4 T). The mobility (Rt,0|,) and carrier 
concentration (1/R^e) of the bulk-like layer were
calculated from Rb®b^ using ajj(300 K)-6.44 0“  ^cm~^, 
yielding
15
MbOOO K)>(24.8±7.1)xl0^ 
n„(300 K)-(1.64±0.62)xl0 
and
)i,,(300 K)-(30.0±8.3)xl0^ 
ni,(300 K)-(1.34±0.43)xl0^®
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Fl9 S.4 B„ dependence of the directly Measured 300 K and 
77 K Ball properties of the unintentionally doped 
23.4 epilayer which was further analysed by 
etch profiling.
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Fig 5.5 Etch Profile: the variation of conductivity with 
(reciprocal) InAa layer thickneaa at 300 E and 
77 K.
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Fig 5.6 Btch Profile: the variation of the 300 K Hall 
co-efficient with thickness at Bg>0.3, 0.65, 1.0 
and 1.4 T.
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Fig 5.7 versus l/d,| st 300 K. The intercept at 1/d^
«0 gives properties of the bulk-like
layer.
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It is not clear why the 0.3 T bulk mobility is about 20% 
lower than that derived for the higher fields. However, the 
discrepancy probably lies within experimental error. The 
estimated carrier concentration of the bulk-llke layer is 
lower than that obtained from measurements on the whole 
epllayer (>5x10^^ cm~^): this Is reasonable, as the latter 
would Include contributions from the accumulated Inter­
faces. The mobilities derived for the bulk-llke region lie 
close to the values obtained from bulk InAs at similar 
doping levels (Schlllman (1956)]. NB: the properties of the 
bulk-llke region derived from this, and subsequent, 
analyses are summarised In Table 5.1 and compared with 
other workers results in Table 5.2.
Multi-layer Analysis: A second way to derive the properties 
of the bulk layer Is to consider the epllayer to be split 
up into many homogeneous slabs, with the k^^ slab having 
the properties 0|^, R|^  and d|^ . Under the simplifications 
already described, equations 5.11 and 5.12 may then be re­
written iPetritz (1958)],
«»m • <«/<3m)*‘i"kt‘k‘lk) 5.17
Rm ■ 5.18
where the summation is carried out over the total number of 
slabs forming the epilayer. If the Hall properties of two 
otherwise Identical samples of different thickness are 
measured, the average values of the carrier concentration 
and Hall mobility (n|^  and U|^ ) occurring within the 'extra' 
material in the thicker layer may be calculated using 
(Washburn et al (1979)],
<"k'‘k
where Ad^ is the change In thickness between the two 
layers, and so on. Provided that the epllayers under 
consideration are thicker than the combined widths of the
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two «lectron accunulatcd Intarfacea, the properties n|^ and 
P|^ pertain to material in the bulk-like layer. The accuracy 
of this analysis does not rely on long extrapolations.
Figure 5.8 shows the thickness dependence of Pi^OOO K) and 
n|((300 K) calculated from the curves fitted to the 
conductivity (Pig 5.5) and 1 T Hall data (Fig 5.6). The 
parameters are plotted at the mid-point of each incremental 
step. The mobilities and carrier concentrations obtained 
from direct measurements at Bg>1.0 T are included for 
comparison. As expected» a constant mobility was derived 
over the thicknesses examined [these were in excess of 
12pm; the combined width of the accumulated interfaces is 
<■0.5 pm in n~ InAs, Kubiak et al (1984a)]. This mobility, 
(29.9±0.46)xl0^ cm^/V-s, and the corresponding carrier 
concentration, (1.34t0.20)xl0^^ cm~^, are in good agreement 
with the estimates derived from the two layer model.
77 K Prrqperties of Bulk-Like Layer: The techniques 
described above were also applied to the 77 K data. The 
77 K Hall co-efficients at 0.3, 0.65, 1.0 and 1.4 T are 
shown as a function of layer thickness in Fig 5.9. 
Considering first the two layer model, the product is 
plotted as a function of l/dg| for each Bg in Fig 5.10. It 
is noticable that ie almost independent of the layer 
thickness at 77 K so that, according to Bqtn 5.18, 
di(RiOi2-RbOb^)/dj,<<RbC>b^. Conversely, Rn^m^ increased 
notlcably with l/d,, at 300 K (Fig 5.7), indicating that 
*i®i^ (“niPi^) was appreciably greater than R|jOb^ (■•n|,P|j^ ) 
at room temperature. It is probable that balance between 
n^P^^ and n|,P|,^  was altered by the rapid increase in P|, and 
the freezeout of interfacial carriers (see Sec 5.4) with 
falling temperature, so that n|,p^^>>n^p£^ at 77 K. In this 
case the slope of R*®** against l/d„ reduces to <liRb®b^ 
and, taking d^«0.5 pm as estimated by Kubiak et al (1984a), 
Bqtn 5.14 indicates that R,|Og|^  would only differ from Rb®b^ 
by about 2% in a 23 pm layer.
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Pi9 5.8 The average value of the 300 K Hall Mobility at 
variouB pointa across the 23.4 jtm  epilayer, 
calculated using the wilti-layer analysis (NLA). 
The Hall paraneters Measured at Bg>1.0 T during 
etch profiling (Direct) are included for 
coMparison.
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Pig 5.9 Etch Profile: The variation of the 77 K Hall co­
efficient with layer thickneaa at 0.3, 0.65, 1.0 
and 1.4 T.
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x 10
Fig 5.10 versus l/d^ , at 77 K. The intercept at 1/0^
>0 gives the properties of the bulk-like
layer.
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A second feature apparent in Pig 5.10 is that 
property of the bulk-like layer) is a weak function of Bg 
at 77 K. The electron mobilities corresponding to each 
(thickness independent) value calculated using 
0jj(77 K)>23.46 c«“  ^ (from Pig 5.5) are listed in
Table 5.1 and plotted as a function of Bg in Pig 5.11. The 
mobility variation is comparable to that seen by Kamakura 
et al (1975) in bulk n~ InAs samples at similar magnetic 
fields (see inset to Pig 5.11). Referring to the MBB data, 
it should be noted that the dimensionless product |i|,Bg
increases from 2.7 at 0.3 T to 10 at 1.4 T. As previously 
mentioned, this violates the simplifying assumption that 
liB<<l which makes R|] independent of Bg in the derivation of 
the Ball equations (Nag (1980), Seeger (1982)]. It is, 
then, not surprising that R^>R|j(B) in the present case. The 
formation of Landau levels, as discussed by Kamakura et al 
(1975), may also have Influenced the results.
The multilayer analysis was also applied to the 77 K data. 
Pig 5.12 shows at Bg>0.3, 0.65, 1.0 and 1.4 T calculated 
from the data in Pigs 5.5 and 5.9 by using Bgtns 5.19 and 
5.20. Within the scatter on the data, the mobilities
calculated at 0.65 T and 1.4 T are independent of film
thickness and comparable with the estimates derived from
the two layer model. Conversely, the values of 
calculated at 0.3 and 1.0 T increase slightly with the 
layer thickness. This is not believed to be a genuine trend 
as (i) the deviation Involved is comparable with the 
scatter on the data and (li) because the average mobilities 
obtained at 0.3, 0.65, 1.0 and 1.4 T are comparable with 
the averages obtained from the two layer analysis, showing 
a similar decrease in with Increasing Bg (Pig 5.11).
5.3 (iv) Other Models of Condnction
Aina et al (1986) analysed parallel conduction'through a 
2DBG in GaAs and its n'^  AlGaAs cladding layer. These
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Pig 5.11 The Magnetic field dependence of the 77 K Mobili- 
tiea of the bulk-like layer derived via the two 
layer (filled circles) and multi layer (open 
circles) analyses. The inset shows the properties 
of bulk n InAs measured by by Kamakura et al 
(1975).
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Fig 5.12 The average value of the 77 K Hall aobility and 
carrier concentration at various points across 
the 23.4 |w epilayer, calculated from the data in 
Figs 5.5 and 5.9 using the anlti-layer analysis 
(Bqtns 5.19 and 5.20).
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workers assumed that the Hall co-efficient of the composite 
layer would behave similarly to that of a homoqeneous 
semiconductor exhibiting unipolar conduction by -two sets of 
carriers of different mobility [cf. light and heavy hole 
conduction in p-type Ge, Wlllardson et al (1954)]. If 
applied to 'light and heavy electrons', the theory does 
predict that Ry will fall, and eventually saturate, with 
increasing magnetic field. However, only an approximate fit 
could be made to the inAs Hall data.
5.3 (v) Discussion
The results of the analyses presented above are summarised 
in Table 5.1. For comparison, the directly measured Hall 
properties were, at 0.3 T, ii(300 K)«llxl0^ cra^/V-s, n(300) 
-9x10^5 c„,-3^  ^(77 46x10^ cm^/v-s and n(77 K)-5.9 
xlO^® cm“  ^ (see also Fig 5.4). These values significantly 
underestimate the mobility and overestimate the carrier 
concentration of the bulk-like region of the epilayer. This 
is reasonable, given the Influence of the accumulated 
interfaces. Table 5.2 compares the results of several 
workers who have examined the electrical properties of InAs 
on (100) GaAs. Three points are imnediately apparent;
(i) All workers have found that the ratio, of the
bulk-region mobility to the directly measured mobility 
is s3.2 at 300 K and -1.9 at 77 K. As shown by the 
data of Washburn et al (1979), this observation is not 
confined to the highest mobility layers.
(ii) Similarly, all workers have found the ratio n/n|, to be 
»2.7 at 77 K. The situation is less clear at 300 K 
because of the lack of data for comparison.
(lii) The comments above apply to both MBE and VPE grown 
material.
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The good agecMent of and n/n|j between these studies is 
to be expected as essentially the saae aodel was used in 
all of the analyses (the linear plots derived from 
Eqtns 5.13 and 5.14 are evidence for the validity of the 
model). As a general point, it should be noted that any 
etching or milling technique will modify the front surface 
of the epilayer. This may lead to sequential changes in the 
measured electrical preferties (i.e. because of increasing 
surface roughening) if several layers of material are 
removed. This would obviously give spurious results in the 
present application. The 77 K data in Table 5.2 is 
particularly useful because three seperate techniques were 
used to estimate the properties of the bul)c-li)ce region of 
the layer; profiling by argon ion milling [Washburn et al 
(1978, 1979)1, etch profiling (this study) and fitting 
parameters to Eqtns 5.7 and 5.8 (Washburn et al (1979)]. 
Although the latter analysis did not involve etching or 
milling, the results obtained were comparable to (and lend 
confidence to) those obtained by physical profiling.
5.4 Temperature Dependence of the Ball Properties
Figure 5.13 shows the temi>erature variation of the Hall 
properties of a 34 urn thlclc unintentionally doped n-type 
epilayer grown in CLPIV. The data shown in the diagram was 
measured at Bg>0.3 T. The parameters measured at other 
fields were qualitatively similar, and it was found that
and
AT
b t'
,-1.46
0.85
100 K < T < 300 K 
10 K < T < 50 K
Where A and B are fixed parameters at a given magnetic 
field. The overall behavior of both |i and n is similar to 
that seen in lightly doped GaAs (e.g. see Pig 3.4).
Referring to the InAs data.
to 6.2x1015 .-3
fell from l.lxlO^* cm~3 
(0.3 T data) as the temperature was
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Fi9 5.13 The teaperature dependence of the Hall properties 
of a thick (34 jia) unintentionally doped InAa
epilayer grown in CLPIV.
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reduced fro* 300 K to 77 K. Siailar behaviour was 
associated with the freezeout oC shallow (Sn) donors in 
GaAs [Sec 3.2(li)]. However, the activation energy obtained 
from the InAs data is 12.5 meV. This is much larger than 
the ionisation energy of hydrogen-like donors in InAs, 
which freezeout measurements on Si, Ge, Sn, S, Se and Te 
doped melt grown InAs indicate to be about 5 meV 
[Schillmann (1956)]^. The carriers in question are not 
intrinsic as 12.2 meV is less than one tenth of Bg/2 
[180 meV at 300 K, Landolt-Bo'rnstein (1982)]. Furthermore, 
Casey (1962) has calculated the intrinsic carrier concen­
tration of InAs at 300 K to be 2x10^^ cm~^. It is possible 
that Pig 5.13 shows (i) the freezeout of defect-related 
carriers at the epilayer/substrate interface, or (ii) the 
freezeout of a deep donor. The first of these possibilities 
is supported by the observation that the carrier concentra­
tion derived for the bulk-like region of the epilayer 
analysed in Sec 5.3 increased by a factor of 1.3 between 
300 K and 77 K [Table 5.1; the actual variation could be 
smaller if the estimates of Nq-Nj^ were affected by variat­
ions in r 
(1986)].
between 300 K and 77 K, Anderson and Apsley
The cessation of carrier freezeout in InAs (starting at 
»100 K in Fig 5.13) may be attributable to the onset of 
hopping conduction as described in Sec 3.2 (ii). However, 
the ground state wavefunctlons of hydrogen-like donors in 
InAs begin to overlap at Nq»2x 10^^ cm^ (calculated using 
m*/m>0.028 and e>12.5 in Eqtns 3.1 and 3.2). It is, 
therefore, possible that impurity band conduction cmtrlbu- 
tes to low temperature transport even in lightly doped InAs 
[Harrison and Houston (1986)]. There is also the possibil­
ity that the low mobility electrons in the 2DBG at the free
^ An ionisation energy of 2.4 meV can be estimated by 
using c-12.5 and m*/m-0.028 in B^-13.6m*/me^.
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aurface of the InAs epilayer do not freeze out. However, 
the basic ainllarity between Pig 5.13 and the GaAs data 
shown in Pig 3.4 implies that the same mechanism causes the 
cessation of freezeout in both compounds, and it is 
difficult to see how a 2DEG would arise in homoépitaxial 
GaAs.
It is believed that the Ball mobility was limited by 
acoustic deformation (phonon) scattering at the higher 
temperatures investigated (100 K to 300 K). This would lead 
to a temperature dependence in a semiconductor with 
spherical B-k surfaces [Nag (1980), Seeger (1982)]. However 
Hllsum and Rose-Innes (1961) indicate that the phonon 
limited mobility in bulk InAs is proportional to with 
1.2<z<1.5. The temperature dependence observed in 
the MSB grown samples (Pig 5.13) lies within this range and 
is identical to that previously obtained from measurements 
made on bulk (Hadelung (1964), Haginl (1965)] and VPE 
[Welder (1974)] grown InAs.
5.5 Hajority Carrier Properties of Si and Sn doped InAs
As Shown in Sec 5.3, the Ball properties of lightly doped 
layers are significantly affected by field and thickness 
effects. The parameters used for all measurements reported 
below were Bg«0.3 T and Ig~1.0 nA. No evidence of Joule 
heating (e.g. as manifested by a short term drift in the 
Hall voltages) was noticed at any of the doping levels 
investigated.
5.5 (i) Co-avaporation Doping of NBB-InAs
Pigure 5.14 shows the dependence of the 300 K Hall carrier 
concentration in InAs and GaAs on the Si cell teiq>erature. 
The data is normalised to a growth rate of l.O'un/hr and 
the GaAs doping levels have been corrected for the
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Fig 5.14 The dependence of the 300 K Ball carrier concent­
ration in InAa and GaAa on the Si cell teeperat- 
ure, norealised to a growth rate of 1 iw/h and 
corrected for the different lattice apTClnga of 
the two coapounds.
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different atóale density of InAs and GaAs. A similar doping 
efficiency Is apparent In InAs and GaAs at carrier concent­
rations of between 7x10^^ and 2x10^^ cm~^. This Indicates 
that SI has a unity sticking co-efficlent and exhibits 100% 
electrically active Incorporation In MBE grown InAs, as 
these properties have previously been deaonstrated for SI 
In NBE grown GaAs (Cho and Arthur (1975), Chai et al 
(1981), Hendez et al (1983), Hlyamlzu et al (1981), Sacks 
and Shen (1985)]. The peak carrier concentration In 
Pig 5.14 Is not equal to the maximum attainable doping 
level In InAs because the data was normalised from a 
number of growth rates within the range 0.9 to 3.6 um/h. 
Peak doping levels are discussed In Sec 5.5(111).
5.5 (ii) Nobility, versus Carrier Concentration
Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the the 300 K and 77 K Hall 
mobilities of SI, Sn and unintentionally doped InAs 
epilayers grown in CLPIV as a function of the (Ball) 
carrier concentration. Representative data from other 
studies is included for comparison. The solid line In 
Pig 5.15 (300 K data) Is fitted to the extensive bulk 
doping data of von Schillmann (1956). At doping levels 
below 1x10^^ cn~^ this line is closely fitted by the seml- 
emplrical expression (Hllsum (1974)],
M - Mo/U ♦ (N/N-)") 5.21
with |ig>2.8xl0^ cm^/T-s, N,,-5xl0^  ^cm“3 and n~0.5. NB: the 
Hall mobilities reported by von Schillmann (1956) were 
based on a Hall factor (r^) of 3«/8. These mobilities were 
re-calculated on the basis of a Hall factor of unity before 
inclusion In Fig 5.15 to allow direct comparison with the 
HBB results. The solid line in Pig 5.16 (77 K data) was not 
derived from bulk data but was fitted to Eqtn 5.21 with
Mq-IxIO^ cm^/V-s, No>2xl01« cm-3. and n>0.5 to provide an
approximate datum for the purposes of cosparison. However,
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Pig 5.15 The 300 K Hall ■obilities of inAs epilayera grown 
in CLPIV as a function of the (Ball) carrier 
concentration. The solid line is fitted to the 
extensive bulk doping data of Schillaann (1956). 
Representative data is included fro* other MBB 
and VFB [open box, Neider (1974); filled box, 
McCarthy (1967)] growth studies.
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Pig 5.16 77 K Hall ■obilities of InAs epilayers grown in
CLPIV aa a function of the (Hall) carrier concen­
tration. Repreaentative MSB and VPB (open bos, 
Waahburn (1978); filled bos, McCarthy (1967)] 
data is shown for conparison.
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this lln« is a reasonable fit to the upper Unit of the 
77 K VPE data of McCarthy (1967), which covers carrier 
concentrations of between 2x10^^ cm~^ and 4x10^^ cni~^ .
Harrison and Houston (1986) have calculated 77K 
SK)bility versus carrier concentration curves for InAs at 
compensation ratios of 1 and O.S. Their calculations 
included the effects degeneracy as well as polar-optical 
and ionised impurity scattering. The mobilities predicted 
for uncompensated material at doping levels of between 
1x10^^ cm~^ and 1x10^^ cm~^ are approximately 30% higher 
than those obtained from epilayers grown in CLPIV. Harrison 
and Houston (1986) also present mobility data on intention­
ally doped (Sn and Te) n-type InAs grown by bPE. The 
mobilities claimed for these layers are in agreement with 
the theoretical calculations. "7^o possible
explanations
(i) A non-unity Hall scattering factor (r^) may have been 
assumed when analysing the Hall data. An assumption
that rii 3«/8 would account for more than half of the
discrepancy.
(il) Harrison and Houston measured the properties of 
junction isolated homolayers. It is possible that the 
epilayers were not completely isolated from the p'*' 
substrates, or that electrical inhomogenletles had 
occurred by some other means. As demonstrated in 
Sec 5.3, this could have been checiced by performing 
Hall measurements at several magnetic fields. A 
particular cause for concern is that the temperature 
variation of the Hall mobility of the n~ LPE samples 
was very wealc coii(>ared to that shown in Fig 5.13.
Returning to the MBE results, certain features are common 
to both Fig 5.15 and Fig 5.16. Most noticeably, there is 
appreciable spread on the data. This can be attfibuted to 
two factors;
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(i) Several of the epilayers doped to 1x10^^ cm~^ or 
higher were nucleated under slightly non-optimum 
conditions (these layers were grown during the optimi­
sation exercises reported In Chapter 4). The unintent­
ional doping level In these layers would. In general, 
be considerably lower than the Intentional doping 
level and would not be expected to affect the results. 
However, these layers were moderately defected 
(Fig 4.3) possibly leading to Increased carrier 
scattering [Many et al (1965)].
(11) Although all epilayers having doping levels below 
1x10^^ cm~^ and Included In Figs 5.15 and 5.16 were 
nucleated under optimum conditions, Interfaclal 
conduction will have reduced the mobilities measured 
at these doping levels as described In Sec 5.3.
Referring to Fig 5.15, It Is apparent that the 300 K 
mobilities of the unintentionally doped epilayers grown In 
CLPIV lay slightly below those of the SI doped epilayers 
grown to similar carrier concentrations (lxlO^®<Np- 
Nj^<lxl0^^ cm“^). This Implies that the undoped layers were 
more compensated, although It Is difficult to see how n~ 
doping could reduce the net acceptor density. Despite this. 
Figs 5.15 and 5.16 show that the Hall mobilities of n~ InAs 
epilayers grown In CLPIV were comparable with those 
obtained from VPE-grown material at similar carrier concen­
trations. It will also be seen that the mobilities derived 
for the bulk-llke region of the 23.4 urn epllayer (see 
Sec 5.3) were appropriate to the carrier concentration.
It was not possible to use PL techniques to Identify the 
residual donor In the InAs epilayers as this material Is I not yet characterised and. In any case. It Is expected that 
the donors would be too shallow to permit easy 
Identification. It seems probable that many of the
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electrons at the epilayer/substrate interface are defect- 
derived (see also 5.4 above). The origin of the donors in 
the bulk-like layer is less certain. It is possible that 
carbon, the predominant acceptor in the GaAs grown in 
CLPIV, incorporates as a donor in InAs. This would explain; 
(1) the correlation between the almost constant background 
acceptor level of the n“ GaAs epilayers («1.5x10^® cm~^, 
Sec 3.2 (ii)] and the residual donor level in InAs [also 
“1.5x10^^ cm~^, Table 5.1); (ii) why relatively high 
residual doping levels tended to be reported in previous 
MBE growth studies [Table 1.1: Grange (1980), Kubiak (1983) 
and Croydon (1985) all indicate that carbon incorporation 
has been a problem in home-built NBE systems); and (ill) 
why the residual doping level tends to decrease with 
increasing growth temperature [Table f.l], assuming that 
the carbon (compound?) is volatile on inAa at normal growth 
temperatures. Unfortunately, no data is available on the 
electrical behaviour of C in InAs to support or refute this 
suggestion.
Without disregarding the problems discussed above, the 
300 K bulk Hall data (Fig 5.15) accurately dellniates the 
upper limit of the mobilities measured on epilayers grown 
in this and other MBS studies, indicating that good quality 
intentionally doped InAs epilayers can grown by NBE.
5.5 (ill) Haximum Doping Levels Attainable in InAs
Referring to Pig 5.15, a peak in the 300K Si doping level 
was attained at a carrier concentration of 2.4x10^^ cm~^. 
Any attespt to dope at higher levels, e.g. by increasing 
the temperature of the Si cell, resulted in decreases in 
the carrier concentration and Hall nobility. The sane 
phenomenon is noticeable in the 77K data (Pig 5.16). 
Overdoped layers had roughened surfaces, and occasionally 
showed accusni 1st ions of metallic droplets.' Similar 
behaviour has been reported at high doping levels in Si
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doped HBE GaAs [Chai et al (1981)] and InGaAa [Kubiak et al 
(1984b)]. Whichever host naterlal is considered, the 
decrease in carrier concentration and nobility beyond the 
peak suggests the onset of compensation. Two basic 
nechanisns have been suggested; (i) autoconpensation, 
caused by the incorporation of Si on the As sub-lattice, 
and (ii) compensation caused by the incorporation of 
nitrogen generated by the decomposition of the PBN 
components of the Si source at high temperatures [Sachs and 
Shen (1985), Leroux et al (1986)]. With regard to (i), Chai 
et al (1981) have suggested that, in GaAs, the strain 
associated with the insertion of the relatively small Si'*' 
ion eventually leads to incorporation into the arsenic 
sublattice and that, if Si'*' ions are present on adjacent 
lattice sites, precipitation of the dopant ensues because 
of the high Si-Si bond strength.
It is also possible that atomic size effects influence the 
maximum attainable carrier concentrations [size effects in 
MBB are discussed more fully by Patel et al (1987)]. 
Figure 5.17 shows that (as far as can be seen from the 
available data) the peak Si and Sn derived carrier 
concentrations attainable in InGaAs increase linearly with 
increasing In mole fraction. The average atomic radii of 
the lattice and dopant atoms are [Dean (1985)];
Species Atomic Radius (A)
Neutral 1+
Ga 1.25
As 1.21
In 1.60
Si 1.17 0.65
Sn 1.40 0.82
atom thermally accommodated with the epilayer
surface will possess an energy >kT, i.e. 0.08 ev at 600°C. 
This energy is small compared to the first ionisation
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Pig 5.17 Peak carrier concentrations attainable in InGaAs 
as a function of the In sole fraction. References 
(1) This study, (2) Chai et al (1981), (3)
Akiaoto et al (1983), (4) Heave et al (1983), 
Appl. Phys. A 32, 195, (5) Harris et al (1982), 
(6) Kublak et al (1984b).
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potentials of both Si (8.IS eV) and Sn (7.34 eV) (Kaye and 
Laby (1975) 1 and so the dopants »ay be expected to remain 
as neutral atoms until after Incorporation. If the compound 
being doped Is GaAs, in which both matrix species are 
closely similar in size, It is reasonable to assume that 
other factors determine the sublattice upon which the 
greater number of dopant atoms Incorporate. If, however, 
the matrix atoms differ appreciably in size, as Is the case 
with InAs, It is possible that the dopant atoms would be 
forced to incorporate as substitutes for the matrix atom 
closest to their own size. As Sn atoms are comparable in 
size to the In atom, this effect would oppose their 
incorporation on the As sublattice and so, conceivably, 
delay the onset of compensation at high doping levels. It 
would not be unreasonable to expect an approximately linear 
variation in the maximum attainable carrier concentration 
for intermediate compositions, as shown in Pig 5.17. (NB: 
Harrison and Houston (1986) have reported an upper doping 
limit of «2x10^® cm"^ in LPE InAs. This limit was 
determined by the solubility of Sn in the melt, a factor 
which does not affect MBE growth).
The highest Sl-derlved carrier concentration reported in 
bulk-grown InAs is 1x10^° cm"® (von Schlllmann (1956)1, or 
approximately four times greater than the peak level 
attained in the HBE experiments reported here. This 
behaviour differs from that of GaAs, in which the highest 
attainable electron concentration (»8x10®® cm"®) appears to 
be almost independent of the the d^ant and growth 
technique (bulk or epitaxial, Nright (1985)]. It is 
difficult to suggest an explanation for this observation in 
terms of size effects.
Resistivity is often of more interest than carrier mobility 
in the applications of heavily doped epitaxial material 
(low resistivity buffer layers, etc), figure 5.18 shows the 
variation in resistivity with (Hall) carrier concentration 
of the n-type InAs epilayers grown in CLPIV. The solid line
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Pig 5.19 The resistivity of the n-type InAs epilayers 
grown in CLPIV as a function of the (Hall) 
carrier concentration. The solid line is fitted 
to the bulk doping data of Schillmann (1956).
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delinlatlng the lower boundary of the resistivities is 
fitted to bulk doping data [von Schillnann (1956)] and is 
described by the expression
^  - (4.55x 10^3/N]®*'^5 0 c*
where N is the free carrier concentration in cn~^. The 
lowest resistivity NBB grown material was obtained by 
doping to the highest attainable carrier concentration; no 
reduction in resistivity was obtained by overdoping. A 
resistivity of 1.3xl0~^ Q cm was obtained at the peak Si 
doping level (2.4x10^^ cm~^). Figure 5.18 shows that a 
resistivity of about 5.5xl0~^ n cm would be expected from 
bulk material at the same carrier concentration, so there 
is some potential for improvement. However, greater 
reductions in the resistivity of HBB grown InAs may be 
possible through the use of Sn as a dopant; resistivities 
down to 2.4xl0~^ 0 cm would be accessible if, as is 
suggested by Pig 5.17, carrier concentrations of up to 
6.5x10^^ cm~^ could be attained. For comparison, the lower 
limit to the resistivity of Si doped GaAs grown by MBB has 
been reported to be 4.75xl0~^ (1 cm (Sachs and Shen (1985)].
5.6 Sn iry and Conclusions
The C O -evaporation doping of InAs with Si and Sn was 
investigated. Both impurities exhibited controllable 
doping behaviour and 100% electrically active incorporation 
at concentrations above »ixio^^ cm~^. The maximum carrier 
concentration available using Si was 2.3x10^^ cm~^. The 
significance of atonic size effects in determining the peak 
carrier concentration were discussed. The Ball mobilities 
of epilayers doped in excess of 5x10^^ cm~^ were comparable 
to those obtained from bulk-grown InAs. At lower doping 
levels the Ball properties were found to be strongly 
dependent on the layer thickness and magnetic field (Bg). 
Analysis of the data Indicated that, at low dopihg levels, 
conduction took place through two layers; an accumulation
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of low mobility electrons at an 'interfacial region', 
believed to be a condosIte of the free surface and the 
epilayer/substrate Interfaces; and a region of 'bulk-like' 
material remote from the interfaces. Chemical etch 
profiling was used to derive a weakly Bg dependent 77 K 
mobility of =90x10^ cm^/V-s at 5x10^® cm~^ for the 
bulk-like region of a thick unintentionally doped layer. 
This figure is comparable to the best mobilities obtained 
from VPE and bulk grown material at similar doping levels. 
The electron mobility of the bulk-like layer was found to 
be »2.7 times larger than the directly measured mobility at 
300 K and 2.0 times larger at 77 K. Similar ratios have 
previously been derived from both MBE and VPE grown 
material by a variety of techniques (including profiling by 
chemical etch and argon ion milling, and the fitting of 
theoretical expressions to experimental data).
In conclusion, the electrical properties of doped and 
undoped inAs epllayers grown on (100) GaAs by MBE have been 
shown to compare favorably with those of hétéroépitaxial 
layers grown by rival epitaxial techniques. Although the 
effects of carbon incorporation in MBE InAs are unclear, it 
is apparent that good quality InAs could be grown without 
undue difficulty in a system which yielded (by the 
standards of mid-1980's commercial systems) GaAs quite 
highly compensated with carbon.
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«ad P ro p o sa l«
The work reported in this thesis clearly demonstrates that 
system design, good operating procedures and the optimisat­
ion of growth conditions are of equal importantance in 
determining the quality of the materials grown in MBE 
experiments. The quality of the GaAs grown in the course of 
this project was limited by carbon incorporation, believed 
to have resulted from the use of graphite crucibles in the 
high temperature sources. It would be necessary to 
alleviate this problem before high quality GaAs/AlGaAs 
device structures could be grown. This may only require the 
substitution of PBN crucibles: however, it is not felt that 
chasing high mobilities in GaAs would be original or useful 
as an objective for further study.
The growth of InAs based compounds for device purposes 
would be more productive and follows naturally from the 
content of this thesis. There is currently a need for 
optoelectronic emitters and detectors operating at wavelen­
gths in the range 2-4 |im, e.g. to exploit the low loss and 
dispersion windows predicted for long-haul flourlde glass 
optical fibers (Tran et al (1986)]. As described in 
Chapter 1, several InAs-based compounds are available to 
access these wavelengths. In many cases only a small 
fraction of a third element need be added to the binary. 
For example, InASg g^Sbg is lattice matched to GaSb and 
has been found useful for the active layers of both laser 
emitters (van der Zeil et al (1986)] and photodetectors 
(Bubulac et al (1980)]. It is not unreasonable to expect 
that the optimum growth conditions for this ternary should 
be little different for those identified for InAs in the 
present study. If so, it should be possible to realise an 
actual device structure at an early stage of a future 
project. Such a study could profitably be extended to 
include an investigation of the growth and doping'of the Sb
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rich alloys of In, Ga, A1 and As, as required for cladding 
and confinement layers (van der Zeil et al (1986)]. It 
would be particularly interesting to determine the extent 
to which MBE may be used to grow within the equilibrium 
miscibility gaps of these compounds (Stringfellow (1983)]. 
It may also be necessary to grow strained-layer 
superlattices [Hughes (1987)].
The performance of the HBB system constructed during the 
present study should be adequate^ for the tasks outlined 
above as, despite the carbon background, the best InAs 
grown in this system was of cosiparable quality to LPE and 
VPE grown material. Furthermore, the close control of the 
growth conditions available when using this system would be 
a considerable advantage whether investigating new materi­
als systems or attenq;>tlng to reproduce device characterist­
ics.
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Th* UM of sliding metal electrical contacts In UHV
S.M. N««MMd.aA.A. KutMi,andE.H.C. Pwkw
O tf^Lm im N lf9»eknk.ilJ*m ryS*m t Lemdom ECJS2SY, (Mktd Kingdom
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A simple and vcfsatik method of coalactinf to ilidinf stainless steel rods is described. Compact 
lincaf motions are made possible,» which the stipportsofacomponent also act as elect ricsl feeds. 
Problefiis assodated »ith insulated fietiMc connectore are thus elimtnated. The contacts have 
worked reliably in a Ill-V MBE system environment.
PACS numben:07.M.ICf. 73.40.Ns. 11.13. -  s
Providini electrical connections to a mming eomponcm 
(e.g., substrate manipulator or ionitatioo gauge Ilua moni­
tor) is a frequent requimneat nitbta UHV systems. Flcaible 
conductors, insulated with aluminaorsihca beads, arc often 
used for this purpose. A problem which bas been exper­
ienced with this afTingcmcat is a tendency for the insulatiag 
beads to fracture and abrade against each other, with subse­
quent contamination of other componenu in the UHV sys­
tem (the possible contamination of evaporation sources is of 
particular coneem). Insulated Sexible conductors can aho 
be inconveniently bulky. This article describes a simple, 
compact, and contamination free sliding metal contact for 
use with linear drives in which rods supponing the moving 
component also act as electrical connections. The contacts 
are especially well suited for use «iih magnetically coupled 
drives. The corabinatioo allows the construction of a long 
hocar motion with electrical fiecds wiihout the expense of a 
bellows seal
ngure I shows one pair of contacts. 0.4 mm thick, 6 mm 
wide hard rolled pboephor broiue ^ ring str^ press firmly 
onto 1/t in. o.d. stainless sted rods at an an^ of 13*. The 
strips arc isolated from a conical stainkm sicd support/ter- 
minai block by ceramic collars. Fbts mlHcd along the sides 
of the cone allow positive location of the imulaiors. A fixed
PTFE (Teflon) bearing locmcd underneath the termina) 
block insulates the rods and ensures that they are correctly 
positioned with reject to the contacting strips. The sliding 
rods require a second conmraini to keep them parallel which 
can be located at eitber end of the linear drive according to 
convenience. The drive nmy be applied through one or more 
of the rods, provided that they remain insulated from one 
another. The only critical point in construction is that the 
clearance holes through the PTFE bearing should be about 
3% larger than the diamcicr of tbe*scainlcss steel rods, as 
PTFE has a high temperature coefllcknt of expansioo and 
also tends to deform during the first few bakeouts at 200 *C.'
Contacts to five parallel rods have been used in the con- 
struction of a mov l^c kmianion gauge flux monitor, a com­
ponent of 400 1 s*' ion pumped bakabic UHV system used 
for III-V MBE Despite moving the gauge fairly rapidiy (—3 
cm s* ') no problems have been cxpcrioiced with cold weld­
ing (phosphor bronze/stainkas steel bearinp arc used com­
mercially in UHV). Momentary pressure burstt, amsisting 
mainly of H] and CO. are limited to ~ 3 X 10~ ** mbar above 
a background pressura cf 3x10'** mbar. No diflkulty is 
experienced in peming a 2 A flhmcnt eurreat and it is nota­
ble that the contacts are felMk for the nanoampera collec- 
lor eurrenl of the ionifirien gauge even after exposure to 
arsenk ambients; the background pressure indicated by the 
osonitor tracks the pressufe mdkated by the main system 
ionization puge down to the x-ray limit of the movable 
pup (>> 1X 10** mbar).
Sliding metal electrical eoncaets have also been used in 
conjuitctkm with rotary motkoa. We have employed a tan- 
tahun wire spring as an eleerrkal contact to a rotming mo­
lybdenum disk and found rimilar rdiabilhy and contamina­
tion-free performance to tkal described above.
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ON THE PRACTICAL APPUCATIONS O F MBE SURFACE PHASE DUCRAM S *
S.M. NEWSTEAD
CEC h im  Ktuarth Ctian, Emtt lûM . WtuMty. M iSHutx HA9 7 fr . UK 
K J iA .  KUBIAK
VC Stmkm Ltd, tmbtrhcnt Lm t. Eau GnHMad. Sm ux KHI9 1X2. UK 
and
ERC PARKER
Uiéetmiy t f  Warwick. Cmmry CV4 7AL, UK
Thii popcr repocti dctoikd mfooc phaic diigrimt for (100) GoAs and (100) InAi. l a  the c o m  of CoAi, (rowlh ratci from 0.07 to 
3.0|iai/K AS4 :Ga flux niioo from 0 js : 1 to 100:1 ood growth tomperatam from 300*C to SOO*C were tued. oovetiog the whole 
range of gioerth cooditiotu of practical me m MBE Rcstdtt oo the rtocketieri of the (100) laAi/CaAs hetcrtgunctioa are aho 
prercrttcd. The cotrelalioo between material propertim, lurface reoonstnictioa and growth conditione tt dircutied for both GaAs and 
homo- and beteroepitaxiel InAt. The entpham of the paper is on the practical application of the leralu as an aid to optimising (and 
reproducing) MBE growth eonditiens with reasonable efficiency.
1. Introdnctioa
Many tworken [1-14] have realised the value of 
specilyiat MBE (row th conditions aiainst a sys* 
(em-independent phenomenon, such as surface fc- 
coortniction, in  order to improve reprodudbihty 
[S-7,11] and facilitate the comparison o f results 
bettateen laboratories (7,13]. Perhaps the most re­
producible taray o f spedfÿinf a srowth condition is 
to use the boundary between two surface recon- 
structioos u  a reference point [6,13], The availa­
b ility  of a surface phase diagiam, showinf the 
existence regions o f the reconstructions supported 
by a growing surface u  a function o f the substrate 
temperature and growth Ihixes, is obviously help­
fu l in  this application.
Several complete and partial phase diagrams 
have been reported for (100) GaAs [13-10). These
* TVs werit wm undntikca «hân the aMhnn wero at the 
Dcpiitmnl of Fhyiia of te Oly of London Mywchmc.
diagrams are in substantial agreement on the 
ordering o f the various recoiutructioiu but there is 
a considerable tpread in the reported positions of 
the phase boundaries, p ir^ U y  due to the recog­
nised difficulties involved in measuring the sub­
strate temperature (13] and arsenic flux (i.7,14] in 
practical growth systems. Also, as far as we arc 
aware, no puU isM  phase diagram shows the 
effects o f varying the growth rate.
In  this paper we report a detailed phase di­
agram for (100) OaAs, discuss the nuckation o f 
the (100) IrtAs/OaAs heterpjunction and rlesctibc 
the sim ilarities between the phase diagrams o f 
OaAs and InAs. The effects o f varying the growth 
rate are dearly shown fo r both compounds. Cate 
was taken to  obtain accurate and reproducible 
estimates o f the nibstrate temperature and growth 
fluxes when mapping out the diagrams. The corre­
lation between baric material properties, surface 
reconstruction and the MBE growth conditions is 
also reported.
0022-024S/87/S03.S0 O Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
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2. E»ptitof ( il
T lie  « perimentt woe performed in a reieaicii- 
otieauied MBE Q iM a, CLPIV, dengned and 
b u ilt in-bouse. The wbtlralc healer was deai|ned 
to  allow a reproducible measoicment o f the grawth 
temperature wfaikt wmaining compatible with 
load-locked opeiatiao (fig. 1). Substrates were 
transferred into the growth chamber soldered to a 
Mo plate with 6N indium. This transfer plate was 
then In  soldered to a second Mo plate fonniog 
one end of the beater assendriy. The substrate 
thermocouple was permanently mounted in a 12 
mm diameter hole thnwgh the fixed plate. 
Calibration against the sharply defined phase 
boundanes cm (100) OaAs under su tk  conditions 
(6,13] indicates that the temperatures repotted here 
were reproducible to w ithin ± 3 *C  T te  absolute 
accuracy o f measurement was also reasonable; the 
In  solder fixing the transfer block was found to 
melt at indicated temperatures within the range 
160-18S*C (cf. the MP o f In. 1S7*Q and GaAs 
clean-up (oxide desorption) temperatures o f S90- 
600*C were normally adequate.
The AS4 flux was estimated from the arsenic 
overpressure measured using a fixed kwisation 
gauge mounted dose to the growth region (but not 
directly exposed to any growth flux). The over­
pressure was calibrated by finding the boundary 
between the (2 x 4 ) As and the (4 x 2 ) Oa subi- 
Ksed leconstructians whilst depositing OaAs onto 
GOO) buffer layers at growth temperatures in the 
range 4S0-300*C The AS4:Oa flux ratio at this 
boundary is known 10 be O J: 1 (IS). Sm tlar teeb-
as— ,
niques have been successfully used by other 
worken (6J1.16). Periodic diecks were made on 
the absohrle intensities o f the Oa and In  fluxes by 
growing Slapped films.
The OaAs RHEEO studies were performed on 
beshly p own undoped buffer layers. The sub­
strates used were generally 1 cm x  2 cm pieces 
cleaved bom 2 irtch wafers (IC I undoped GaAs, 
GOO) oa-axis). There was no indication that the 
ratio o f the growth fluxes varied significantly 
across this small area. S keV RHEED was used for 
the majority o f observations.
3. The aarfacu phase diapam of (100) GaAs
Fig. 2 is the surface phase diagrrun o f (100) 
OaAs growing at 0.6S pm /h. The recoiutnictions 
seen during growth were:
Regiool 
Region n  
Region HI 
Regioo IV  
Regioo V
mixed G X * ) M *  X 4),
G X 4),
G X 1) bulk streaks,
(4X2),
e(8x2)
No additional reconstruciions were seen under 
sta lk conditions. A dear c(4 x  4) pattern was only 
seen under large AS4 fluxes in Region 1. -The 
pattern seen under practical growth conditions 
(U . y«,, :/< ].<  30:1) was a composite o f the (2 X 
4) and c(4 X  4) RHEEO patterns. A  clear c(4 X 4) 
reeomtmelioo could always be obuined under
Tiw. (*C)
«H.1 • e f*ts
Pig l l h r  MBE an tes phan4hmni 01(100) OoAs t e  a 
teei p ew * te islO i«  pa(/k
S M  NrwnraJ t t t l .  /  froclkal êffüMiOÊU a fU B E  ¡ m ¡ x t  f U f  dit,¡ram i
Static conditions. Our identification o f the c(8 X 2) 
and (4 x 2 ) leoonstnictions as occurring in sep­
arate ngions is tenutive, although consistent with 
the results o f Cbo (2).
Several worken have reported a (3X 1 ) re­
construction under AS2 (3,4,17] artd As« (5) fluxes, 
even quoting this reconstruction as optimum for 
the growth o f material w ith maximum ptioto- 
luminescent efficiency (17]. The fact that we, in 
common with others (6,8,10], did not see a (3 X 1) 
reconstruction impUes that it  may only be visible 
w ith  a critically adjusted RHEED geometry (see 
also Panish (4]). W ith reference to  published dau 
(3-5,17], the (3 x 1 ) reconstruction may be ex­
pected to occur between the (2 x  4) and (1 X 1) 
reconstructions. Le. within Region I I I  o f the phase 
diagram reported here.
The phase boundaries were mapped out by 
varying T, at a fixed As« flux or vice versa. 
Hysteresis was not seen at any boundary implying 
that, w ithin the timescale o f the experiments, the 
reconstructed surfaces remained in equilibrium 
w ith  the growth fluxes. Note, however that epi- 
layers grown in the shaded area o f Region I I I  (fig  
2) were temporally unstable, showing (1 X 1) bulk 
streaks at nudeation but becoming (4 X 2)/c(8 X 
2) gallium within the firs t few minutes
o f growth.
Refetiing to fig 2, a fixed As«:Ga flux ratio 
(assumed to be 0.5:1 as previously described) w u 
found to be just sufficient to maintain an arsenic 
subilised reoaostraction over a wide range of tem­
peratures (400-635*0, indicating the range of 
applicability o f the Foxon/Joyoe growth model 
(15,18] at dm growth rate. A t temperatures below 
400*<f the ttansitioo to a gallium stabiUsed re- 
constructioo occurred at flux ratios below 03:1  
and at temperatures below about 320*C the ar­
senic subilised pattern became “ frozen in " and 
no «•b«wge 10 gallium subilisation could be in­
duced, the RHEED pattern becoming slightly 
spotty and ia£ng away as the As« flux was re­
duced. We.cannot offer a fu ll explanation of this 
phenomcnoa but note that some apparent d if­
ferences in the surface interaction chemistry o f 
As«-Ga-(100)OaAs above and below 330*C have 
been attributed to the formation o f an intrinsic 
population o f Ga atoms at the higher tempera­
tures due to the desorption of As, (18].
Several o f the reconstructions are separated by 
a series of paralld boundaries (between I and II, 
I I  and III, I I I  and V). These boundaries are char­
acterised by an activation energy o f 3.9 eV. W ithin 
experimental error, the same activation energy has 
previously been obtained from iitdependent ob­
servations o f some o f the phase boundaries re­
ported here (4), from the time taken to evaporate a 
surface layer o f arsenic from M BE grown (lUu) 
GaAs (1] and from the vapour pressure o f As, 
over GaAs (19]. This suggesU that the basic mech­
anism determining the slope of the boundaries can 
be associated with the evaporation o f chemisorbed 
arsenic from the epilayer surface (3.9 eV is com­
parable with chemical bond strengths).
4. Variadon of growth rate
F ig  3 is the superposition o f the (100) GaAs 
surface phase diagrams for five fixed growth rates 
in the range 0.07-3.0 pm /h. The activated phase 
boundaries are common to all growth rates. The 
low temperature deviation from the minimum flux 
ratio occuis at lower temperatures fo r lower growth 
rates; this may be related to surface lifetime phe­
nomena. It is apparent that there is an upper lim it 
to the growth rate o f GaAs under the (2 x  4)
Fig ]. Iht npciponik» tt Ibt a t» ) 0*A< nufac* pbtw 
itiHmm lor Bw Bnd growik rotto ia the nato 0.07-lh
SM . N iw s tfJ  t i  cL /  Fractic«lc^C0tic its«fMBE$mfSt9pkaudiatrwm
tecofum idioii. Even allowing fo r the use o f a 
generous flux ratio tbis lim it is in  excess o f 60  
(tm /h  and is unlikely to be restrictive in practice.
S. GaAs cpOaycr propeilics
In sununary: a ll epilayers grown in Regions IV  
and V  of the phase diagram were spoiled by 
surface accumulations o f Ga. ^ ilayers grown in 
Region I were typically m irror s ^ y  and (w ith the 
exception o f the common oval defect) substan­
tia lly  undefected but had poor decttkal proper­
ties, often being highly resistive even i f  doped at
I  X 10”  cm~’  with Si or Sn. Epilayets grown in 
the temporally unsuble area o f R ^ on  I I I  were 
marred by large hillock features very sim ilar in 
appearance to those which we have reported on 
(100) InAs grown under a tim ilar metal-rich reg­
ime (ref. [20] and section <)! The electron mobili­
ties o f Si and Sn doped epilayers grown in Region
II  and the temporally ruble area o f Region I I I  lay 
close to Poth’s 77 K ft versus n curve [21] at 
carrier concentrations above about S X 10”  cm~’ . 
Unintentionally doped material was typically 2 x  
10”  cm~’ p-type. Typical oval defect defect den- 
sities of abMt 1 x  10’  cm~’  were obtained when 
using a fresh gallium charge, rising to about 1 x  
10* cm~’  at the end of an extended growth series.
6 . The nudcalion of InAs onto (100) GaAs
The (100) InAs/GaAs heterojunction is d if­
ficult to nucleate because o f the large ( -7 X )  
lattice mis-nutch between the two components. 
There ate three distinct growth regimet in hetero­
epitaxy [11,12,20]; arsenic rich, optimum and in­
dium rid i. Films nucleated under arsenic and in­
dium rich conditiotu exhibit characteristic defecu 
[20] and have severely degraded electrical proper­
ties [11,12,20].
There is ionM disagreement as to the conditions 
t>«diin to optimum material quality, w ith some 
authon reporting that it  is necessary to grow 
under an In-atabk (4 x  2) rcoonstniction [11,12]. 
To investigate these claims we pew a series o f 
InAs ^ilayers onto (100) GaAs substrates at a
Fig. 4. The cTfeeli of vaiyiaa the ntbslratc tcmpcrauire ud 
AS4 :Ia flux nOoor Ihe nuckslkm of AAs oolo (100) GoAs.
fixed growth rate o f 2.0 ±  0.1 p m /h  over a wide 
range o f growth temperatures and As4:In  flux 
ratios. Fig. 4 illustrates the correlation between 
morphology, reconstruction a ixl growth condi­
tions. The best InAs grown in these experiments 
was grown under a diffuse (1 X 1) recoiumiction 
lu iiig  • miomritjH AS4 flux and growth tempera­
tures in the range 4S0-SS0*C. Unintentionally 
doped film s with thicknesses over S pm were 
typically n-type with 77 K  mobilities erf 6 X  10* 
an* V * ’ s '*  at 5 X 10”  cm "’ . Typical residual 
defect levels were 8 X 10* to 3 x  10’  c m '*, signifi­
cantly lower than the oval defect levels on GaAs 
grown in parallel experiments. The use o f m ini­
mised AS4 fluxes at lower growth temperatures led 
to the growth of mirrar-shiny epilayers under a 
dear (2 x 4 ) reconstruction, but the 77 K  m obili- 
tiea o f undoped layers grown under these condi­
tions (r,w30O-4SO*C) were always < 3 X 1 0 * 
cm* V -*  s '*  a t» > 1 X 10*‘ cm.
The boundary between optimum and In -rid i 
growth conditioni was exactly delineated by a 
dear and unambiguous transition to a (4 x 2 ) 
reeanstmetian (fig  4). A ll epilayen grown under 
the (4 X 2) reconstruction at AS4: In  flux n tio a
S.M. fifwsitaJetoL / fnctkotùppHcathm MÊEsmfaetfhatf éagnmi
(•C)
w V t«, (K*'l
S. The MBE lurfaec phaie diairaa of (10(Q InAt. 
Miiface reooottraetMMi Mca withia Rctioot II, III tad IV 
contipood 10 Ifaotc ma ia A t  u m t  fcfioet of the (100) GaAt 
phase dnirta» 2 tod 3).
> O.S: 1 were heavily defected w ith hillocks 
orientated along the (OU) direction. These defects 
are described elsewhere [20]. As noted above, very 
sim ilar defects were seen on GaAs grown within 
the temporally unstable area of Region I I I  o f the 
OaAs phase diagrams. Comparison o f figs. 2, 3, 4 
and S w ill show that the growth conditions in­
volved are essentially equivalent. We were unable 
to identify an In-stable condition leading to the 
growth of good quality InAs under the (4 x 2 ) 
reconstruction.
mum growth condition does allow a fu ll InAs 
surface phase diagram to be constructed.
Fig. S is in the MBE surface phase diagram of 
(100) InAs fo r four fixed growth rates. This di­
agram it, although scaled differently, very similar 
to the GaAs phase diagram described in section 3 
and eaany o f the same comments apply. The main 
difference between the two diagrams is that differ­
ent energies characterise the activated phase 
boundaries (2.6 eV. fo r InAs, e t. 3.9 eV for GaAs) 
commensurate with the relative bond strengths of 
the two compounds. It  would be interesting to 
have comparative data for AlAs. F ig  S is in 
excellent qualitative agreement w ith the recently 
repotted results o f Sugiyama [16].
It is possible to map out a “ nucléation phase 
diagram" fo r (IM ) InAs/GaAs which closely re­
sembles fig  S with additional constraints to the 
range o f A s, fluxes usable at a given growth rate. 
However, flg  S contairu sufficient information for 
most purposes as the variation o f the optimum 
nudealion temperature with growth rate simply 
foUows the shift in  T ^ , Le. for best results in 
heteroepilaxy the grower should nucleate under a 
minimised A s, flux just w ithin the elbow o f the 
As-to-In stabilised transition curve appropriate to 
the growth rate.
8. PraeBcal applicalioiis
7. The swface phase diagram of (100) InAs
In  addition to the experiments described above, 
InAs was deposited onto (100) InAs substrates 
and onto th k lt InAs buffer layers grown on (100) 
OaAs substrates under optimum conditkms. It 
was found that minor-shiny and substantially un­
defected InAs could be grown under the (2X 4 ) 
and (1 X 1) reconstructions at As, ; In  flux ratios 
as high u  40:1, confirming an earlier report [12] 
that “ As-rich grmvth" is, in  fact, a nucléation 
condition which does not apply to bomoepitaxy. 
Unfortunately the aon-availaWlity o f semi-insulat­
ing InAs substrates h u  hampered investigations 
in to  the elecirical properties o f these films. How­
ever, the eliminatian of the arsenic rich nonopti­
Tbe surface phase diagrams o f (100) CaAs and 
(100) InAs c k ^ y  provide a useful framework 
w ithin which to qiecify nudeation and/or growth 
condilians. RHEED mapping may well prove to 
be an effideal way o f investigating the growth of 
the less well studied III - V  compounds and hetero- 
junctiont, especially if  combined w ith basic growth 
and amesameat studies. It  would be particularly 
useful to have the phase diagrams o f both compo­
nents o f a heterqjunction u  this would assist in 
the choice o f an optimised (or compromise) com- 
birutian o f substrate temperature, growth rate and 
group V  flux(es) suited to the nudeation o f both 
matoials.
Several laboratories [6,13] use surface phase 
transitions for roulitM  checks on the accuracy and 
r^ rodudbility o f their growth conditioiu. This
S.M. H t m t m d t f i  /  ^roetkml t f f I kmtiMti c fM B E tw fm c tp ^  Aofromt
technique offers semal edviBUies; a non-de* 
structive check of T, can be made before and after 
every growth; surface reooostnicttofi is qrstem in­
dependent; there are no proUems w ith emissivity 
changes, pyrometer port fogging, etc.; and oom- 
pensatioo for variations between wafer transfer 
blodu and/or mounting techniques is automatic. 
Calibration would normally be checked under 
static conditions as the c (4x4) to (2 x 4 ) and 
(2 x 4 ) to ( lx  1) transitions are more sharply 
defined in the absence o f a gallium flux.
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Abstract Measurements of the Hal ooeflidents and of the resistivity of MBE*gro«n St, 
doped nith P, As, Sb. B. and Ga in die concentration range 10'  ^to 10’* cm were carried 
out at 77 K and at 300 K. With lheciceptkMofCa«<ioped Si.the measured mobilities were 
dose to or higher than those of bulk iMiieriab at both temperatures. The Mott inetai/ooo* 
metal transition has been observed in the present ejntaxial materials and the measured 
values for the critical impurity coaocniration at which the iransiiion occurs, agree with 
values reported by other workers for bulk lilicoii.
PACS: 1X20, 73.60
Previous studies [1.3] of co-evaporation doped MBE- 
grown Si:Sb and Si:Ca [3j mdicalcd that, at medium 
to high doping levds. the measuied Halt mobilities 
were smaller than those of bulk SI This arose from the 
propensity of the Sb and Ga dofiaats lo segregate on 
the epilayer surface, which occcsiiaicd high adlaycr 
coverages (20.1 monolayer) to achieve the maximum 
doping levels, and resuM in a disruption of two- 
dimensional planar growth (1,4). With the advent of 
more sophisticaicd doping methods such as 
*potential^haaccd doping** and the use of other 
dopants, notably B (7. t). this fundameatal hmiiaiioo 
was overcome. An iavesrigatioo of the Hal mobilities 
of materials grown within our taboratory usiiig these 
more advanced co-evaporation doping techniques has 
been carried out in order to meet the need for a 
rigorous assessment of the majority carrier transport
* Rresmi aditm«: VQ SemieDa Lid . The tifclws ladiatrul 
Esuie. tmbcrUonic Lsiw. E « i C r in n l Suwn. R III9 IX Z . EuflatMl
properties of silicon grown by MBE The results of this 
woik are summarized in the present paper.
I. Experimenta)
MBE-grown Si foyers were uniformly doped by co­
evaporation from B C7* H  Gn [9], P [10]. As [S], and 
Sb [2-6] sources. The sechniques are described in 
detail dsewhere [1-10]. Nominally uodoped cpifoyers 
were characterized by HaB-cSect and pliotolumincs- 
cence measurements [11], were found to be n-type and 
the residual impurity was identified as phosphorous 
which was present in the ooocentraiion range 5 x 10”  
to 5x10” cm*’. Rutherford beck acattering. He* 
dechanneUng. secondary-ion maaKspectrotcopy and 
electrical profile measuremeno were compared and 
indicated that, within measurement cnor. complete 
dopant substiiuiiofialiiy was achieved and that donor 
exhaustion occurred at 300 K [5] with an intentionally 
introduced dopant species eieepc Ca.
K A. .V kuhtak Cl al
The Hall measuremcnis [12] v^ 'crt raciliiatcd hy 
licposiiing ihcepilaycrsonio substrates of ihe opposite 
carrier type, leading to junction Isobtion of sulMtraie 
conduction. Crou-shaped samples were formed by 
etching to eliminate contact*area effects [12] and 
ohmic contact was achieved by smearing Ga-ln 
eutectic onto the contact areas whkh were then 
omtaid with Au foil. In the case of lightly-doped 
material, surface-oxidation was removed from the 
contact area prior to application of the eutectic to 
ensure good ohmk contaa. Good junction isolation 
was initially ensured by inspecting the I-V character­
istics of the junction and by verifying that the measured 
conductirity of the eptla)'er was independent of the 
magnitude of the applied voltage. Poor junction 
isolation generally 1 ^  to low measured n^Uities 
and such non-representative data were discarded. The 
thicknesses of undoped epilayers (6-40 |im) were sufTi- 
cient to eiuure that depletion effects [13] could be 
ignored. The linear depmdence of the Hall voltage on 
applied nugnetic field was checked and all the usual 
precautions to eliminate thermomagnetic effects, in­
cluding umple-current and magnetk-field reversals, 
were undenaken [14].
The carrier concentration n (or p) and the Hall 
mobility ftn have been obtained from [14]
nior p)»r.Ä„e, 
^„■o/n(or p)tf.
Hg. 1. Ekeuvn M lttiics ß in MgE-Crown Si :F  at 77 and 
300 K v e n «  d K ifM  coacamratiM a at 77 and 300 K. Carrier 
egacentraiioai iaaiceaiaf 5 k to** c » -*  hi ve been obtained^- 
coatroUed ieuadaeiiaa of ibe dopaai [tO ^ «-hcreas tower 
cicetroa denaiiw are awoeiaied with rcsidwal inpwrkks. In ihe 
lauer cue. ealjr laadoaU)' aeketed rtpcescatame results ea 
M iE -|ro »a  Si aie iaetaded from the very large dau base 
a>aibbk. The solid Ine irprrifBii baft awbiliiy «etacs derned 
from the meaiorcncatt oTMona and Malta [15] on Si: As
0)
where is the Hall coelTicienL o b the conductlrity, e 
b the clectronk charge and r b the Hall fector whkh b 
set equal to unity.
2. Resultt
2.1. Comparison o f Dato on MB£-(7rowfi 
and Bulk MattriaU
Figures 1 and 2 show the measured Hall mobOiiics at 
77 and 300K of n-type (St:P, Si:Ai. Si:Sb) MBE- 
grown SI plotted agninst the carrier concentratioos at 
77 and 300 K. The solid lines represent the Hail 
mobilities of bulk Si : As computed ftom (1) with rm  1 
and the data of Morin and Malta [15]. AO the 300 K 
mobilities of epitaxial and bulk materiab agree to 
within the experimental error. The 77 K mobility of P 
and As-doped epitaxial material are abo in good 
agreement with mobilitks measured on As-doped bulk 
Si over the entire doping range, la the case of Si : Sb 
epilayers. the measured 77 K mobilities coincide with 
hulk mobilities [IS] at dopant eonceatratkMU below 
5x10*'cm'’. At higher doping kveb the mobilities 
measured »  the Si:Sb cpilaycn are substantially 
higher than those measured in As-doped bulk 
materials. Thb feature b more dearly illustrated in
r « . l  EbetfoeeebilitioFÌeM BE-|rew e$Ì:SbaiidSi:Asai 
77a»d 300 K.eempeiid »kb m«Mwemeiiu msdr by Mena snd 
Maiu [IS]w ibuftSj:A sM d Si:Sb(M lidliat)
Fig. 3 and bs ori^n b ikm known. The present 
measurements arc abo in agreement with studies on 
bulk inateriali [15], in showing that the mobtUiies at 
77 K increase digfatly for electron concentrations 
above 10'* cm*’ (Fig. 3|.
Mobility date for p-type MBE-Grown Si: B and 
Si:Ga are compared with values obtained for bulk
T I m  EketncaJ Prapcflin o f Doped Sibcon
r i ( .3 .  A e o o y o ii io o o r ih c n K c lc c t r o o n a k n ilin o r M S E - 
in w n  Si:r. S itA l. u d  Si.'Sb. A t dopio) I n i b  t u n d i a i
•ppreumaidir 3 > 10' ’  cm '  ’  Ike mobilUiti io S i: Sb u c  t m u r  
t k u  Ikow io S i: As le d  S i: P
Fig. 4, Hafl Bwkililies p  ie MBC*frowe S i : B u d  Si : C i  u  77 
u d  700K  coiepiied eiUl aam tm em u  ( I S ]  on baft S i:B  
(sobJ line)
Si:B [IS] ia Fif.4. The iMasuremenii nude on 
Biioped cpilaytn are in ceccUeni a|itcmcni n-iib 
retulu for bulk Si ai both 77 and 300 K. Hall mobiliiica 
measured on Ca-doped MBE material at 300 K are 
dose 10 those obtained on bulk Si; B [15], whereas ihe 
77 K mobilities o( ihe Ca-doped epilajren are si|nili- 
canily lower than ihe 77 K mobiliiies of B-doped bulk 
Si. The lower mobiliiia in the epilayer as compared to 
the bulk material couM be due lo the bet that Ca- 
doped material usually becomes heatily dislocated at 
doping leveh in esecss of 5x  iC'ern'* [16] or that 
the ihrcc-dimensi. sal adbycr structure formed duting 
Ca>iloping [9] produces an inhomogeneous doping 
distribution.
Fig. S. T b t  dselroo cenem iniioa a SI 77 K  of n4ype bulk u d  
M BC.gin«ni u f a u  ptomd w i i i i  ike electron conoeniratioo i l  
7 IB K . I T .  dueees ike etiUcal donor conculranon for Ihe 
eccseiu oe of dw ktou trandtioa. The b ro k u  line corm poodi 
In the M sufon in vkieh Ike etearon concrairation u  indepeod.
7-7. The U t t ^ N o o - U t u l  TFoiuAfon 
ia rkr SHkam Im furity  B m J  
It b aniidpated on theoretical grounds [17] that, with 
the eiccptioei of Ca, in eseess of 90Ve of the atoms of 
the earious dopant species should be ionized at 300 K 
and. as mentioaed in Sect. 3.1, thb has been experi- 
menially aerified. However, as expected from the 
iooizatioo enrrgine of the dopants employed in thb 
intestigalioo [17], there b a rapid decrease of the 
carrier densby for doping leveb in Ihe range 10'* lo 
10" cm * ‘ as the temperature b loorertd. Thb b show n 
in Figs. 3 and 6 which indicate that, in this composition 
range, only IO*/t of the dopants are etecironically 
active at 77 K .  A l  doping leveb below 10" cm"*, the 
carrier canccmraiions al 77 and 300 K are approxi­
mately equal which b atiribuicd lo the fact that donor 
or acceptor exhaustion b present at temperatures 
down to 77 Kia the more lightly doped maicriab [17].
When the doping leveh exceed about 10"cm"* 
tbeit b a disappearance of Ihe measured dopant 
ioaiiaiioa energy and the measured carrier con- 
ccniratioa at 77 K becomes equal lo that al 300 K for 
both n and p-lype material. Thb behaviour b belbvcd 
to be associated with a Motl [I I ]  non-metal lo 
metal tiansitioa in which, for high impurity con- 
ceniraiions. conduction occurs in Ihe impurity band. 
The traasilion b also apparent in photoluminesccnce 
experimcnis [19] as exciion suppression. Critical dop­
ant conccniraiions N , for the occunence of the Mott 
transnioo in the various maicriab have been dcicr- 
miacd (rum Tigs. 5 and 6 and are giixn in Tabk I. As 
shown in the table, our values of iV. are in msonaMc 
agreemem wbk the result of Vamanouehi et al for 
Si:P [30] which has also been ohiained from Hall
R. A. .V Kuhuk Cl al
F i f .4  H iclM lte e a ea itratiM U  77 K  o f p > t )^  bulk and M IE *  
f r o « «  elieoii. plotiad \ « fw i bole coactniratioo ai 300 K . N »  i i  
ihcaieicilacBeftorconMWraiieobrlliceccurTcnecofibe MoM 
uanaiiie«. Tbe bfokcn line corwipoodt lo  iha iMMaiioa in « In d i  
ihc bole eonoeauaboa ia iabipcndeai o f wnperature
T a b k I .  C m ka l dopaai cooceMraboos fee the metal'noo-wctal
Dopant
This work* R r f . [ » ] Rrf [ 2 n
P 2»I0* * 4 a l 0 ‘ * 3 J « I 0 "
As 4 «  1 0 " 0 4 «  t o "
Sb 2 a t o " 3 0 «l0 * *
B 5 « 1 0 "
Ca Solubilily bnit too low
*T1ia nuiiniani error i 
appronimaid)' 30%
of N .  ta
dau, tod »ith values o t deduced from capadiaaoe 
metsttremenu [21).
Yuunoudu ct aL [20] have found that, in Si: P, 
the oMibilitjr mettured at O  K increases wi^ dopant 
densky for eooccntraiMMU in excess of TUs 
bchavioor. whkh has been ascribed to the displace* 
meat of the Fcmi level into the conduction band al 
high doping levels [22). is also observed ia the present 
matcriab at 77 K, for all dopants except Ca as shown 
in Figt. 1-4.
X  C a o d ir d o m
Comparison of the present results with data on the 
dectrkaJ pri^rtiet of bulk silicon suggests that, 
except for Si :Ga. earlier difficulties in doping MBE* 
grown Si ha\e been o\‘crcomc.
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